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SECTION I 

IHTRODUCTION 

AUTHORITY FOR REPORT: 

By a letter fror.i. Hro Carroll L. Tyler, i·'.anager Santa Fe Directed Opera

tions, Uo S. Atcmic Energy Commission, to Holmes and Harver, dated September 

16, 1948, this finn was authorized to r.i.ake a preliminary reconnaissance and 

study of the proving ground site at Eniwetok Atoll for the purpose of deter

mining such information as is necessary to fonnulate a construction program, 

recommend types of construction, prepare cost estimates and submit a compre

hensive report of our findings. 

Authority for the basic functional criteria, such as population, radi

ology, date of tests, demand utility loads, and geographical distribution of 

various proving ground functions, derives from a series of conferences between 

representatives of Holmes and Narver, and J Division of the Los Alamos Labora

to~J, presided over by Dro Alvin Co Graves during the week of November 15, 

19480 

PURPOSE JF REPORT: 

The purpose of this Report is an engineering analysis of design problems 

and construction problems involved in utilities arrl structures necessary for 

a proposed Atomic Energy Proving Ground at Eniwetok Atoll in the Marshall Is

landso This Report will not undertake the scientific or experimental aspects 

of such a Proving Ground·, but will analyze certain of the facilities necessary 

for such experiments, as well as a proposed schedule for accomplishing and op= 

erating such facilitieso It is intended as a forecast of probable scope of 

work as a basis for which logistic scheduling can be accomplished, and approx

imate estimates of cost for budgeting purposes can be prepared. It may also 

constitute a framework for the fonnulating of policy and drawing of contracts 

for actual accomplishmento 
I ~ 1 



SCOPE OF REPORT: 

This Report Will concern itself with installation and function of utili~ 

ties and structures. It will report on, and evaluate existing facilities; and 

propose a definite ?rogram of design and construction. It will consider spec

ial problems of operation, and of mobilization, demobilization, logistics, arrl 

maintenance. It will make cost estimates based on suggestions, probabilities 

and schedules proposed in the Report. 

Scope of this Report does not involve detaila::l. design. It is intended, 

however, to explore the possibilities from the standpoint of sound engineering 

principles, giving alternatives where feasibility of more than one method or 

design is apparent, an:i setting forth specific recommendations for policy de

tennination which will f onn a basis for subsequent contracts or organizational 

work, as well as procurement and financial arrangements to accomplish the nec

essary construction at the Proving Ground. It is intended to be sufficiently 

comprehensive that a person not wholly familiar with the vicinity of the 

proposed operations may properly evaluate the recommendations given herein. 

The magnitude an:i extent of facilities discussed in this Report are based on 

our understanding of the requirements of the Laboratory at Los Alamos o Within 

a general framework of criteria derived from conferences at Los Alamos, this 

Report will develop engineering recorrunendations which are supported by such 

calculations ar.rl studies as will establish that the conclusions in the Report 

are prac'ticable from the standpoint of engineering design and construction in 

the field. 

It is recognized that with the unprecedented scientific developments in 

the field of atomic weapons, it is impossible to make proving ground specifi

cations today which will not be partially obsolete tomorrow. Great emphasis 

has been placed, therefore, on flexibility in problem analysis. 
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The intent of this Report, by 2.p~roaching certain problems from the 

standpoint of r:iany different alternatives"' :foes not ir:1ply uncertainty as to 

the engineering analysis, but is intended to forn a basis upon which [lolicy 

decisions can now be intelligently made, and as a basis upon which such 

policies ma;7 be easily modified or supplemented in terms of later informa

tion. Similarly, construction planning must be sufficiently versatile to 

accommodate, without disruption, major changes, deletions and additions, up 

to the actual time of testing. This is believed to be one of the most vital 

objectives in conceiving the scope of this Report, and the entire Report 

should be so evaluated. This Report will assune a proving ground use equal 

to the period of two series of tests. 

The discussions of final design, construction, and operation in this re

port presume the awarding of civilian contr~cts for the performance of prov

ing ground establishment, exclusive of these services. 

(a) Communication, between the Atoll and the outside world. 

(b) Security regulations, policing, military patrol and air= 

craft operation. 

(c) Hospitalization beyond ability of field medical service. 

(d) Military air and surface transportation, to the extent 

available. 

(e) Military supply of certain vehicles, boats, and equip

ment to the extent available. 

(f) Military support of the Eniwetok garrison. 

(g) Civil functions of government, affecting the conunon 

welfare, civil processes of law, and rules of the road 

by air and sea. 

(h) Air-sea rescue, and evacuation of serious casualties and 

deceased. 
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(i) United States Postal service, or extending of l'J?O facilities 

to all personnel at the siteo 

(j) Operation of boat transportation in the lagoon beyond the needs 

of constructiono 

Engineering design is proposed to be accomplished in the Zone of In

terior for these reasons: 

(a) The nature of design is such that it cmi be as adequately 

done in the Zone of Interior as in the field. 

(b) Economies would be affected by reducing total personnel 

at the site as much as possible. 

(c) No loss of productive time would be incurred by time in 

transit of personnelo 

(d) Design forces would be close to nanuf acturer 1 s data and 

consultation. 

(e) Ready adaptation could be made in design in terms of avail~ 

able materials. 

(f) Restricted data necessary to design can be readily controlled 

for securityo 

(g) Design forces are more accessible to the Laboratory personnel 

directing the requirements. 

(h) No delay in start of design is implied, since the reconnais

sance of October 1948, and the proposed advance field forces 

will supply sufficient initial data. 
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SECTION II 

PRESEHT COlwITIO:l AT '.::ITE 

DESCRIPTION OF LOCALE: 

The proposed proving ground :nakes use of a chain of islands in the Atoll 

of Eniwetok. l::niwetok is a typical coral atoll in the ::orth Pacific Ocean, 

being one of the ::arshalls. It lies westerly of Los Angeles 4500 nautical 

miles, about twice the distance of iionolulu and almost in line, by the great 

circleo It lies at latitude llo 30~ North and longitude 162° 20' East, at a 

point 1044 nautical miles E by S of Guam, )24 nautical miles SSW of Wake Is

land, and 354 miles WNW' of Kwajeleino The atoll is roughly circular and ap= 

proximately 22 nautical miles in its longest diametero 

The westerly half of the circumference is relatively shoal and usually 

submerged at high tideo The easterly half of the atoll consists of a number 

of small islands made of coral sand which anerge from the sea at all stages 

of the tideo All these islands, however., are underlaid by a shelf-like coral 

reef dotted with projecting irregular masses of coral at frequent intervals. 

Deep water occurs rather abruptly at the outer and inner perimeters of this 

shelf. On the lagoon side, however, in severc.l cases, a sandy beach fonns a 

transition from the island shore into the deeper water of the lagoon. Ocean 

swells break on the outer edge of the reef several hundred feet from the is

land shores, and the relatively shallow water between islands and adjacent to 

the shores is calm in usual ··iind conditions. 

The lagoon has two navigable entrances, one of which may be entered by 

deep water vessels. The interior of the lagoon is navigable, although cer

tain pinnacles of coral create hazards to navigationo Typical island vegeta

tion consists of coco palm trees under which is found underbrush in varying 

degree. All vegetation has been removed from certain islands, and in other 

cases, the palm trees appear to have been systematically planted by men 
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rather than accidentally propagated. The '.;eather in this vicinity is tropical, 

and humid and is unifonn in temperature, ':)oth in seasonal a.nd in daily varia= 

tion, being in the magnitude of Bo0
e It is in an area of tradewinds and of 

frequent rains which appear as periodical s;ualls or re.in clouds, rather than 

being a pronounced seasonal phenomenon. The area is net inhabited by natives 

of the Marshall Islands, and the only residents of the atoll are garrison 

troops at Eniwetok. The nearest point of human habitation is Kwaj alein, which 

is a Navy Station, and which maintains logistic support of the Eniwetok gar= 

risono 

REPORT OF FINDINGS: 

Representatives of Holmes and Narver were at Eniwetok Atoll from October 

4 to October 17, 1948 for the purpose of a survey of existing conditions at 

the project siteo 

The scope and mission is described in Letter Contract AT-(29=1)-507 

dated September 16, 1948 between the AEC acting on behalf of the United States 

of .American, and Holmes and Harver, :Zngineers, of Los lmgeles, for the perform

ance of Archi tect-~ngineer services necessary to cover initial :)rogramming 

and preliminary planning required in connection with :->reparations of the Los 

Alamos Scientific Lagqratory for weapon testing activities, as follows: 

1. Preliminary reconnaissance and study of proving ground site 

at Eniwetok Atoll for the purpose of determing such infonna

tion as is necessary to formulate a construction program. 

The party was escorted by an official of J Division of the Los Alamos 

Laboratory, accompanied by two radiologic al monitors o The Holmes and Harver 

study was conducted by the Chief of Operations of that firm, together w.i.th 

their experts in mechanical, electrical, sanitary, hydraulic, and industrial 

fields of engineering, as well as hydrography and surveyso 
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Following will be a report of the factual findings of this reconnaissance. 

Garrison at Eniwetok. During the reconnaissance trip, the survey team 

was based at Eniwetok Island and was furnished subsistence and transportation 

by the command. The garrison was very cooperative <-1ith the purpose and ef

forts of the reconnaissance team, within the limits of the facilities avail

able to them. Every military courtesy was extended en route, and though air 

lift was critically short, a high priority was accorded the party and no delay 

was encountered. 

Weather. During the two weeks which the team was at the Atoll, the 

weather was uniform in temperature, both day and night. The first half of 

the period, weather consisted of intermittent clouds and sunshine, with in

frequent showers. During the latter half of the period, showers of rain were 

a daily occurrence. In general, rains can be seen approaching, as squalls un

der a heavy cloud mass coming across the surface of the sea, arxi traversing 

the lagoon. Moderate trade winds were experienced almost daily. 

Insects. The islands are remarkably free of files ani mosquitoes, due 

to the past and present campaign of control by DDT by the existing garrison. 

Some night flying insects are small enough to penetrate screens and are quite 

numerous aroun:l lights.. On some of the shot islands, where control has not 

been practiced for-several months, flies and other insects are very numerous. 

It is apparent that without control, insects in this climate would be a great 

annoyance. General health of the garrison was considered excellent. 

Physical Conditions of Shot Islands. The shot islands a.re clear of any 

building or structure which was not functional in the previous test, with the 

exception of war-ti.me landing boats on the Southerly end of Runit island, and 

with the exception of scattered debris on Engebi island. Around the zero 

tower area on Engebi, there is an extensive area of scattered, corrugated iron 
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and other debris, apparently mangled by concussion, and there are remnants of 

camp structures, which have also suffered from the blast. On Engebi there are 

also large numbers of concrete slabs which Here previously used as quonset 

baseso The vegetative ground cover is very sparse on most shot islands. The 

area immediately adjacent to the shot tower and probably for a l~QOO foot rad~ 

ius around the tower, is exposed ground with no apparent growth. In larger 

radii from the shot tower, weed growth has started. On ~ngebi, this takes the 

form of dense areas of burrs standing on grassy stems, approximately 18 11 higho 

On other islands, the burrs are not so much in evidence, but weedy growth has 

formed a ground cover on all shot islands, to some degreeo 'lb.ere are a few 

coco palms which have gotten a start, and have sprouted to one to two feet in 

height on Biijiri and Runito There are no bushes or other treeso There is 

considerable discarded material around all of the experiment buildings, such 

as wire and expended electrical equipment. None of the material now on the 

shot islands isrngarded as salvagable to any degree of economic justification, 

except possibly buried cable and copper coaxial tubing. 

Radio .Activity on Shot Islands. The residual radio activity on shot is

lands is found to be appreciable for approximately l,OOO ft in radius from the 

shot tower locations._ However, it is found to extend to greater distances in 

certain cases, and the intensities do not appear to be consistently a function 

of radius from the center of the towero This means that any future construc

tion activity should be accompanied by a system of monitoring. In an effort 

to detennine how much movement of earth would be necessary in rehabilitating 

the shot tower area, on .Aomon, a vertical section on zero line near the shot 

tower area was made and meter readings of various portions of this vertical 

section were taken. Conclusions are as follows: 

(a) If approximately six inches of coral are removed, radio~ 
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activity in any area should be recuced to less than an 

eight-hour daily dose. 

(b) Two feet of coral sand over the present craters should 

reduce present radioacti.. vity to a sufficiently low level 

for all construction purposes. The few hot spots observed 

outside of the crater area may be removed by bulldozing the 

material to the edge of the island and covering with sand, 

in such a position that the lagoon will not be contaminatedo 

(c) The probable intensity of radioactivity in the craters by 

15 Hay will be such that men can work in the craters for J.4 

hours on Engebi, la2 hours on Aomon, and Oa5 hours on Runit 

per day without exceeding a tolerance dose. For men in . 
bulldozers "WOrking from the outside toward the center, these 

ti.mes may be appreciably longer. It should be sufficient 

to assume that a man will be able to work in this way for a 

half a day. 

The only shot island paved around the tower in the last experiment was 

Engebi~ The pavement is badly shattered, and samples taken of this pavement 

are intensely radio active; however, the soil under the paving is relatively 

uncontaminated, indicating the shielding effect of the paving. 

Monitor results during this reconnaissance are available at the Los 

Alamos Laboratory. 

Condition of Foundations under Original Shot Towers. The original towers 

were evidently placed on concrete piers, which are understood to extend about 

nine (9) feet below the ground surf ace. The towers have completely disappear-

ed, with the exception of a few pieces of metal in the crater area, which 

might be identified as pieces of tower structure. The tops of the concrete 

piers have suffered some degree of shattering, and in some cases, this is con-
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siderable, the reinforcing steel being thoroughly exposed. This effect may 

be partly security demolition rather than blast effect; however, on the top 

of certain piers, where the legs of the tower emerged from concrete, short 

stubs of the tower legs are still remaining o There is abundant evidence of 

iron oxidation of the tops of various piers, and the surrounding soil area is 

apparently depressed. '!he tops of the tower supporting piers and stubs of 

tower legs, are intensely radio activeo It is predicated, however, that this 

radio activity is only on the surface of the concrete mass, and penetrates 

very little. 

Paving. The only paving at the time of the previous operation was appar

ently in the radius around the zero tower at Engebi. This paving was f oun:i in 

the condition of considerable shatter arrl irregularity in surface gradeo It 

is understood to have been specified as a three-inch thickness; however, by 

visual inspection and by actual section taken of the paving, it does not ap

pear that the paving is as thick as this at any point. It is not known 

whether the significance of this is compression from shock waves, or whether 

the design thickness was not achieved by the construction. It does not appear 

that any of this original paving is salvagable. The general characteristics 

of the paving fractures are tendencies toward uplift and shatter. Craters 

around original zero towers are not pronounced but the general area appears 

to be depressed in some degree. This was not determined accurately during 

the reconnaissance due to lack of instruments on wmich observations could be 

made quickly, and to the residual radio activity in the carters. It is esti

mated to be in the range of two to five feet below average terrain at the 

original tower position. 

Special EJUipment on Shot Islands. Equipment in the interior of special 

buildings on shot islands survived the blast, but scientific equipment has 

been removed. However, the air conditioning units in the buildings were ex
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aznined and were found to be in good shape except that motors and expansion 

belts were missing in some caseso These units are all arranged for 100 per

cent recirculation and have six rows direct expansion cooling coil, and a 

four-row hot gas re-heating coil with air by-pass. For each unit there was a 

compressor, now missing, located outside of the building. There are capped 

pipe sleeves in the wall for all refrigerating lines. These units might be re

used in other buildings of less importance, but are not considered adequate 

for a future operation. 

Causeway. The connecting causeway between Biijiri and Aomon consists of 

driven steel sheet pile, inter-locked ands tiffened horizontally by a steel 

waler, composed of double 16-inch channels, back to back, and tie rods which 

appear to continue through the structure and appear to be about three inches 

in diameter. The condition of the sheet piling is good, although there is 

some loss in section due to corrosion, and the surface is covered with con

siderable scale. Within the tide range, also, there are typical tubercules 

of electrolysis. This causeway piling will be substantial for a considerable 

time in the future. The roadways and curbs, which extend across the causeway, 

are not in perfect repair. 

Coral Head Photo Tower. This tower was visited and inspectedo The piers 

are fabricated H sections, fourteen inches by fifteen inches. From below low 

water to above high water the steel H sections are encased in concrete approx

imately four feet squareo The steel columns above this are also encased in 

concrete approximately thirty inches in cross section. The concrete casing at 

its bottom surf ace is crusted with marine growth. On the underside and bottom 

six inches of the faces there is bad spauling. Steel below the concrete has 

a moderate amount of marine growth and there is no sign of excessive corro

siono The edges of the flanges of piling appear to have the original section. 

Rivet heads are corroded to some extent. This framework supports a platform 
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of three-quarter by twelve inch boards sup;iorted on four inch by twelve inch 

joists laid flat, on approximately thirty inch centers, The three-quarter 

inch flooring is in bad shape. The steel structure of the tower is attached 

to the supporting framework by anchor bolts - those at the southwest corner 

are badly rusted. The steel frame-work of :he tower structure has been paint

ed over the galvanizing, and this paint appears to be in good shape and has 

adhered to the galvanizingo The paint used is apparently yellow zinc chromate. 

The galvanized house structure on top of the tower is not painted, but it ap

pears to be in fair shape. One pane of glass is missing. There are two ad

ditional towers of this type in warehouses at l::niwetok1 and one erected at 

Aniyaanii. The towers are equipped with hoist. 

The floor of the tower itself is approximately eight feet above the water 

lineo On the top step of the ladder which mounts the coral tower, a structural 

member consisting of about two inch angle iron projects into the upper part of 

the last step. This is an inconvenience to ;:ieople in descending the laider1 

and probably is a hazard to safety. 

The cable landing was considered unsatisfactory for a pennanent installa

tion. The cable, in emerging from the water, ascended very closely to one of 

the concrete cased pier3 supporting the towerj and in the state in which it was 

found in this survey, it could have chaffed against the edge of the concrete 

pier. It had been restrained from doing so by a very light piece of rope. 

This rope was replaced with three-quarter inch manila line. The cable is 

mounted on the inside of one of the tower legs by a series of lashings or ties 

made of tarred-string, similar to Navy type marlin. Apparently, no other fonn 

of cable cla.mpl!S were used. It appears that these cable landings could be re

designed to advantage. The cable itself appeared to be in good condition. 

In addition to the lashing which was performed on the cable tower, an 

investigation was made of the equipment in the tower proper = electrical equip
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ment and terminal facilities o The coral touer may be approached only by boat 

of the nM11 type or other boat drawing less th::i..'1 twelve feeto Ho portion of 

the coral tower shoal is bare at any stage of the tide, but coral heads appar~ 

ently project to within two fathoms of the surface in the general a reao A 

steel ladder rises from two steel fender st:r.ictures at the generator shack,, 

-which is apparently the route by which the tower was '.Jreviously approachedo 

This method of approach is inconvenient and hazardous. 

/rljacent to the tower structure is ~ similar pile structure of steel H 

sections which support a generator shack, ap~H'Oximately fourteen feet by four

teen feet inside, with a wood flooro Generators have been removed. The shel~ 

ter has corrugated iron walls and roof o The generator floor is five feet four 

inches above the wood floor and faces the towero The generator building is 

about four feet from the edge of the tower platfonno 

Photo Tower ~ .Aniyaani.i. The 75=foot photo tower on .Aniyaanil is in gen~ 

eral good conditio~ and is similar to the Coral i1ead towero It has also a 

hand-operated skip hoist which may have caused previous difficultyo The 

wheels on the skip hoist are narrow and ter.d to jump out of the standaro steel 

channels which are used for guideso It is believed that the skip is inade

quate and that motor_operation would be more satisfactory. There are three 

cables extending up the tower; - one ten~conductor armored cable, two three

conductor rubber covered cableso The tower is guyed at the four corners, and 

is provided with a lightning arrestor. T'ne tower is galvanized and is not 

painted; however, little evidence of corrosion is apparent except in some of 

the connections for the sheeting used in the cab at the top of the towero The 

guy wires used on the tower appear to have been uncoated and were badly rusted. 

Also, a number of panes of glass were missing froM the house at the top of the 

towero 
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Land Survey Control. During the reconnaissance, evidence was recovered of 

the triangulation network maintained on previous mapping and control surveys. 

In general, a network appears to have been established from island to island, 

and extended out into the lagoon to include the coral head photo tower and 

another low tower structure which was used ~olely as a survey observation 

point. The monuments used in this triangulatiJn survey are still recoverable. 

They consist of three inch brass plates of standard US Coast Survey type set 

in concrete flush with the ground. The survey observ~tion point tn the lagoon 

is constructed of a circular sheet pile enclosure approximately ten feet in 

diameter, apparently filled with coral to approzimately eight feet above the 

sea level and capped with concrete. The condition of this installation is 

fair. 

No bench marks for vertical control were discovered, and it is not be-

lieved that tide observations are being taken at the present time. 

Horizontal Control. Two horizontal control surveys have been made in 

this area. An analysis of the methc:ds and results of these surveys indicate 

that they do not meet the new requirements of this project. 

U.S. Naval Control Survey. A survey by the USS Bowditch was made in 
I 

1944. This survey included a triangulation network covering that portion of 

the Atoll east of Bogombogo on the north and Igurin on the south. The apparent 

purpose of this survey was a hydrographic chart of the Atoll. 

The survey was of third order accuracy and consisted of a base line on 

Runit island and triangulation stations on nine other islands. As the loca-

tions of control points are not readily adapted to the requirements of this 

project and sone stations ~ave been destroyed, retracing this survey is not 

recommended. 
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.Astronomic Operationso .A3tronomic operations were taken by the USS 

Bowditch at station North Base on Runit Islan:i and the geographical position 

of that station and the a.i:i.nnith of a line between Station North Base and 

Station South Base were determined and used as the origin of the survey o This 

position and azimuth were accepted by the Joint Task Force Seven and became 

the origin of their later survey. Illustrative Plate 1 shows the layout of 

this networko 

Joint Task Force Seven Survey. A survey was made in 1947-48 which estab

lished a control net of that portion of the Atoll east of Parry Island on the 

South of Engebi Island on the North. This survey is covered inthe "Report of 

the Engineer, Joint Task Force Seven, Part Two." 

As station South Base of the previous survey which was the South end of 

the base line had been destroyed, a new base line approximately 2600 meters 

in length was established on Runi t Island between station North Base and a 

new station 11Runit". This base was shorter than the former base line but flas 

stated in the report to be of first order accuracy. 

No astronomic observations were made by this survey. .Although the origi

nal azimuth observations were made from stations North Base to station South 

Base, an examination~~! the correction obtained. for the angles in the adjust

ment of the Naval survey showed that little accuracy was lost by using the com

puted azimuth of the line from station North Base to station Sand. It was 

therefore considered that reobservation was unnecessary. 

In the ccmputation of this scheme the latitude arrl longitude of station 

North Base and the forward azimuth of the line from Sta ti on North Base to s ta

tion Sand were accepted am together with the elements of the Clarke spheriod 

of 1866, used to determine the datum. 

An analysis of the report on this survey, together with information ob-
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tained on the reconnaissance trip of October 1948 by members of this organiza

tion reveal the following facts: 

(a) Observations were made at night and apparently followed first 

order procedureo The base line was measured with Invar tapes and 

standard procedure followedo Triangle closure is within the 

allowable :ma.xi.mwns o 

(b) The geometry of the scheme does not confonn to first or sec~ 

ond order specifications of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Sur~ 

vey, and can be considered no better than third ordero 

(c) The initial triangle in the base expansion figure has an R, 

of 52 which considerably exceeds the allowable maximums of 

25 for first order arxi 40 for second order procedure. This 

weakens the whole scheme. 

(d) The area covered by the survey is smaller than that required 

for this projecto Proposed requirements would expand the net 

to double its present area with considerable magnification of 

the possible errors in the original neto 

(e) The base line of the Joint Task Force Seven Survey can be 

used in a satisfactory sch0?!le an::i can be assumed, based on 

available inf'onnation, to have sufficient accuracy for the 

proposed second order scheme. 

(f) The geographical position and azimuth are based on a war

time survey of doubtful precisiono Aa the records of the 

Naval survey are not available, the method used in estab

lishing position and azimuth are unknown, and it can be 

assumed speed may have been of more importance than extreme 

accuracy. However, this does not effect relative positions 

within the limits of the Atoll. 
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(g) The field work involved in retracing portions of this scheme 

and expanding to required size would almost equal that of es-

tablishing a new net without developing sufficient accuracy. 

It would be necessary to re-occupy most of the existing stations 

in order to establish additional oneso To do so, destroyed 

towers must be re-built at greater expense than those of the 

proposed scheme. Establishing a new scheme involves occupa-

tion of only four more stations than would be required to ex-

pant the present scheme. 

Condition of Existing Triangulation Stations. Triangulation stations of 

the Uo S. Naval survey were marked with a standard USN triangulation station 

disk set in concrete. Recovery of these stations was not attempted by the 

reconnaissance party but it is known that some have been destroyed, including 

station South Base and station Reef. 

Stations of the Joint Task Force Seven survey are marked with a standard 

USC & GS disk set in concreteo These stations are believed to be recoverable, 

also some of the traverse stations established on the project islands. 

Existing Towers. Existing towers, according to available information, 

may be occupied. in establishing the proposed control scheme, as follows: 

Aniyaanii Island 
Parry Island 
Eniwetok Island (N. 2nd) 
Lagoon (Photo tower) 

75' 
75' 
75' 
75' 

Steel Tower 
II II 

II II 

II II 

Materials for additional towers are not available at the project site. 

Illustrative Plate 2 shows the relation of this net to the project areas. 

Vertical Control. No infonnation on existing vertical control is avail-

able at this time. The uReport of the Engineer Joint Task Force Seven" indi-

cates that an assumed datum was used where elevations were required, such as 

differential levels on the Runit base line. 

RETuRN TO DOE/NV TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
RESOURCE CENTER 
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Water Transportation in the Lagoon. Boat transportation has been de

signed to maintain a security patrol of the Atoll, under direction of the 

Commanding Officer of the garrison" Tnis patrol is now scheduled once each 

week to visit and traverse each of the islands of the Atoll, frcm Eniwetok to 

Bogallua. 'i:'o provide this service, the garrison has two (2) I.CH class land

ing boats, and two (2) amphibious craft (Dukw)o At the time this survey 

team visited the island, only one 11 M1 1 boat was in service, the other one be~ 

ing docked with pending repairs of bottom punctures and other difficulties 

which make it now unserviceable. Only one Dukw was in full operation, the 

other having mechanical deficiency. The procedure for a patrol or other 

travel by these craft is for the 11M11 boat to beach and drop its gate or ramp. 

The Dukw then drives aboard the "M" boat and parks in the wll deck = the 

gate is closed, the boat pulls away - carries the Du.kw to a destination is

land, where, if there is an approachable sandy beach, the procedure is done 

in reverse, and if there is a barrier reef, the Dukw is launched from the 

ramp at sea and makes its way over the reef to the beacho The condition of 

the equipment -.ti.ich was operating at the time of this visit was very depre~ 

ciated, both in the case of the 11 M11 boat and the Dukw. The 11M" boat has en

gine irregularity, and a defective ramp which failed at one time during sea 

landing by the Dukw, and it takes considerable water, especially in choppy 

weather. On one return trip to Eniwetok, in about a 15 knot breeze, the ~11 

deck of the 11M11 boat accumulated approximately two feet of standing water. 

The Dukw is subject to continual mechanical failure of one kind or another, 

and it took considerable motor pool maintenance at night to keep it operating. 

At one time, the team was stranded for a few hours by engine failure, and 

other times by mechanical failure. This eq_uipment is regarded by the garri

son and the crews as being unfit for service. It was stated by the Commaz:rl

ing Officer, that if any subsequent surveys of this nature were planned by 
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AEC which would demand these boats ever; day and thus not penn.it extensive 

maintenance between trips, that sufficient advance notice would have to be 

given to the Armed forces to provide sup~lenentary water transportation. 

The trip across the lagoon from ;::niwetok to Bogallua requires approxi= 

mately three hours by 11 M11 boat, with the Dukw as cargo. Travel in other ;;arts 

of the Atoll is relativeo The sea conditions in the Atoll during the two= 

week period of observance were favorable to small boat operations, consisting 

of no ocean swells, except in the immediate vicinity of the deep water en= 

trance at Japtan, and only short surface waves created by local wind were ex

periencedo These are dissipated rapidly with the drop in wind velocityo 

This type of marine equipment, now in use, is very adaptable to the 

present requirements of the Atollo It is particularly true of the Du.kw that 

no other obvious form of vehicle or craft could give such expe:iitious access 

to the islands of the Atoll, particularly those bordered by a qarrier reef. 

Ship Service to the Atoll. Water transportation for freight haul and 

other purposes outside of Eniwetok Atoll is not based at ~niwetok, but is fur~ 

nished.through Kwajelein by schedule and by special request. Their method of 

making shipments to Eniwetok is to send boats of the LSM class, which usually 

discharge on the beach. For infonnation on controlling depth of water Within 

the lagoon, character of bottom and anchorage areas, reference can be ma.de to 

Navy Hydrographic Office Hap No. 60 JJ. This map, as well as previous experi

ence reported in the area, indicates that the interior of the lagoon has ade~ 

quate depths and holding ground for anchorage to accommodate sea going vessels. 

Vessels may not be docked, however, due to the lack of pier facilities. Aids 

to navigation, such as lights, buoys, channel markers, etc., appear to be in 

place. Freight lightering from ship to shore appears to be best handled in 

i'lili tary landing craft which land on the beach directly. 
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It is apparent from the air that a number of submerged obstacles exist 

in the lagoon beach area of cniwetok and Parry Islands. They consist of LSM 

boats and other sunken surface craft and pon~oons. 

Pierso - On .r:;niwetok there is a pier near the South end of the lagoon 

side, which was constructed of pontoons with coral fill. Several of these 

pontoons have sunk and most of them are in very bad shape. The pier to be 

useable will have to be replaced., However, it could be extended out approx-

imately one hundred to a hundred and fifty feet to deeper water. This pier 

was not used extensively as the personnel landing pier, but was used to land 

an::l. dock heavy equipment fran LSTso Immediately adjacent to the pier de-

scribed, there previously existed a beach on which LSTs could come in and 

drop their end-gate and discharge cargo. Further up the island, there exists 

a pontoon floating personnel landing pier, which was used as such during the 

last operationo A storm recently broke the several sections loose and they 

sank. Although the water approach to .uniwetok is good for LST boats, the 

pier facilities are not at all useableo There exists a beach approach suit-

able for 11 1111 boats in the approximate vicini t'J of the Headquarters area on the 

lagoon sideo 

On the Southwest point of the island there exists a small wooden pier 

which is used for dumping garbage into the seaward side for disposal. This 

pier is in good condition and serves the purpose well at present for the gar~ 

risen. 

On Runit, there was a pier constructed of four (4) 12 11 11 H11 columns, ap-

proximately ten (10) feet by fifteen (15) feet center to centerj driven into 

the coral, with top elevation of nine (9) feet above Mean Low Water Springs. 

Behind. this was a rock fill which is practically gone. The steel is unpro-

tected and rusty. This island was formerly used as a small boat repair yard, 
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and there is a considerable extent of good beach near the South end, with 

apparently not too many coral heads off shoreo 

On Aomon,. there was a pier consisting of two rows of converging pontoons, 

vii. th s oJ';',e riprap placed between them - the other end of this is now submerged 

and the pier is of no value. 

Some soundings were taken away from this ?ier in an effort to detenr~ne 

the general depth of the water in the immediate area. These soundings indi

cate a controlling depth of three feet at :·iean Low -,.later Springs. 

On Engebi, the pier consisted of timber cribbing - coral fille:i, faced 

on the end with five rusted pontoons, which are practically gonea It was ap= 

proximately twenty feet 'Wide by ninety feet long from high water line. 

It was, like all piers, of temporary construction, and all are badly 

disintegrated. The coral fill, which was usually faced by steel pontoons, 

timper or other perishable material, might be re-used, providing the pontoons 

or timbers are removed first arrl the piers re=faced. However, there is 

little advantage to be gained from attempting to re-build existing piers if 

another location appears more favorable. Due to the fact that these islands 

are best approached by landing boats, ?iers do not seem of major importance 

except for personnel- aandling by launches. There was no evidence of channels 

to a::Jproach these pierso The approaches are ap~arently clear sand but the 

average contour of the bottom appears to be no different off the face of the 

pier from that at the adjoining beach areas. It is believed that not much 

more could be gained as to navigable water by extending the length of these 

piers, unless such an extension went all the way to the edge of the shelf 

reef a In other words, the piers as they now exist, extend to about the con

trolling depth of the reef shelf 3 arrl, as indicated by soundings, the bottom 

is fairly constant for several hundred feet further off shore. It is possible 
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that dredging would increase the controlling depth of pier approaches to 

some degree, but would require maintenance, due to sand accretion. 

Air Strip - Eniwetoko 'lb.e main air strip of the Atoll is on Eniwetok 

and is the source of Atoll communication \iith the outside world, and conse= 

quently is of vital importance to the garrison. It is an air strip having a 

coral surface of very smooth condition, is approximately 400 feet wide, and 

7,000 feet longo It was generally in first class shape. At the Easterly end 

of the Eniwetok strip, there are a large number of stub ends of rubber hoses, 

projecting upward from the surface of the strip. This had to do with the 

control of drone planes during the last operation. At the present time, how

ever, they are alanning to pilots unfamiliar with the strip, who take them 

for steel pipe projectionso Also, there is some junk and expended, heavy 

equipment at the approach to the strip, which serves as a mental hazard to 

pilots. There is a control tower, and a seven-man crew which operates the 

Homing Station, serving to guide and direct planes to the Eniwetok strip. 

The crew which operates the strip, is housed and sheltered, in the area im

mediately adjacent to the strip, but are Messed in the common mess hall at 

the administration area. 

In addition to the facilities maintained by AACS (Aircraft and Airways 

Communication Service), the strip has at the present time emergency lighting 

which is maintained for night landing, adjacent to the strip and serving as 

special lightso There are merely surface type cones with surface wiring 

spread along the fieldo The hangars and aircraft service maintenance facili

ties consist of one hangar, sufficiently large to house approximately two L-5 

type aircraft only. 

'Ihe airport refueling consists of a portable gasoline truck, which is 

serving all refueling on this strip. 
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There are twelve (12) 1~000 barrel a r_._ation gas tanks on l!.niwetok. 

It was observed that there are no air sea rescue facilities on EniwP-tok 

island. 

There is mobile fire fighting equipment at the air strip, but no ambu

lance facilities were observed. 

Air Strip - Parry Islando Parry Isl&ld air strip has an extremely rough 

surface. Considerable bouncing is experienced when landing, even with an 

expert pilot in a small L-5 plane. The strip has a bare coral surface for 

only about half its length, or 300 feet, the remainder being grassy. It has 

high arrl low spots, together with hard and soft spots. The general direction 

of the strip is South 37 degrees West magnetic, which appears to be 27 de

grees off Wind.. A three inch steel pipe parallels the North edge of the 

strip, and has.one and one-half inch pipe riser5 at 120 feet intervals, equip= 

ped with valves for attaching hose for sprinkling the strip with sea water, 

all in very rusted condition. The balance of the strip is grown up in grass 

or weeds, and is extremely hazardous to aircraft when the bare coral strip is 

over-run. 

It is our opinion that Parry strip is rougher than other strips due to 

poor sub-base preparation, and the grading has not been crowned in the mid

dle of the strip. Therefore, standing water was observed on Parry strip, re

sulting in soft places. There are apparently no drainage ditches or catch

ment areas at the edges of the strip to accommodate heavy rainfalls. 

Air Strip - Aniyaanii. The air strip on Aniyaanii reaches across the is

land, and the vegetation has been cleared away on both sides. However, pi

lots state that they do not like to use this air strip, their comment being 

that it is too short. It was measured and the strip found to be 40 feet 

wide by 630 feet long, and it could be extended 48 feet on the South end, and 
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60 feet on the North end. It has a steel mat surface and for approximately 

one-third of the length from the :lforth end there is a hump - this may cause 

the feeling that the strip is too short. The bearing of the strip is South 

48 degrees West magnetic, which should be ',.:ithin l2 to 16 degrees of prevail~ 

ing wind direction. Possibly, the high palm tree ~rowth on each side of the 

strip creates undesirable air currents which account for pilots 1 dislike of 

this pa!"ticular field. 

A.ir Strip - Runito 'Ihe Runi t air strip is surfaced with steel matting 

and has a magnetic bearing of South 6J degrees East. This is probably 50 

degrees off-windo Weeds q.re growing up through the openings in the matting 

and unless some maintenance is provided in the near future, the field may be

come unusable. The mis~alignment of this strip may be occasioned by the fact 

that the island of Runit is very narrow and presents topographic limitations. 

The di.Plensions were approximated as 40 feEt by 800 feet by pacing. 

This air strip, as well as the air strip on Aniyaanii, Parry, mgebi, 

and Biij iri, do not have control towers, and are not provided with night 

landing facilities. 

Air Strip - Biijiri. The air strip on Biijiri is poorly surfaced coral 

runway, which was not measured, although it is sufficiently short that only 

one of the two planes now operating is able to land there. On one landing, 

during this reconnaissance, the plane ran off the end of the runway am had 

to be pushed back by hand. Parallel to the existing strip is a strip par

tially constructed, somewhat longer but it is in a condition of being 

harrowed or scarified on the surf ace and not yet graded or rolled. 

Air Strip - Engebi. 'nle air strip on Engebi island has a coral surf ace, 

and lies South of and parallel with ~he original Japanese strip. The bearing 
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taken on the air strip is South 70 degrees \Jest, which is adequate orienta

tion. The coral surface on the Engebi air strip is smooth and is quite 

satisf aciA>ry at this time. It appears to be well drained and has catch 

basins at intervals along both sides. There apparently is no underground 

drainage system, b11t the catch basins depend on the coral sand porosity for 

sub-surf ace drainage. The catch basin inlet grates are flush with the 

ground surf ace. 

Bogallua.. A reconnaissance was made of available real estate westerly 

of the island of Engebi for the purpose of determining a possible fourth lo= 

cation for an experimental site. The three islands nearest Engebi are suit

able so far as area is concerned, but were not seriously considered because 

of their close proximity to Engebi. The most westerly island of the chain, 

Bogallua, appears to be favorably disposed for the purpose of another exper

iment, and is discussed in detail hereafter. Refer w Plate 3. Bogombogo, 

which lies directly northeast of Bogallua, is also suitable but does not 

present substantially more advantages than Bogallua. Still further north

eastward the small group of three islands at Ruchi could conceivably be used 

by inter-connecting them with causeways; however, they are not in good 

alignment and would require considerable construction to inter-connect them. 

Bogallua has a long sand spit extending westerly from the west em of the 

island, which is not shown on most maps, and which makes Bogallua particu

larly adaptable to the purpose of an experiment. It is approximately 40 feet 

wide at an elevation of 7 feet above low tide, and approximately 130 feet 

wide between low water lines. On its extreme :~esterly end there is a rough

ly circular enlargement 70 feet in diameter betweE.n high tide lines, which 

suggests a tower location. The sand spit is approximately 7 feet above low 

water, generally confonning to the elevation of the remainder of the island. 
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The sand spit contains only occasional low vegetat~on. The remainder of the 

islarrl ~s covered with bushes 8 to 10 feet high, broad=lea:fed, tropical 

types, and some palm trees. It is relatively easy to clear of all vegetation. 

The sand spit has an attitude in collinear conformance Hi th the wd.s of the 

main body of the island, which general axis is 60° r:iagnetic azimuth. Rough 

measurement was taken in the field of the di.~ensions of this island; hence 

the map referred to in Plate 3 will scale fairly accurately for the size of 

the island. 

Any of the islands westerly of Engebi Will require more consideration 

to the water approach than the other islan::l.s of the lagoon, for the reason 

that the reef on the lagoon side is more pronounced, is in general wider, 

and the water which overlies it is more shallow than elsewhere. The sand 

spit on the westerly end of Bogallua contains some low vegetative growth 

which seems to indicate that the sand spit is of a permanent nature; however, 

future investigation should be made as to whether this sand spit is migratory 

in nature, or relatively stable. 

A line of soundings were taken during the reconnaissance between Bogal

lua an:i its adjacent island easterly, Bogombogo. A profile of this can be 

seen on Plate 4. 

Japtan Island. Although this islan:i has not functioned in previous ex

periments, it deserves mention as having an elevation sor:iewhat higher than 

other islands, and being possibly the most livable from the standpoint purely 

of !'1ousing and good camp conditions. It is covered with palm trees, has 

deep water close to the shore on the lagoon side, a good beach approach, and 

was previously used as burial ground site for Pmerican soldiers. It is 

now abandoned as a burial ground and bodies have been disinterred. This was 

originally a Naval installation during the war ap~arently, and there are 
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some wuarters, buildings, cc~n:i equipment on the i3land, including two elevat

ed water tanks, but none of t.11ese ins tallathms a ;pear to be now useableo T'ne 

island has a pontoon pier which is now of no value as i~;:.ny of the :;lates are 

completely rusted outo 

Parry Islando This island contains three .ontoon ?i€rs, a murine rail

way, and a concrete seaplane ram:;i, cl.l on the lagoon side" At the north end 

.·)f the island is a borrow pit of rather coarse coraL There is considerable 

equipment and quonset buildings, but all are apparently badly rustedo At 

the North end of the island there is an 120~foot antenna tower used for 

high frequency radio. The control tower used during the last operation is 

of wood construction, about 11 1 x 11 1 in size, and approximately 20 feet 

above the groundo This is structurally in good condition. The air strip is 

not in good shape and is not in a condition of good stabilization or good 

wind orientationo .All buildings are quonset huts j some with concrete slabs 

but most with plywood floorso In all cases, a considerable amount of re

:;airs are required on doors, windows, screens, floors, and on some exterior 

sheet rnetalo The roads that exist would require reconditioning for use but 

probably could be re-located as economically as they could be re-builto Any 

piers required r.rust be re-constructed or new ones built. The field power 

plants, water distillation units, refrigeration units, and all similar me

chanical installations that still exist are r~sted to such an extent that 

they must be considered as expendedo The radio tower appears to be in good 

condition except for poor coating on the louer half. Also the steps forming 

the ladder are badly corroded, and possibly unsafe. The tower is guyed radi

ally at the four corners fror.i about the three-quarter point by J/8" cableso 

These are moderately rusted and are attached to pieces of junked equipment 

lying on top of the ground, which serve as dead men. 
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The concrete seaplane ramp is about 50 feet wide and 100 feet long, 

and appears to be in good condition. It has a slope of about 6 feet more 

or less in 100 feet. lbe u?per end is level with the average terrain at its 

terrnnation.. Tue ?iers are coral fill, faced with double :Jontoons. The 

'.Jontoons are in a bad state of deterioration but the bulk of tr.e fill reJ:Lains 

intact. There is about JJ feet of fill bet:.Ieen the pontoons. The beach ap

?roach is very f.:.vorable. 1he Northerly of the two piers is in better con

idtion than the Southerly and is longer, being about 200 feet by JO feet. It 

therefore extends intc deeper ',rater, probably six to ten feet at its face. 

A good sand beach continues nort:1·.1ard fror.. this pier. :'he :;.arine rmlway or 

small boatway is located about 100 feet i:orfo of the north pier, and it con

sists of an angl0 iron as a rail, mounted on 12 x 12 ties. The g~u6e is 70 

inches bet:·Jeen rails., 'i'he railways appear to be in corroded condition but 

are still useable. The winch also appears to be in good condition, tut the 

engine which was used to operate the winch, appears to be beyond use., The 

personnel pier, just ~lorth of the paved rarnp, consists of a large steel 

barge anchored by cable. A two-inch wooden plank floor has been placed on 

top of the deck for additional stability, and appears to ~e quite necessary 

as the barge is heavily corroded. 

Concrete .Aggregates. Construction materials of this type are fairly 

uniformly distributed throughout the Atoll. There are a few exceptions, but 

in general sand is the basic soil of all the Atoll islands. This sand is ap

parently broken up coral, well water-worn, and not 1:ell graded, usually being 

uniformly coarse. Apparently the palr:1 groves which existed on the island for 

at least twenty years, prior to the war, deposited a shallow orbonic silt on 

the surface of the ground which in sone ~laces is apJ;!arent, and in other 

~laces has disap~earedo Surrounding the general sand bodies of the islands, 
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and usucµly on the ocean side, there are occasional deposits of finger 

coral; - this is coarse, broken coral, only partially water-worn, apparently 

carried in from submerged coral headso Most of the islands of the Atoll are 

surrounded and inter-cormected by a coral reef which is shelf-like in char

acter - the reef being covered by a uniform depth of shallow water, with the 

reef breaking off sharply on both sides into deep watero Surf ace of the 

reef is usually dense, well consolidated, conglomerate of coral and shells, 

apparently cemented by lime and geological phenomenao The shelf appears to 

be unif onnly harder on the ocean side than on the lagoon side. Samples were 

obtained of all three general types of aggregate material mentioned, and 

these have been analy-zedo The shelf-like reef described is a general condi

tion extending several hundred feet on both sides of the islands of the 

Atoll, with the exception of the lagoon side of the most Southerly islands 

of the group, which have sandy beacheso On the actual shoreline of the is

lands, there is generally found a coral rock exposure, the type of rock be

ing similar to the reef rock described, but having a definite dip and strike, 

and being in some degree stratified.a The stratification appears to be ac

complished by zones of very well consolidated material interspersed with 

zones of poorly consolidated material of the same type. 

As to quantity, it is quite possible that sufficient material for the 

construction on any one island could be obtained on or adjacent to that is

land. Some checks were ma.de on radio activing of ledge rock surrounding 

various shot islands; the results were not uniform. Radioactivity above 

background was found on Rojoa, which is the second island South of the shot 

islarrl of Aomon; whereas, on the island of Engebi, lEdge rock was found 

which had practically no radioactivity. This seems to be partly a function 

of whether the ledge rock sample:i had unobstructed air line visibility to 

the top of the tower, or whether it was shielded by an obstruction in topog-
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graphy.. In any case, the activity seems to be a surface phenomenon inasmuch 

as the monitoring of a sample, which is radioactive~ will show one hot side 

and several cold sides. 

~niwetok Island - Garrison Personnel~ Follo1Jing is a list of Officers 

in the present garrison Table of Organization: 

Cor.i.."1landi ng Officer, ;-1aj or 
Sxecutive Officer, Captc.i.in 
.Ad..iutant and Signal lJfficer, Lieutenant 
Supply Officer, Lieutenant 
Engineer Officer, Lieutenant 
Eed.ical Doctor, Lieutenant 
.Air Force Pilot, Captain 
Air Force Pilot, Lieutenant 
Counter Intelligence Corps, No Rank 

Enlisted men are rated men of various categories, 70 in number., 

Garrison Power Supp1yo At the time of the reconnaissance, the Northerly 

power plant on Eniwetok consisted of two 50 KW units in 24-hour per day use, 

with one standby. A ten KW peak occurs between approximately 1600 and 16))., 

This plant is intended to provide power requirements for twelve future 

dependent families, in ad.di tion to a dependent laundry and an Enlisted I·1en 1 s 

Club, as well as two existing depen:ient's quarters., A second power plant con-

sists of three 75 KW units, two in standby, and one in operation at present .. 

The operation is 24-hours per dey- ~th a 75 KW peak occuring between approxi~ 

mately 0600 and 2200. The garrison ha.s no plans to add add.i tional loads., 

Mjacent to this plant are two 50 ICl gasoline driven Signal Corps units. At 

the present time they are used only for signal transmission and movies. Its 

operating hours are 0700 to 1100, and 2000 to 2200. The fourth station is in 

the liaison hangar. It consists of one 15 ~~ gasoline driven power plant 

for lights and motors. The operating hours are 0700 to 1245 six days per 

week; the estimated maximum demand is 10 K:..r. There is a fifth station at 

the AACS., It consists of two 50 KW diesel uni ts; the probable peak occurs 



between 0730 and 1245. At the present time they are in use 24-hours per daye 

The principal load consists of signal transmitters, etc., in connection with 

Air Forces. This is also the power source for the present emergency night 

lighting on the air strip. The distribution of poi<ier is by means of weather~ 

proof wire and seems to be satisfactory, but it is not known how long the in

stallation has been in place. 'Ib.e garrison has had no underground distribu

tion experience except the service to the Administration building. Iri connec

tion with electrical equipment, considerable maintenance difficulty is report~ 

ed. There are three generator men on the island at the present time who 

operate, maintain, and adjust all the generators on the island, with the ex

ception of those used by the Signal Corps and the AACS. 1b.e generator opera

tors have 12 hour tours of duty each and are then off 24 hours. 

Island Communication - Eniwetok. The Homer Station ( AACS) at the airport 

is operated by seven men. The responsibility of this station is to guide and 

direct aircraft. 1b.ey maintain an:l operate two krmy Signal Corps BC-610 one 

to twenty megacycle transmitters. They have an input of approximately three 

KW and· an output of approximately one KW. 'Ibey operate on two circuits at 

nine and seventeen megacycles at the present time, and have been used from 

May through October of 1948. The receivers which are now used consist of 

three BC~779 Army Signal Corps units. They are now communicating with Kwaj

alien and Oahu by CW. 

Water Temperature. Sea water temperatures observed on 13 October were 

84°, while the air temperature was 82°. On the same day, during a squall, 

the air temperature was 81° and subsequently d.rop~ed to 78°. The sea water 

reading was taken at a depth of approximately seven feet, at a point immedia

tely South of the landing on the lagoon side of Eniwetok. Another reading of 

02° was taken at the Coral Bead Photo Tower at 10 feet of submergence. 
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Water Supplyo At the Ilorth end of .=ni'1tetok there is a.'1 abandoned '.rnter 

distillation plant which contains twelve ;:iortable tJ?e, J,000 gallons per day 

capacity} Cleaver-Drook units o These uni ts :rnre operated by internal combus~ 

tion engines, and the mechanical difficulties of trfing to maintain and oper

ate these was such that their operation has been discontinued by the garrisono 

It was learned that the per capita consumption of water on t:niwetok 

averaged somewhat less than 100 gallons per day per capita. This usage is 

broken do~ in the following manner: 1,000 gallons per day of salt water for 

flushing toilets, serving about 15 people; 2,500 gallons per day of fresh 

water or distilled water; J,500 gallons per day of brackish well water for a 

total of approximately 7,000 for a population of Bo, more or less. The well 

water was used for laundry, showers, and lavatories for enlisted personnel. 

This distilled water was nade from sea water rather than frcrn brackish water, 

and served about 15 .;ieople, ".·hose entire ·.;ater sup'.'JlY was this distilled 

watero The 1•1ess Hall used distilled '.·Tater for all pu.--poses. Their present 

plant consists of five 3,000 gallons per day distillation units and supplies the 

entire islando One additional unit is used as a stand-by or as supply for 

spare parts. The air strip drains directly into the site of the main well from 

which the brackish water supply is now taken. 

In connection with the distribution of distilled water, it was generally 

concurred by all using parties, that lower pressures were advisable for dis

tilled. water distribution systems, and that a separate system for fire pro= 

tection using salt water was advantageous in situations similar to these • 
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Sewage Disposalo Sewage disposal is 'iar..dled on l.:;niwetok by the dis

charge of raw sewage into the sea. uarbci.ge :.. s dis~)Qsed by dumping at a 

point on the extreme Southern erd of the isl::-u::d. '..Iarbage appears to be en

tirely effaced between dumpings; C.ue to the str:mg tidal currents which pass 

this area. This is no evidence o:f a nuisance at t'.1is disposal point. 

Fuel Storage Facilities. It is understood fron the reconnaissance that 

there are two 1,000 barrel tanks for diesel oil, anl twelve 1,000 barrel 

tanks for aviation gas on :.iliwetok, and three 1,000 barrel tanks for aviation 

gas on Parry., i'lotor gas was stored only in dru..'118. .Submarine lines were used 

to receive the fuel, a four-inch steel ~i~e for receiving diesel fuel, and a 

six-inch steel pipe for receiving aviation gas. Doth receiving lines are of 

welded pipe. 

Electrical Distribution. Electrical distribution on l:.niwetok, ·.rhich is 

the only island now possessing electrical distribution, consists of 120/208 

volt, h-w:ire Y distribution directly from the five generating stations pre

viously mentioned. All of this distributi,)n, with a very few exceptions, 

(individual services to individual buildings) is overhead on poles, and little 

difficulty has appar~~tly been felt in maintaining and using this. 

Buildings. Hardware on buildings is very short-lived at i:.niwetok, es

pecially if any portions thereof are of steel or iron. Window screens, even 

of bronze or copper, are not satisfactory, ~artly due to ra)iJ corrosion and 

partly due to the fact that salt S)ray ;n.akes a deposit in the screens, which 

in a very short period of time reduces radically the effective ~assage of air. 

It was observed in Kwajalein that there is a tendency to place an emphasis on 

insect control in lieu of screening, thus obtaining maXimum ventilations 
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Fastenings in buildings, such as nails, etc o, even though galvanized, ao not 

stand up well. 

All plumbing ap~ears to be in rather deteriorated condition. Piping out

side of building is, in general, very shallow l bei:ig entrenched into the 

ground only a few incheso Some steel pi?e, having been in the ground only 

about six months, was badly deteriorated. 

An inspection was made of various refrigerator units and, in most cases, 

the refrigeration equipment had deteriorated beyorrl the point vmere it would 

be feasible to recondition or re-use it in future operations. The refriger

ators are typical Army portable, walk-in reefers, and generally lined with 

galvanized sheet metal which shows deterioration in many caseso 

On the north end of the island, a large Club building exists in fair 

condition; however, the plywood floor areas are deteriorating and will need 

rehabilitationo The metal roof is rusted, and in the main barroom portions 

of the plywood floor are in bad condition. The building contains a Mess Hall 

in which the refrigerators are in good condition. There is a Cleaver-Brooks 

steam generating unit located where it is unprotected from the weather, and 

consequently it is rusted badly and cannot be re-usedo An outdoor reefer, 

8 1 x 12 1 , an:i 6-1/2' high is in fair condition. The refrigerating machinery 

is exposed to the weather, however, and is in poor condi ti.on. There are 

several small Navy portable type reefers, 51 x 61 x 5-1/2 1 inside, condition 

is poor and probably these cannot be re-used. In the kitchen, such items as 

sinks, steamtables and dishwasher, are in bad shape, and two oil-fired ranges 

are of doubtful value. The five steam-jacketed kettles are in fair condition. 

There is also a Blakeselee mixer in fair condi ti.on. 

The quonset huts for quarters are all in poor condition. A few are being 

maintained and are useable, but it is estimated that within six to nine 

months they will also be structurally unsound. 
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The garrison operates an ice crean free3er with a two arrl one~half gallon 

capacity for each ten minutes of operation, i1ith a forty~gallon storage 

capacity in the sa.~e unito This is serviceable and is used at presento l'here 

is an active freezer unit in operation and one in the warehouse. The ::;resent 

ice cream-making equipment coc.1ld accomrriodate ap?roximately three times the 

present personnel by daily operationo 

The electric wiring in buildings was observed to be mainly exposed, non= 

metallic, sheathed cable with porcelain sockets~ surface mounted. Some of 

the wiring was similar but concealed rather than exposed, and some was straight 

knob and tube wiringo Corrosion of sockets was noted in a marked degree in 

almost every case. .?or distribution in individual buildings, Hultibreaker 

units were extensively used. 

Guest Quarters - Eniwetok. Accor.u:iodations being r.:aintained for guests 

consist of the so~calle d 11VI? 11 quarters, which are in a double-decked quon~ 

seto On the upper deck, there are ten single roans, with no washroom facili

tieso The lower deck contains five double rooms and three single rooms. 

There are two washrooms on this floorJ in one of which the single toilet is 

inoperableo The other washroom also contains a single toileto There are 

three showers and six wash basins in the two roomso The building, structur~ 

ally, is in fair shape; galvanized exterior having been maintained possibly 

better than some other buildings. The building requires some r~building, 

however., The upper deck is supported on steel members and extruded metal con~ 

tacts between plywoo::l sheets of flooring show signs of corrosion. The seaward 

face of the building is continuously screened anu these screens are corroded 

and the meshing cloggedo This building, :'1o~;ever, can probably be maintained 

to survive. The building used for this ;iuJ:?ose during Sandstone is also in 

good cond.i ti on, but is now occupied and used as a Dispensary by the :·'.edical 

Doctor in the garrisono 
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Equipment baintenance. Adequate personnel, shops, and repair parts 

stock levels for garrison in the location of :..niwetok require more than the 

usual facilities for a garriso::. of t'.1i:: size, i:.1e to t'.;c -:i.crelsra"vcd dc:::ire-

ciation of mechanical equipment. Any increase in the service demand of this 

garrison will require some attention to exp am.ling these facilities. 

Corrosion. There is an airplane dump on the oce<.:.n:;~'-:c of ~ni:ietok, 

where damaged, wartime air craft are deposited, an::i these were examined for 

the effects of corrosion on metals of various types. They are eAlJOsed 

partly to tide and partly to salt spray, '.-Tith alternate submerging and drying. 

It appears that all dural sheets, rivets, and forgings are in good condition, 

and the joints between these various parts did not show any sign of deteriora

tion. There are signs of oxidation on some parts of other alloys, but this 

is negligible on the dural sheets. Copper tubing was in fair shape, although 

corroded. Cadmium-plated parts and steel bolts had broken down arrl were show

ing extremely advanced rusting. Chromium-plated parts were generally in 

good shape, but ,;here the chrome had worn or was not of continuous bond, rust 

was appearing through the surface. Bronze parts were in good shape. Cast 

iron parts had surface rusted but were in fair shape. There is a large But

ler rigid-frame warehouse which is coverr:d with sheet aluminum, and '-1hich 

has been in existence for several years anc is in excellent condition. It 

appears, in general, that certain aluminum alloys are an ideal material to 

withstand this climate. The climate is characterized, so far as corrosion 

is concerned, by a constant spindrift or salt spray conditon. The flat shelf 

of the reef on the oceanside of the islands breaks up the ocean swell into 

long surf lines which give rise to a cloud of spray, and the relative humid

ity being very high, this spray drifts with the tradewinds across the islands 

arrl through the buildings, making ideal conditions for rapid corrosion. 
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Laundry Facili tieso Laundry facilities even for the reduced garrison 

are very poor.. The laundry facilities for existing garrison consist of a 

washing machine of the Sears Roebuck family type, in rather poor condition, 

and there is, in general, no hot watero 'Ihe large volume laundry required 

by the garrison for such i terns as sheets and bedding are transported to 

Kwajalein Islam for this service .. 'Ibis requires several weeks' time, a 

period which the present stock level of linens on J:;niwetok does not ;iermit .. 

Vehicle Maintenance., The Engineering Officer at the garrison reports 

that at the time of the reconnaissance, he had two men maintaining thirty-

one pieces of rolling stock., There are no diesel mechanics., 

Stock Levels., At Warehouse 11 H11 , on Eniwetok, during the reconnaissance 

trip, the following rough inventory of the type of material observed to be in 

storage was made: 

Certain amount of .Accurate rubber tape, 3/4" x JO 1 , Federal 
Spec., EHHT-lllA, manufactured in March 1945 .. 

Several boxes of carpenter tools., 

Several boxes of Rubberoid Rapid Asphalt Paint .. 

:rumber of miscellaneous boxes. 

Hiscellaneous building wire for electrical construction, 
perhaps thirty 500-foot reels of miscellaneous 
sizes arrl miscellaneous types., 

A number of 20-foot creosoted ?Oles .. 

Ten piles of assorted lumber (varied in size), from possibly 
two by sixes to six by tens., 

The folloWing list of material was observed at Warehou.s e uEn 1 on Eniwetok~ 

A large number of Superflash and Superflood lamps - several 
boxes of them., 

20 boxes of acid for storage batteries., 
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A submarine hatcha 

Approximately 50 storage batteries, dry and uncharged in 
their original boxes. 

Two dismantled 75-foot to~1erso 

In the open warehouse immediately :rorth of '.fa.rehouse 

Two boxed Amtracks. 

In :farehouse 11D": 

•t '"II • 
-' ' 

Approximately 100, 000 feet of cc.ble on twenty reefs o The reels 
were approximately seven (7) feet in diameter, and the 
label indicated 22So0 cu.ft., ·.reight 12,718, General Cable, 
type 115-P. This is ten-conductor annored Jubmarine signal 
and control cable. 

A total of 218,900 feet of this ty;e of cable is reported to be 
surplus from the previous operation stored on Eniwetok an:i 
Parry. 

Some Simplex wire, submarine cable tjr,:ie 104 - this is three
conductor signal and control typeo 

Some Phel;Js-Dodge-Habirshaw cable, of the Habirshaw Cable an:l 
Wire Division, Type 104, three~conductor signal and con~ 
trolo 

Behind the Quartennaster and .2:ngineer ~farehouses: 

Six large reels of submarine signal arrl control cableo 

The last-mentioned reels of cable are on two trailers in the open arrl are 

unprotected from the,~lements. The garrison was requested to haul these 

trailers into a warehouse or cover them with tarps. 

The supply stock level reported by the garrison is equivalent to the 

needs of 100 men for a period of six months. In addition, a small PX store 

issues the usual basic requirementso The signal officer reports that all 

radio equipment is fungus-proof but not rust-proof, and that the high humidity 

presents consideraqle difficulty in maintrdning equipment. The transmitters 

are kept on 24 hours per day in order that the heat generated will prevent 

danage from humidity. Areas ·..ihich are not involved in the mechanics of 

equipment are kept wiped with diesel oil. The main telephone cable termina~ 
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tion has been inclosed and fou.· (4) 100 •-rat t light Ou.lbs are continuously 

lc.:'t 1n:.rning in the inclosure in order to reduce rioisture ;;.nd corrosion. 

Present telephone cables on Jni.;1eto:: have been installed appro::ir.iatsly four 

years and ~!resent indications are that the existing cable is in g8otl condi

tion. ?uture life, houever, is un_:Jredict2ble., 

Construction Equipment. 'lbe following is a list of operable construe~ 

tion equipment available on Eniwetok during the reconnaissance: 

1 - 1/2 yard Concrete i·:ixer in running condition. 

l - 3/4 yard :forthwest Crane which can be repaired. 

1- Gallion i·:otor Grader with 12 1 blade, in run:U.ng condition. 

1 20-ton Link Belt Toad-type Crane rtJh~ch needs repairs. 

1 - 10-ton Ro a:l Roller in running condition., 

1 - 1-1/2 yard Carryall Scraper which can be repaired. 

1 - 20-ton ._luick-way Crane which needs slight repairs. 

1 - 20-ton ~uick-way Crane in running condition. 

1 - Angle-Dozer, Size D-8 in running condition. 

1 Ji tch Digger which needs repairs. 

2 - Sheeps Foot Re '_h>rs 

Submarine Cable. The inter-connection of signal and control terminals 

on various islands by submarine cables was observed during the reconnaissance 

trip, and both the ten-conductor cables and the three-conductor were tested 

by methods described under "Design 11 in this Report. In general, cables 

emerge from the water to beaches in a condition of exposure. In some cases, 

there is e::ces:'J length of cable on the beach and some danage has been effect

ed by boat landings and by abrasion, possibly due to the scour of sarrl. In 

most cases, the armored cable was in e:.::cellent condi tiun and not damaged, 
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al though there was one instance in which a boat or sone other object had 

crushed a portion of it on the beach. Jute wrappings outside of the armor 

are in many cases frayed. Cables extending across the reef and dropping into 

the deeper water of the lagoon hnve not been sanded up to arry ereat extent 

an:l may be traced visually from low-flying aricraft. 

Conclusions as to Findings. General summary of the conditions found at 

Lniwetok Atoll during the reconnaissance trip of October, 1948, is that most 

existing installations are of temporary character, and deterioration has 

been well advanced. The garrison is unable to adequately maintain more than 

the minimum requirements for their own housekeeping. Transportation by water 

and air 'Wi. thin the lagoon is at a minimum; air transportation being at 

present somewhat more reliable than surf ace transportation, due to relative 

condition of equipment. The shot islands are in a condition of residual 

radio activity to a moderate degree which can be compensated for by a grad-

ing program. Special blast resistant buildings used in the previous opera-

tion are in c;oc~ condition and may be used again. Submarine cables inter-

connecting the islands are in good condition and may be used again, with 

protective maintenance on landing. Existing photo towers used during Sand

stone are in good condition and may be used again. Buildings of the garrison 

and on Parry Island are largely quonset huts, and all sheet metal eYCP:' .... 

proper aluminum alJ.oy has been subjected to accelerated corrosion; therefore, 

all buildings appear to be short-lived. 

Summary of illcis ting Conditions at the Atoll. 

(a) Signal facilities are functioning adequately for present 
pur:Joses. 

(b) Fuel oil and gasoline storage is adequate for present 
requirements • . 

(c) Distillation units for fresh water supply are in need of 
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maintenance and probably early replacemento There is no other 
source of fresh water although a brackish water well exists in 
the air strip area., 

(d) Refrigeration facilities are adequate for the present sarrison 
but inadequate for expanded requirements, and are in need of 
mechanical maintenanceo 

(e) Electric Generators are adequate for the present garrison but 
require constant maintenance and probably have a relatively 
short life., 

(f) Sanitary waste disposal is adequate for present forces., 

(g) Garbage disposal and trash incineration is adequate. 

(h) Laundry facilities inadequate for any increase. 

(i) Shop and repair facilities inadequate as are all maintenance 
requirements of supplies, tools and materials. 

(j) Messing and baking facilities adequate for present garrison. 

(k) Water transportation inadequate., 

(1) Land t~ansportation•inadequateo 

(m) Air-sea rescue - non-existent .. 

(n) Limited fire protection available is adequate only under 
present conditions of depreciated values., 

(o) Post Zxchange and stock level of PX items is adequate for 
minimum present needs. 

(p) Recreation is l:i.mi ted, ani club stocks are in poor supply .. 

The following biiildings are at Eniwetok Island, are in a useable condi-

tion but require maintenance if they are to be perpetuated: 

The Islam Command Family ·~arters., 
The Island Command Headquarters Office .. 
The Dispensary., 
The VIP Quarters. 
Certain Warehouses., 
The Mess Hall. 
The Signal Building., 
Certain Enlisted Men Barracks Buildings., 
The Officers' Club., 
The Chapel., 
The Hoving Picture Theater outdoors. 
Airport Facilities., 
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Quotations. The follouing information c:ir! opinions were derived from 

unofficial discussion w.ith responsible personalties at !C,,rajalein during the 

reconnaissance. 

'.Vhile it cannot be classified with the fQctual findings of the recon

naissance, it is believed to be informative, ani it suggests aspects of the 

proving ground progran not otherwise covered in this Reporta 

General content is emphasized more th/m precision or completeness of 

quotation, and conversation is paraphrased. 

Kwajalein Atoll. At Kwajalein, during the passage of the reconnais

sance team through that station, the utility and construction problems on 

Kwajalein were discussed. It was said that if the AEC authorizes further 

experiments in the area s:ilnilar to Sandstone, the load imposed upon Kwaja

lein by the operation would be so great as to require additional capacity 

in present planning and construction. It was also said that AEC should 

participate in the cost of Kwajalein facilities if the Eniwetok proving 

ground was to be continually used. The basis for the reasoning is that 

Kwaj alein would always remain the point of :1..ogistic support for Eniwetok, a 

key communication point for Zniwetok, and the ~resent Na.val Command which 

has jurisdiction over Eniwetok is centered at Kwajaleina In addition to 

this, the operation of drone planes during an experiment, if accomplished 

similarly to Sandstone, would impose a load upon Kwajalein comparable to 

that of Sandstone. The 14th Naval District Public ~:arks Office has substan

tially completed design for Kwajalein facilities on the basis of a five-year 

program, and a fee contractor under contract to the 14th Naval District is 

operating at Kwajalein. 'Ihe population of Kwajalein is about 2500, which 

the Commanding Officer says might be doubled during an experimental period 

at Eniwetok similar to Sandstone. All population at the Kwaj alein Atoll is 
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housed on the one island of Kwajalein. In connection with the mission of 

Kwajalein to support logistics for t:niwetok, it was stated tiat the Eni:retok 

garrison can sustain )0 guests, '.filic'.1 ;:wajalein could build U.'.) to 200. Any 

water transportation, either for freight in excess of 1,000 tons, or for 

transportation of :-iersonnel ecnd naterial within the lagoon of Eniwetok under 

present arrangements would be sup;_:ilied by cc;;~.s::_RV-PAC. 

In Kwajalein, they have had a great deal of difficulty with insulators 

on power distribution poles becoming encrusted with salt and arcing over. 

There is no record of any trouble of this sort having been reported on Eni

wetok. However, the distribution on ~niwetok is a 220 volt system, and it 

is quite likely that they would not be faced with the same trouble as Kwaja

lein utilizes a 4,ooo volt system. 

CI:ICPAC, Pearl Harbor. Staff Officers in CLJCPAC, COHSERVPAC, and 14th 

Naval District Public ·,lforks Office, were interested and cooperative during 

the routing of the reconni:i.issance party through Pearl Harbor, The command 

set up several conferences at which the engineering and construction experi= 

ence of naval forces in the Atoll areas were discussed, as ...rell as some of 

the major problems of operatiDn Sandstone. 
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GENERAL REQ UIREHENTS : 

SECTIO~J III 

STATEHEiJT OF CR.I :t:RIA 

The followi r.g definitive criteria were formulated in conferences with J 

Division, and constitute basic assumptions as to forward area planningo 

Land Use, E?Cperimentalo Certain of the easterly chain of Eniwetok Atoll 

islands used in operation Sandstone would ce designated for re-use as shot 

locations; these are Engebi Island, Aomon Island and Runit Islando In addi

tion, a fourth test location v10uld be considered. 

Time Basis. The proving ground use period, as a basis for economic 

studies, would be the time required for two groups of tests, each group con

sisting of three or four weapon detonations, preceded by the necessary period 

of construction and preparation. After each group of tests, a roll-up period 

would ensue. 

Land Use, Residential. Complete facilities would be provided for sub

sistence, quarters and supporting services, to accommodate twelve hundred 

persons, half mill tacy and half civilian, land based on the larger, south

easterly islands or the Atoll. Of this population, two hundred would be 

scientific personnel. Present garrison facilities would be perpetuated. 

Camp facilities would be provided at or adjacent to each shot island, 

for the temporary accommodation of two h'J.ndred :;Jersons during construction, 

and during preparation for a test. 

Land Use, Functional. The existing raili tary garrison would continue to 

occupy Eniwetok Island. Parry Island would again function during a test 

period as the control point. Aniiyaanii Islan:l. and the Coral Head in the 
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lagoon vrould again function as photo points. Experirnen tal islands would func= 

ti on only as weapon detonation areas. 

Special Buildings. 3last resistant buildings which survived previous 

tests would be again used and will be re-oriented as needed. Addi tione:l ex~, 

perimental structures would be later specified.a On either Eniwetok Island or 

Parry Island, in addition to quarters, utilities, camp services, recreation 

facilities, shops, and warehouses, there would be a headquarters building, to 

contain office administrative space, main conununication center, and photo

graphic, instrument, and radio chemical laboratorieso Existing buildings are 

to be rehabilitated wherever ?racticalo 

The control room and tower on Parry Island should be retained, but a new 

ground-level control center should be erected. 

Special Structures. Towers to canto.in the weapon for a test shot are 

desired in a height of three hundred feet if practicable, taking into con

sideration mass of tower, and cost, and should be equipped with a power lifto 

Ground preparation around these towers should include reduction of present 

radioactive contamination to daily toler<mce, if feasible, by excavation and 

filling. Preparatiop_also includes paving and soil stabilization as a dust 

pallative prior to the next test. 

Inter-Island Communication. An adequate, reliable communication system 

is important and should be provided with a back~up or a:iergency system. A 

main communications center should be provided at the headquarters building 

with adequate connections to sub-cor:nnunications centers on or near each shot 

island, and to military radio linkso 

Test control circuits, independent of other circuits, are desireds 
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Inter-Island Transportation. 'Ihe trans;:;ortation of peo;:ile, equipnent 

and materials between useful islands of the Atoll should be provided for by 

a consideration of island inter-connection, air and surface transport, and 

the economies of pertinent facilities and structures. 

Electrical Power. E:lectrical' power shoL;.ld meet exacting requirements of 

operating reliability and voltage regulation. Economic studies should be 

made of feasible alternate solutions to the problems of generation and distri~ 

bution. Power should be provided for the islands of Lniwetok, Parry, Ani

yaaniij each shot island and Coral Head. 

Water Supply. A dual water supply should be provided. on each residential 

island; a salt water system and a fresh water system. 

Waste Disposal. Adequate sewage collection systems, and sanitary dis= 

posal of sewage, trash and garbage should be provided on each residential 

island. 

l-1a.intenance. Repair and maintenance of existing utilities and buildings 

at Eniwetok Island and Parry Island, as well as proving ground facilities 

elsewhere in the Atoll, should be proposed. 

PLANNING: 

Selection of Shot Islands. The determining factors in a choice of shot 

locations are unit area and geographical separation. Among the requirements 

of a shot island, or group of islands used together for one shot, are: 

(a) that the Zero Towers be at least three miles apart, (b) that the Zero 

Towers be remote from the Control Station and, (c) that the Timing Stations 

must not be closer than one thousand yards from zero. 

These requirements eliminate the use of any island for a tower location 
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south of Runit, as this island is the nearest one to Parry Island having suf

ficient length to locate the Timing Station one thousand yards away from zero. 

Going north, the next group of islands havir.8 sufficient length is that con

sisting of Aor.i.on, Biijiri and Rojoa. This gro1..:? can be used again as it was 

for operation Sandstone. The re~uirement of three niles between towers elimi

nates all islands between Aomon and Engebi. i::ngebi Island ~eets the require

ments and was used in earlier tests. Therefore, tne three previous locations 

can be re~used and it is necessary to go to the west to select another island 

to be used for the fourth locationo 

If the Zero Tower were located near the west end of Elugelab Island, 

sufficient distance could be obtained by placing the Timing Station on 

Teiteiripucchi Island. There is considerable water distance between these 

islands requiring a much longer causeway than was constructed between .Aomon 

and Biijiri for Sandstone. 

Another possible location is Bogallua Island which is at the extreme 

west end of the chain of islands at the north. There is a sand spit extend= 

ing from the west end of this island that is not shown on a map published by 

the Hydrographic Office of the U. S. Navy in I-:arch 1946, but by examination 

of aerial photographs made in October 1947 and by observation of the recon

naissance party in October 1948, it appears evident that this spit exists and 

may be considered peI'I!lanent. Loe ating the Zero Tower near the west errl of 

the spit, the Timing Station can be ?laced one thousand yards away. There is 

2.lso space on this island for a camp and airstrip. A rather long approach is 

required to reach the edge of the reef on the lagoon side, but a similar con

dition also exists at Elugelab. Bogallua Island seems more desirable, since 

no causeway is required and it is recommended as the selection for the fourth 

shot island. 
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£xperi.~ent Island Living Campso It is considered desirable to provide 

temporary living quarters, which are either expendable or easily removable, 

either on an island adjacent tc each shot island or on the shot island itself o 

The location on an adjacent island is preferable due to palm trees providing 

some shade, and less risk of radioactive contamination. However, on the basis 

of two uses of the facilities, it is difficult to justify a very great expendi~ 

ture for causeways or other ~eans of connection between the islands. Alterna

tives are discussed under Section rv, but for planning purposes it is assuned 

that economical solutions such as floating connections present operating dif

ficulties sufficient tc disqualify theme 

Neither Aomon or Biijiri offer an area suitable for the camp and the 

water distance between Biijiri and Rojoa is relatively short, considerably 

shorter than between Engebi and Muzin or Bogallua an:i Bogombogoo In this 

case, it is recommended that the living quarters, sub-communication center 

and other facilities be located on Rojoa Islando 

T:lere is no other island within reasonable distance of Runit Island and 

since this island is nearly two miles long, it is recommended that the living 

camp be located at the south end of Runite 

Engebi Island i~_the largest island used for tests and there is adequate 

room for a camp. In addition, the length of a causeway to the adjacent Muzin 

Island makes the cost of such a connection lll1justifiable for only two useso 

A ferry or other floating connection is feasible, if operational conditions 

pennit, but is not now recommended. 

'Ibe distance between Bogallua Island dll.d the adjacent Bogombogo Island 

is so great that it appears that the camp should be located on Bogallua Island, 

even though this island is small an:i will be somewhat crowded. 

Proposed site plans will be found in Section IV. 
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Use of Eniwetok Island. During previo~s tests, headquarters for all 

services were on Eniwetok Island and all ?ersonnel, quartered on land, were 

housed in quonset buildings on this islarrl. 'Ibe ste( 1 quonset ty:Je structures 

have rapidly deteriorated until now very few are in usable condition. .As a 

consequence, the present garrison occupatJ.on is scattered from practically 

one end of the island to the other, using remaining facilities. 

To use Eniwetok as in the previous tests, the first construction required 

would be to regroup the garrison, ani erect new buildings in one lirni ted area. 

This would be necessary in order to remove buildings unfit for continual use, 

and to make way for a reasonable arrangement of new facilities for a large 

increase of populationa 

The advantage of doing so, in making Eniwetok the base island would be 

proximity to the air field and minimum duplication of existing facilities., 

Also, new construction would be readily accessible to the permanent garrison 

for use and maintenance during roll-up. 

Use of Parry Island. Parry Island was used previously as the test con

trol point, and as discussed in basic criteria, would be so used in the futureo 

This implies certain utilities and quarters; and assuming a partial occupa

tion of a base island other than Eniwetok, then several advantages emerge in 

favor of making Parry Island the base for Laboratory personnel and fuctionso 

'lbe headquarters building, with its laboratories, cornrnunicatJ.on center, and 

office space would thus be near the test control room, and quarters of per

sonnel would be adjacent to both. 

Only such repair or construction work need be immediately undertaken 

on J:miwetok as is required to meet the garrison needs at that time. A construc

tion camp may be started at once on Parry Islarrl and housing and other facili

ties that will ultimately be used by Laboratory personnel be erected for the 
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use of the construction forces. This program would speed up construction and 

reduce cost. 

The use of Parry for Laboratory headquarters has certain advantages dur~ 

ing test operations. The scienti.fic aspects of the tests carried on by the 

Laboratory could be accomplished without the congestion of different chains 

of command operating in the same car.ip. ParrJ Island is closer to shot islands 

than Eniwetok, and, therefore, shortens transportation routes. There is more 

available real estate on Parry Island, the use of which permits no disturbance 

of present disposition of garrison forces on Eniwetok Island, and permits 

more latitude for military expansion on Zniwetoko 

The assumption is made that the weapon assembly will be ship-based, but 

ample ground space is available on Parry Island to lay out all structures re= 

quired for a lani-based. operation. If the decision is made to make this a 

land-based operation, the necessary changes in plarming, design arrl construe= 

tion could be quickly and easily made. 

The advantages appear to be in favor of Parry Island as a base camp for 

the Laboratory functions, and Eniwetok as a base for other services. This 

assumption is, therefore, made in following discussionso 

Island Connections. The islands of the Atoll are connected by a coral 

reef which is barely a.wash at low tideo Between Eniwetok Island and Bogallua 

Island, there is only one break in this reef. The so-callErl 11Deep Passage" 

is between Parry and Japtan Islands. The idea of connecting the several 

islands by means of causeways, bridges or combinations has been given con

sideration. 

A connection between Eniwetok and Parry Islands would, in effect, make 

these two islands one, since it would be possible to go from any place on 

either island by land vehicles~ 
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An economic study of such a connection Nas made. A causeway of filled 

ground was determined to be feasible, constructed of reef material in an 

earth-filled section. The cost of such a connection :night approximate 

$1,423,ooo. It is not considered. justified for the use criteria specified. 

For planning purposes, therefore, boat transportation is assumed between 

'.:.niwetok and Parry Islands, and personnel piers are located at the nearest 

ends of both islands, resulting in a boat trip of two miles. Other locations 

where road connections would be advantageous are: (a) fran Rojoa to Biijir.i., 

(b) 1fozin to Engebi and (c) Bogombogo to Bogallua. These causeways would· 

make possible the location of the living canps on the first-nar:ied islands, 

where there are trees, arrl camp conditions are better. Connections of any 

type between islands would be beneficial but costly. with the exception of 

a connection between Rojoa and Biijiri, it is believed the cost would not be 

justified. on the basis of only two series of tests. The water distance be

tween Rojoa and Biijiri is short and the area on Biijiri that is available 

for a camp site is entirely bare. Under these conditions, it is believed. 

the cost is justified, so studies have been made of several methods of accom

plishing this connection. In Section DJ will be found a complete discussion 

of each method. 

Materials. The climatic conditions at the ~niwetok Atoll are such that 

EateriaJ.s ordinarily used in construction deteriorate ra;:iidly and are not 

suitable, even on the basis of a short period of use. Careful consideration, 

therefore, has been given to selection of materials which are resistant to 

high humidity arrl to salt spra"'/ • 

Airplane Re;:iuirements. For inter-island air transportation, L-5 planes 

were used during the last operation and proved satisfactory. Consideration 

should, however, be given to com:nercial plane t~es carrying two or three 
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passengers. Planes requiring short runways are a distinct advantage inasmuch 

as the available space, in the direction of the prevailing wind, is ve!"J 

lirni ted on sane of the i slandso The wi.nd is so constant in direction during 

the spring of the year that single strips on each island will be adequateo 

A detailed discussion of requirements and the method of handling will be 

found in Section IV of this Report. 

Design. A complete discussion of the many design problems involved con

stitutes Section IV of this Reporto The governing criteria has been that the 

engineering requirements are special in nature, calling for original thought, 

and subject to possible changes as scientific discoveries develop arrl CI"JS

tallize. It is understood that many things will be done that have never 

been done before, and this Report has been prepared with the thought in mind 

of meeting this challenge with engineering flexibility. 

Construction. The problems of construction have been carefully consid

ered, and Section V is devoted to analyses of these problems and recommenda

tions of procedure. The time schedule has been developed to spread the con

struction operations over the entire period prior to the next test, in order 

to effect economies ~~ these operations. The long~r the construction period, 

the smaller will be the number of men required to do the work and the more 

efficiently these men can be employed. The work has been conceived arrl pre

sented in Section V in five phases. Reco:TUllendations relative to operation 

during tests arrl during the roll-up are given in Section VI and Section VII 

of this Report. 
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SECTION IV 

DESIGN 

GENERAL: 

The design of facilities for the Proving Ground will be based on informa

tion relative to the experimental operation furnished by J Division, information 

obtained by our reconnaissance party 'When the Atoll was visited in October 1948 

and on economic considerations consistant with good engineering practice. 

Materials. The condition of various materials was noted by the reconnais

sance party an::l. the findings are described in Section II of this Report. Be

cause of the rapid deterioration of many materials, when exposed to the extrem

ely corrosive action of high humidity and salt spray, much thought has been 

given to the selection of materials of construction and the protection thereof. 

Planning. Planning will be based upon the program of two sets of experi

ments extending over a period of not more than five years, including construc

tion and preparation for the tests. However, this policy is not to be con

strued as limiting the type of materials to a five year life, but rather that 

in justifying an expenditure only two sets of tests are to be considered. In 

the selection of materials and methods, utmost reliability is the most impor

tant factor to be considered. This subject has been discussed in greater de

tail in Section III of this Report. 

The number of people to be provided for and the location of the popula

tion has also been discussed in.Section III. The planning and design of facili

ties, as described in this section, are based upon the above criteria, that is: 

(a) New facilities for 600 people are provided on Parry Island, (b} maintain or 

replace existing utilities on Eniwetok Island and provide the necessary housing 

and facilities for approximately 600 military personnel, including Air Force 
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and outside communication forces, as the present structures on this island will 

be largely unusable by the time they are re::r.ri.red. for the next experiments, (c) 

new facilities for approximately 200 on each of four islands; namely, Bogallua 

Island, Engebi Island, Rojoa Island, and Runi t Island, which will be used during 

the preparation period for each test and will be either expendable or of light 

construction that can be readily and easily removed from these islanis and 

stored on Parry Island during the roll-up or interim period. 

The islands that constitute the usable land areas of the Atoll ani with 

which this project is concerned., consist of separate deposits of coral sand 

supported. by a shelf-like reef. These deposits have been built up to eleva

tions varying from 8 to 15 feet above the level of the reef proper and also 

very considerably in size. The elevation of the reef proper is such that at 

periods of low tide, it is barely awasho The Island of Eniwetok, the largest 

of the Atoll, has an area of approximately 355 acres. :Bogallua, probably the 

smallest islarrl considered for possible exploitation by this Report, has an 

area of approximately 23 acres. 

SURVEYS: 

General. Section II of this Report describes the survey work that has 

been done at the Ato)-J. w.i th c onnnents as to accuracy and adaptability to this 

project. The following describes proposed pennanent horizontal and vertical 

control and scope of field work to be performed in connection with the design 

of the facilitieso Field work necessary for construction is covered in Sec

tion V. 

Pennanent Horizontal Control. A control network based on the following 

recommendations would provide adequate primary control for any contemplated. 

operations. 

(a) Accept the geographical location of station North Base and the 
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azimuth of the line from station Uort.h Base on Runi t Island to 

station Sand on sand spit south of Ilunit, as established by the 

ifaval survey. At a later date, if requirements warrant, re

observe for position and azimuth, and make necessary adjustmentso 

(b) For preliminary computations and design, accept length of base 

line established by the Joint Task Force Seven survey. Re

measure this line, if field work indicates it desirable, as 

insurance against an error in existing measurement. 

(c) Establish a new network to meet the requirements of this pro

ject, incorporating into the scheme any existing stations or 

towers which would reduce the cost without sacrificing accuracy. 

(d) The proposed scheme to be of second order accuracy from Parry 

Island on the south to Bogallua on the north. The tie to Eni

wetok Island may be less than second order, but this is justi

fied by our present understarrling that Eniwetok will not func

tion in scientific experiments. 

The enclosed illustration Plate 5 shows the relation of the proposed net 

the the project areas. 

(e) This scheme could be expanded to cover the complete Atoll if 

justified by future requirements. 

(f) Second order accuracy expressed as a linear ratio allows a 

discrepancy between computed length and measured length of 

base or adjusted length of check line not to exceed l in 10,000. 

Expressed as an· anuglar error, the discrepancy in the average triangle 

closure shall not exceed three seconds, and the maximum discrepancy in aizy

single triangle shall not exceed eight seconds. 

Method of Survey. The proposed survey procedure will include the following 
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operations: 

(a) Where practical, existing station monuments of the two previous 

surveys will be recovered and incorporated into the proposed 

scheme. A minimum number of stations will be tied in to allow 

a check to be made between the results of this survey an:i that 

of the Joint Task Force Seven Survey. 

(b) Existing towers can be adapted to the requirements of the survey 

Location 

Aniyaanii 
Parry 
Eniwetok 
Lagoon 
Runit 
Runit 
Enge bi 

Aomon 

Lagoon 
Eniwetok 
Bogallua 
Sand Spit 
Lagoon 

and new towers erected at remaining locations as shown on follow-

ing list: 

(S) 

TOWER ERECTION 

Station 
Name Description 

Kodak Use existing steel tower 
Steel· II 11 II It 

Pri vi ledge II II II II 

Photo 11 11 11 II 

N. Base Erect new 15 1 tower 
Runit II II 11 II 

:{ew 10 1 tower on existing 
concrete structures 
New 10 1 tower on existing 
concrete structures 
Erect new 25 1 tower 

II II 11 11 

II II fl It 

Sam Erect new 10' tower 
Coral Erect new 15 1 tower 

4 Stations - use existing towers 
3 Stations - erect 25 1 towers 
3 Stations - erect 10 1 towers 

_J Stations - erect 15 1 towers 
13 

Required 
Elevation 

Elev. JO I 
Elev. 30 
Elev. .30 
Elev. 26 
Elev. 20 
Elev. 20 

Elev. 25 

Elev. 25 
Elev. 15 
Elev. 35 
Elev. 25 
Elev. 10 
Elev. 22 

.Adapting the four steel towers to survey requirements will consist of construct-

ing a platform at the twenty-five foot level and erecting a wooden instrument 

tripod to the twenty-nine foot level. These heights may be modified after ob-

taining the heights of the tower bases above the level of the lagoon. Allow-

ance is made for curavture of the earth and a ten-foot minimum clearance above 
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the lagoon for the line of sight between stations .. 

RecoI'lll!lendations.. It is recommended that four Bilby portable metal towers 

of the type used by the U.,S., Coast and Geodetic Survey be obtained for use in 

this survey.. These portable towers would reduce the time and expense of tower 

erection and would considerably reduce the expense involved in prefabricating 

and shipping wooden towers., Comparative requirements are shown. 

If Bilby towers are obtainable they can be moved to new locations as ob

servations of portions of the scheme are completed. Higher towers would be 

practical thereby reducing heights at other stations. The total requirements 

would be four Bilby portable towers arrl material for three ten and one fifteen 

foot wooden tower. 

If prefabricated wooden towers are used it would not be practical fu move 

them to new locations or to use higher towers.. Total requirements would be 

three twenty-five and two fifteen foot prefabricated towers and instrument tri

pods, four prefabricated twenty-nine foot instrument tripods and materials for 

three ten and one fifteen foot wooden tower and tripod., 

The additional temporary station to be established in the lagoon will re

quire soundings to determine the contour of the bottom arrl prefabricating a 

base "1hich can be dropped in place and weighted with sand bags. 

Observations will be made at night by means of target lights and will 

follow accepted procedure of the U.,S., Coast arrl Geodetic Survey. Radio com

munication between the observer arrl light tenders is recommerrled, but satis

factory communication can be obtained with signal lights. 

A field calculation of the scheme will be made and sent to the design 

office for checking .. 

Station markers will be referenced to prevent loss by subsequent operations 

in the vicinity., 
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Permanent Vertical Control. To establish an accurate datum for vertical 

control would involve tidal observations over an extensive period., It is re-

commended that such observations be taken in cooperation with the U.,S. Coast 

and Geode tic Survey. 

This consists of setting up an automatic tide gauge if one is not in opera-

tion at the Atoll, and a periodical servicing of this instrument. It is believed 

that the Coast and Geodetic Survey would install the gauge and that operation of 

it would require very little time of this organization. 

The Los Angeles office of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey states that a 

project is underway to establish a datum for vertical control throughout the 

Pacific Island areas., This operation is reported to be in conjunction with the 

u.s. Arrrr:r and will extend over a four-year period., It is believed that more 

definite information can be obtained from the Honolulu office of the U. S., Coast 

and Geodetic Survey. 

It is recommended that the u.s. Coast and Geodetic Survey be advised that 

further tidal and current data are of interest to the AEC project, and that the 

U., s. Coast and Geodetic Survey be requested to make Zniwetok an observation 

point in any scheme of vertical control planned for North Pacific areas. 

Tidal Datum. The tidal datum used for this area is Mean Low Water Springs, 

which may be defined as the mean of the low waters of the spring tides which oc-

cur within a day- or two after the moon is new or full. 

Tide predictions are obtained from the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey pub-

lication, "Tide Tables of the Pacific and Indian Oceans", and includes the fol-

lowing data for 1949 at Eniwetok Atoll~ 

Mean range 2. 7 
Spring range 3.9 
Highest high tide 5.3 
Lowest low tide O.l 
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Illustrative Plate 6 shows tide characteristics. 

A datum for immediate use can be obtained by adjusted simultaneous obser~ 

vat.ions of tidal variations, as described under scope and sequence of field 

worko This datum will be approximate Mean Low Water Springs arrived. at by ap

plying corrections obtained from the UoS• Coast and Geodetic Survey publication 

"Tide Tables of the Pacific Ocean".. Additional checks taken by this method 

should result in a tidal datum plane significant to less than a foot. This is 

within the requirements of preliminary design. 

Scope an:i Sequence of Field 'tlorko It is reconunended. that surveys be per

fonned. at the project site under supervision of the Chief Surveyor.. Approxi

mately 1 February 1949, the Chief Surveyor arrl a survey party should proceed 

to the site to obtain basic information for design and to establish horizontal 

and vertical controlo The scope of each operation follows and will be in the 

sequence shown subject to changes made necessary by later developments .. 

(a) Profiles of craters.. Sufficient profiles or cross sections 

will be taken of the craters to control grading to specified 

requirements. To exped.ite this survey, an assumed datum and 

local control should be satisfQctoryo Stakes will be set as 

requi*~ for the grading operation .. 

(b) Top?grapby. Location of the approximate mean high tide line 

of the project islands Vlill be mapped an:i sufficient eleva

tions taken to show relative heights above tide level where 

essential to design purposes. 

Existing improvements will be located. where essential to 

design, but it is not considered. necessary to locate all 

existing improvements within the areas. 

Offshore profiles will be taken as required for water intakes, 
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sewer outfalls, piers and causeways. 

(c) Control for Preliminary Surveyso Existing traverse points 

of the Joint Task Force Seven Survey will be recovered and 

used as the basis of preliminary horizontal control. These 

points will be supplemented by additional traverses where 

required. 

Vertical control for these preliminary surveys will be obtained by simul

taneous observations of tidal variations at the various islandso Ti.de staffs 

will be set up for this purpose. Differential corrections will be made to es

tablish a datum common to the islands involved, and adjusted to mean low water 

springs by applying the tide prediction for the observed time as given in the 

Tide Tables of the Pacific Ocean 1949. 

Personnelo Assuming that required materials and equipment will be avail

able on arrival and that efficient inter-island transportation will be provided, 

a four man survey party is recommended for the initial surveys. This party 

will consist of a Chief of Party, Instrument Man, Qild two Chainmeno 

It is anticipated that survey operations involved in establishing horizon

tal and vertical control, and in obtaining the basic information for design can 

be completed in appr2~imately forty-eight party days of workable weather. This 

could be reduced by adding manpower, but not in direct ratio. 

Supplementary Services of Chief Surveyor and Party. Consideration should 

be given to additional work which could be accomplished by the Survey party 

during preparation period, which would reduce later costs to the project. Sug

gested a.deli tional work would include the following: 

(a) Establish secondary and construction controls on the pro

ject islands well in advance of actual construction. This 

would consist of most of the work outlined in the later. 
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paragraph on construction controls. 

(b) Provide required alignment and grade for repair of exist-

ing facilitiesj grading of areas, etc. 

(c) Re-measure base line on Runit Island. 

(d) !fake Harbor survey for obstacles dl'ld obstructions .. 

(e) Ifake any surveys required in connection ·.n. th special in

vestigations, location of proposed quarries, submarine 

cable, etc. 

The Chief Surveyor will assist the Resident Engineer in quarry investi

gations, supervision of grading operations, evaluating present improvements 

regarding use in construction camp, and on any other requirement for special in

vestigations or reports. 

PERSONNEL BUILDI IDS: 

Our investigation or proposed construction for housing and service of per

sonnel was controlled mainly by the requirement of materials to withstand the 

climatic conditions of this location and also by the desire to obtain an all

purpose unit that could be readily erected and length altered to fit require

mentso 

The cost analys~~ made included concrete structures, wood frames with 

various combinations of siding and roofing, and prefabricated structures using 

aluminum alloy for frame, covering and connections as well as galvanized steel 

buildings .. 

Types of Structures Considered. In this investigation of various type 

structures, we considered concrete structures cast in place, pre-cast slabs 

cast at central location near site and a combination of there two methods. 

Concrete blocks and concrete brick structures were considered, using blocks and 

brick made of coral aggregate in a centrally located plant and also with portable 
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plant setup. 

All of these concrete type structures were investigated for various com

binations of roofs, such as cement asbestos, ply:•ood, common wood sheathing, 

Gypsum slabs, galvanized iron and corrugated aluminum on wood trusses and also 

on metal trusses of galvanized iron or aluminu.~. Composition roofing was used 

over the Gypsum, plywood and common wood sheathing. 

The cost analysis of the above concrete type structures showed the cast in 

place concrete as being highest and the concrete blocks with galvanized iron or 

corrugated aluminum sheets on wood trusses being the cheapest. This range was 

from $J5.oo per square foot to $23000 per square foot. 

Aside from the cost element there are other features that are not advan

tageous of which the cooling problems are probably the most serious. In the 

concrete block building with double aluminum roof, it is not feasible to make a 

high percentage of the wall areas open for cross ventilation. It is therefore 

considered necessary to provide mechanical ventilation to make said structures 

livable and such added expense is not deemed justifiable. 

The analysis of wood frame structures with various roof and wall coverings 

showed that prefabricated buildings using plywood coverings could be erected 

for approximately $10.00 per square foot. Haintenance costs, however, are anti

cipated to be fairly~fiigh due to peeling of plywood and its warping when exposed 

to the weather. The wall areas can be opened up for fair cross ventilation but 

not enough to be considered adequate for comfort. Cement asbestos siding and 

roof sheets on wood frame construction can be built for approximately $10.50 per 

square foot, but maintenance costs anticipated due to their brittleness is high

er than for plywood panels. The same ventilation problems are to be expected as 

noted for plywood covered frames. 

Galvanized steel or aluminum sheet covering on wood frames are comparable 

to above in cost as the saving in siding is counterbalanced by the extra cost of 
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field building the frarneo 

Galvanized steel prefabricated structures of various types are available 

but would require considerable modification to fill all requirements for the 

various uses to which they will be subjected. The useful life of a galvanized 

steel structure in the Eniwetok area is problematical due to scraping off or 

destroying the galvanizing during shipment and erection as well as from the 

electrolytic action when pinholes are present in the coatiill:o This fact is 

shown in the A.S.T.M. Atmosphere Exposure Tests dated 2/27/460 Observations 

made at the site, showed very rapid deterioration of this material when exposed 

to the combination of high humidity and salt spray., Galvanized steel buildings 

are appro:x:i.mately 15 percent cheaper in initial cost than prefabricated aluminum 

buildings, but they do not give as comfortable housing conditions due to the 

high degree of heat reflection of aluminumo 

Aluminum Structures.. We, therefore, made an exhaustive study of all types 

of available or contemplated fonns of aluminum structures. Of these structures, 

the vertical sidewall type as shown on Plate 7 seems to be nearest ideal due to 

east of erection, ventilation facilities and low initial costo This type of 

structure is made up of pre-cut and die stamped elements 'Which may be completely 

assembled in the fie+.~ w1 th no cutting or fitting and requiring only wrenches 

and screw drivers~ 

These structures are proposed to be erected on concrete alabs using alumi

num anchor bolts and connections throughout. They are easily adapted to almost 

any desired size an:i combination using a standard width of 24 feet, entirely 

free of columns, with length as required. in three foot increments. The standard 

height of sidewall is eight (8) feet but can be increased up to sixteen (16) 

feet. The walls can be made with three-fourths of the three foot wide panels 

open from Within one foot of the floor to within a foot of the top of the panel, 
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with openings covered by top-hinged covers that form canopies for shade and pro

tection from rain in the open positiono When covers are open practically 60% of 

all wall area is open for ventilation. With the window opening covers all in the 

closed position the buildings will be tight enough to use for dry storage. No 

screens are contem?lated except for mess halls, hospitals and latrines, as it is 

believed that insects can be controlled easily by a proper program of pest con

trol. 

Using available aluminum sheets of proven structural strength and corrosive 

resistance combines with aluminum connections, very minor maintenance would be 

required.. The cost of such structures com:)lete is approximately $7 .50 per square 

foot. 

It is proposed to u!e aluminum partitions in all buildings that require 

partitions although plywood is considered as an acceptable alternate for such 

interior walls. Plywood partitions have several good features, such as use as 

tack or bulletin boards, but their requirement of extra machinery and carpenters 

on the construction force and special non-corrosive connections causes their 

cost to be more than aluminum by fifty cents per square foot. 

The double roof with adequate space between sheets for free circulation of 

air will materially assist in maintaining a cooler building. 

During the roll:.up period between experiments, aluminum buildings wi 11 not 

require maintenance !or corrosion protection. 

Use of Aluminum Structures. With the great flexibility as to height and 

length, the ease of erection and resistance to deterioration, it is considered 

advisable to adopt this type of structure for all personnel housing, mess halls, 

administration building, communication building, infinnary, laundry, shops, cold 

storage, and power plant on Parry Island and as necessary on Eniwetok Island. 

The utilization of the existing structures on Eniwetok that are in useable 
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condition or that can be economically repaired, will be discussed. later. This 

type of structure is also contemplated for office and communication buildings 

and mess halls on experiment islands. 

Other Building Construction. If dispersed power plants are used, it is 

recommerrled that those plants adjacent to the Timing Buildings and the per

sonnel housing areas on the experiment islands be housed in permanent structures 

o! reinforced concrete, partially below ground and protected on the side toward 

the zero tower by- earth revetment so that these plants will be protected arrl 

may be maintained between experiments. For those plants adjacent to zero tow

ers and photo towers, if used, it is recommended that the aluminum structures 

be used. Under "Electrical Power Supply Systems" the relative merits of one or 

two central power plants and many small plants are discussed in detail. 

Due to the short period of occupancy for personnel on experiment islarrls, 

it is proposed to utilize tents on concrete slabs for housing. It is proposed 

to provide canvas tents having wood frames, with a double roof. The upper roof 

being supported about a foot above the main roof on wood frame. The sides of 

the tents can be raised and supported as projecting canopies for ventilation. 

It is planned that all tents will be identical although some may be occupied 

by two men and some by four men. '!he use of tents provide great flexi. bill ty 

to aid or omit quarters as changes in requirements develop and are low in cost 

of installation. The concrete slabs will remain without maintenance during the 

roll-up period and the tents may be expendedo 

Salvage. The aluminum structures and tents can be salvaged from the experi

ment islands, providing personnel for dismantling them will not interfere with 

experimental operations. In the cost estimate these items lli..11 be considered 

experrled. 
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Site Planning. Preliminary site planning has been given consideration in 

connection 'With this Report, and several Plates are included which show in general 

an arrangement of buildings and facilities for Parry Island, Eniwetok Islarrl and 

each of the Experiment Islands. This planning has been based upon the use of the 

prefabricated aluminum structure previously discussed, ard tc. provide for six 

hundred personnel on Parry Island, consisting of two hundred Scientists, and 

four hundred assistants arrl worlonen in the various trades, including construction 

and repair, six hundred Military personnel on Eniwetok, in the proportion of two 

hundred Officers and four hundred enlisted men, and two hundred on each of the 

Experiment Islands divided as follows: Fifty Scientists and Officers, and one 

hundred and fifty worlanen and enlisted men. 'nle number and classification of 

personnel is an assumption based upon preliminary thoughts of the Laboratory, 

and these quantities as well as the ratio of different classifications are sub

ject to change at acy time. In fact use of the aluminum structure lends itself 

very readily to great flex:i.bili ty, inasmuch as the length of buildings can be 

varied easily in increments of three feet, and the number of buildings can read

ily be increased or decreased as requirements indicate. 

Parry Island. This island is planned as the civilian headquarters islam and 

inasmuch as there isr.!10 usable housing on the islarrl, it is possible to plan the 

general arrangement of all facilities without regard to existing structures, ex

cept in a few locations which do not materially effect the general arrangement. 

There are a number of warehouses on Parry Islam which at the present time are 

in relatively gooo condition, and it is planned to use these as long as they are 

fit for use. These warehouses will be useful during the early periods of con

struction. 'nle general arrangement of housing quarters is toward the ocean side 

which is the wirrlward side. Buildings for housing personnel are oriented to 

take the greatest advantage of the breeze, which is quite constant in direction. 
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Plate No. 8 shows the general arrangement of buildings. The quarters for Scien

tists have been located east of the main road and consist of six buildings, 

housing eight men each in single rooms, am ten buildings housing sixteen men 

each in double roomse The general appearance of the buildings is shown on 

Plate 7, and schematic floor plans for the Scientists' quarters are shown on 

Plate 9o Across the main road arrl north of the location for the .Administration 

Building, are twelve donnitories housing thirty-four men each, with Day Room 

and toilet facilities at one errl of the building. Schematic plan of this build

ing is shown on Plate 10. 

It is un:ierstood that some women will be employed duri.111; the construction 

period and future experiments. For certain classes of work, such as secretarial 

work, switchboard operation, and similar categories, women are more efficient 

than the type of men who are available for this class of work. Also, it is 

understood that female scientific personnel will be included. There has, there

fore, been included in the site plan, two buildings to house women. Women 

Scientists will be provided with single rooms and the other women vnJ.l be 

quartered two to a room. These buildings are at the errl of the grouping of 

buildings set off at some distance from male quarterso Three (J) two-family 

houses are indicated. as ultimate planning to take care of the operating person

nel or others who may remain on the island during the roll-up period. 

In additon to structures to house personnel, general aiministrative, con

trol and functional buildings are also included. An Administration Building 

containing 16,ooo sq. ft. of noor space is located at a central point, acces

sible to all who will be using this building. It will contain a Photographic 

Laboratory, Instrument Laboratory, a Radio Chemical Laboratory, and central 

communications facilities, in addition to general office space for the normal 

operation of the experiments. The mess hall is planned to seat three hundred 

persons at a time arrl will, therefore, serve six hundred people in two sittings. 
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·' jacent to the mess hall will be the central cold storage plant, and across 

the road will be the po1o1er plant serving Parry Island, and in this building 

1 11 also be included the water distillation equipment. In the same immediate 

<-ea is the laundry building. A new Control Room, twice the floor area of the 

one formerly used, will be constructed on the ground adjacent to the present 

c ntrol room tower which Will reamin. See Plate 11. Near the beach on the 

lagoon side Will be boat repair and motor repair shops. :in the area north of 

'\ e power plant "Will be located all the maintenance shops and warehouses, which 

vrl 1.1 be used for dry storage of bedding and similar equipment during the roll-

u~ period. Recreational facilities include a theater, a club for Scientists, 

• d beer garden for the assistants and workmen. There is adequate room for 

athletic fields for soft ball, volley ball, hand ball, etc., which have not 

1 en laid out in the preliminary site plan. Jddi tional buildings will include 

a Fire Station to house the fire fighting equipment, and housing for the per

:...~nnel connected with this facility. Also, general stores similar to Army PX 

provided. Security policing is considered as being handled by the Mill tary 

forces and only a headquarters building for this purpose is included in the 

te plan. 

Eniwetok Island. On this is1.cuxi ~is now located the mill tary establishment 

for the atoll. During the reconnaissance trip a survey was made of the cozxli-

on of the existing buildings on the island, and it was found that a large 

l'"l"'!Jllber of buildings were unfit for use. Plate 12 shows the coni:i ti on of build-

...... .gs; those in useable condition as of October 1948; those lolh.ich should be im-

; idiately abandoned and probably rEl!loved, a.00 those which house necessary f aci-

li.ties and must remain until a new facility is provided. Plate 13 is another 

~P of Eniwetok Island, showing the occupancy of the existing buildings by the 

P.'arrison. The purpose of this map is to iOOicate the scattered occupancy. This 
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is largely due to the condition of the buildings - those that are in use are 

the ones that are in the best repair regardless of location. In the general 

plan of housing civilian forces on Parry Island arrl leaving the entire island of 

Eniwetok for the mill ta.ry, the present garrison am any immediate enlargement 

thereof can be :1oused in and serviced through the useable, existing buildings. 

Some of these buildings may be u.s eable for a longer period than anticipated. 

In any case, it is contemplated that new structures will be built only as ard 

when needed to replace existing structures as they becor:le unuseable, or as the 

demands of the garrison increase and more facilities are requiredo The ultimate 

plan which would contemplate complete replacement of existing facilities even

tually, is shown on Plate 1.4. The buildings contemplated here are also of pre

fabricated aluminum construction, w:i. th the same flexibility as to size as those 

planned for Parry Island. In lieu of any definite figures as to the number and 

classification of military personnel which will use this island, the site.plan 

has been developed on the basis of two hundred Officers and four hundred Enlis

ted Hen. The Officers being housed in buildings similar to those planned for 

the Scientists on Parry Island, and the Enlisted Men in barracks similar to 

the dorin.itories as described above for Parry Island. Space is provided in 

this layout for expansion either of the Officers' quarters or of the Enlisted 

Men's quarters, as conditions might dictate. New Ad.ministration Building, Mess 

Hall, Communications Building, Warehouses, Conunissary, Recreational Building, 

and Shop Buildings are provided on this site plan. This being an overall 

master plan, it Will provide locations for buildings as they need to be con

structed, so that in the final development a reasonable, logical arrangement 

will resulto Of the existing structures, the present parachute drying build

ing is in good corrli tion arrl can be used for dry storage. The .Administration 

Building, Mess Hall, Theater, Officers Club, arrl some of the warehouses am 

shop buildings now on the islarrl, ma;y be kept in service by repairs and overall 
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below ground and partially above groum, with earth revetment on the zero side. 

By this type of construction it will be possible to salvage the power plant. 

The water distillation units, being of a portable ty;::ie, can be removed before 

zero hour. The aluminum buildings can be readily dismantled and thus can be 

salvaged if it developes that personnel to dismantle these buildings will not 

be in the way of scientists at the time shortly before zero hour. 

Facilities in ~arters. Consideration should be given to providing maxi

mum comfort, without luxury. This means a good bed, adequate clothing storage 

space, comfortable chairs, desks in required quarters, an:i day rooms so laid 

out and furnishe:i that they are suitable for their purposes, dry closets for 

clothiq; and personal effects, chilled drinking water in all quarters am 

domestic type electric refrigerators in day rooms of scientists quarters. 

In providing these facilities, the governing thought is to supply as com

fortable, well maintained housing as is practicable, which, when combined with 

a good mess and recreational facilities, will tend to keep the efficiency of 

the personnel, in all classifications, at top levels. 

Plumbing Materials• Separate srstems for the dis tri. bution of salt water 

and for distilled water are contemplated. 'Ihis will require separate connec

tions between the main outside lines and certain inside fixtures. Water 

closets and urinal flush tanks w.1.11 be connected to salt water service am. wash 

bowls and shower heads to distilled water service. Sewer drain lines will be 

co:rnraon to both sys tans. No duplication of fixtures is involved by this arrange

ment. 

All plumbing fixtures located in buildi~s on Parry and Eniwetok should be 

of corrosioil resisting materials. It is contemplated to utilize vitreous china 

for lavatories, closet bowls, and urinals. Closet bowls and urinals will con

sequently be equipped with vitreous china tanks. Due to the use of salt WC'..ter 
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supply, fitti~s in flush tanks should all be rubber. Pipes, fittings and fix

tures utilizing either distilled water or salt water supply should be of special 

copper alloy, or other materials capable of resisting the corrosive effect of 

the spindrift which permeates the atmosphere. Detailed construction specifica

tions applicable to these materials Will be the result of additional research 

and investigation. 

Since latrine facilities on the shot islands are to be expended by experi

ment operations, the use of ?lumbing pipe an:i fixtures ordinarily adapted to 

minimum cost installations is contemplated. The expected useful life o:f this 

type of construction un:l.er the corrosive corrlitions present would not greatly 

exceed that required by experiment operations and ultimate economy of expendable 

costs is thus accomplished. 

Electrical Materials. All lighting fixtures a:rtl wiring materials for use 

in buildings on Parry and Eniwetok and all lighting fixtures and Wiring materials 

for those buildings which are intended for use in more than one operation should 

be of corrosion-resisting type. It is contemplated to use vapor-proof lighting 

fixtures. In general, exposed wiring using either e.:xposed non-metallic sheathed 

cable or exposed corrosion-resisting coo:iui t With moisture-resisting wire simi

lar to Type TW thermoplastic might be used. Conduit, boxes, plates, and mis

cellaneous fittings might be aluminum alloy. Receptacles and switches may be 

of conventional construction. The heating element for dry closets may be either 

a special heating element available for this purpose or a standard lamp bulb en

closed with a wire screen. Construction specifications for these materials Will 

be the result of additional research and investigation. 

For those buildings, tents, etc. on Experiment Islands which are considered 

expendable with each operation, it is believed that the use of weatherproof 

sockets, bare lamps, am minimum open-type wiri~ w.i.11 be satisfactory and most 
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economical for the relatively short period of time for which these facilities 

will be used. 

EXPERIMENT.AL STRUCTURi'..S: 

Condition of Existing Structureso The reconnaissance trip, recently 

made, revealed that with minor repairs, all of the existing experimental 

structures can be re-used. It was recorded on this survey that the Timing 

Buildings were leaking around the doors. 

Repairs to the topside structure of Coral Head Photo Tower a.re required, 

and the existing hoist is in very bad condition. Maintenance painting on the 

other two existing Photo Towers is needed. 

Air conditioning uni ts for Timing Buildings are partially dismantle:i.1 

and some of the parts have disappeared. 

Asphaltic coatings on limonite concrete Gamma stations are badly peeled. 

Recommended Repairs. The Timing and Gamma Buildings should immediately 

have new I7Ubber gaskets fitted around door openings so that a tight seal can 

be obtained. Also, it is recommended that canopies be constructed over doors 

to divert water from top of doors. 

Radiation shields for doors of Gamma Buildings, truck mounted, and made 

to operate on tracks should be provided prior to arr:r future experiment4 

Tracks should be graded so trucks will move toward the door by gravity and 

move back by winch. 

Asphaltic coatings on limonite concrete structures should be immediately 

repaired. 

Painting of ex:is ting Photo Towers should be completed with Zinc Chromate 

type paint so that they will be maintained in usable condition. 

New air conditioning units should be provided for Timing Buildings and any 
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existing portions of air conditioning units in these buildings should be sal

vaged for use in less important locationso 

Lighting and communication repairs recommended for existing structures are 

described elsewhere in this Report. 

Realignment of Gamma Stations. The tubes in Gamma Stations are now 

aligned to a former sight point approximately 200 feet high at center of Zero 

Tower locationo As it is now recommended to locate new Zero Towers 75 feet 

beyond fonner Zero tower location an:l. use a tower 100 feet higher, it will be 

necessary to change the alignment of the existing tubes. 

Analysis was made as to the possibilities of reaming out present tubes 

and installing new tubes but the vertical displacement necessary and the dif

ficulty of field drilling through limonite concrete was such that this proposal 

was abandoned. Similarly, a study of cutting out the entire tube rack and in

stalling a new set of tubes properly aligned was discarded as possible but very 

difficult and expensive. 

As the realignment figured for Gamma A Structure on Engebi, as an example, 

required approximately 3-1/2 11 vertical lift to meet the new requirements, it is 

recommended that the following procedure be followed: Excavate under front end 

of Gamma structure am install bearing pad. Use screw jacks to raise front of 

building to correct vertical elevation. Should horizontal change in alignment 

be considered necessary it is recommended that the Zero Tower be set on an ex

tension of Gamma line instead of on Zero line extension. Dry packing or pres

sure grouting can be utilized to firm up this new aligllllent. 

Additional Structures. Should additional tubes be required at present 

Gamma locations, it is proposed that new buildings of similar design to exist

ing structures be built alongside present buildings. 

Such blast structures and foundations as may be required for the 



experiments should be constructed when the actual requirements have been deter

mined. The design of these facilities will be determined by the scientific re

quirements. 

Zero Towers. In line with the design requirements calling for towers to 

be 250 or JOO feet high am capable of fulfilling the functions connected with 

the experiments, as listed in the specifications furnished by Mr. R. W. Hender

son dat~ 9-24-48, complete analysis of various types of tower structures was 

made. 

This analysis included free standing four-leg t7r.Je towers with various 

base dimensions and also with counterbalancing messenger cable guys. Three

leg type guyed towers with constant triangular section above the 2.5-foot level 

and w.i. th guys affixed .50 feet below the top were investigated for above-listed 

heights. 

From the preliminary design, it was detennined that the three-leg trian

gular type guyed tower shm1ed approximately 35% saving in weight over corres

ponding four-leg towers. 

Reconunendation is made, therefore, to utilize this triangular type tower 

due to lower initial. cost, ease of erection and installation of appurtenances. 

The general appear<iUlGe of the recommended tower is shown on Plate 18. 

The design requirements governing the above analysis are briefly to deve

lop a tower that will support loads of 10,000 lbs. on main hoist with 2,000 lbs. 

on elevator alongside, minimize the weight requirement of structure in the up

per 100 feet of tower, withstand the pull of two parallel catenary messenger 

cables With their coaxial cables, support the necessary load of equipment and 

personnel in the house at top of tower, and to be capable of withstanding the 

wind loading based on conditions to be expected in the 1-larshall Islands. 

Generally the locations of proposed Zero Towers were assumed on existing 
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zero line seventy-five feet beyond center of tower used in previous experiment. 

Plates 19, 20, 21 ani 22 show recorrunenied location of four Zero Towers. How

ever, the possibility of locating towers off islands on reefs was investigated 

and found to be practicable, providing the site is so selected that necessary 

fill for tower area and causeways can be made without excessive cost. The 

economic balance of land to offshore location comes when the cost of fill re

quired for offshore site equals the cost of paving around shore tower and the 

regrading operations for decontamination or future experiment. 

Samples of the soil were tested and evaluated, as shown on Plates 23, 24, 

25, 26 and 27 o 

This data indicates that towers and anchors can be located on filled sites 

vd. th bearing values of the compacted fill given the same magnitude as natural 

soil. 

It is recommended, therefore, that footings for the Zero Tower structure 

be designed for founding about four feet below the surface of the site and with 

inter-cormecting struts to talce the horizontal components of the loa:ls in the 

battered legs. 

To enable field operations to proceed without delay regardless of condi

tions encountered at site, anchor footings should be designed to cover loca

tions where they are -f-0unded in rock above high water level, in rock which may 

be submerged, in soil entirely above high level, in soil with anchor footing 

half submerged at high water level and in soil which will be entirely sub

merged at high water level. 

Photo Towerso Previous experiments demonstrated that the 75-foot high 

Navy type Radar Tower was suitable with minor alterations. It is, therefore, 

recommended that this type be used with alterations as hereinafter noted. 

'lbe two existing Photo Towers that are erected at Coral Head and Aniyaanii 

locations should be remodeled to cover criticisms appearing in the Technical 
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Photography Sections of Sandstone Report as made by Mr. R. iL Davis. These 

criticisms are mainly alterations to permit easier and more convenient handling 

of cameras and openings for their location. Also, new hoists are recommended 

to be installeJ. in all Photo Towers. 

On Coral Head, it is recommended to install a float and ladder as shown 

on Plate 28 to facilitate landing thereon and prevent damage to c ameraso Toilet 

facilities are recommended to be installed at the Coral Head site. 

Two spare towers are now packaged and stored on Eniwetok which can be used, 

provided some replacements of parts that were removed therefrom are made and 

alterations carried out along lines suggested in the aforementioned Sandstone 

Report. 

The present Coral. Head Tower Will be used for all experiment locations ani 

the existing tower on Aniyaanii will cover Runit. One of the presently stored 

towers should be erected on Runi t to cover A.omen and the other stored tower 

should be erected on Aomon to cover Engebi. A newly-purchased tower can be 

erected on Engebi to cover the Bogallua site. 

This utilization of existing structures would limit the procurement to 

only one new complete tower, hoists for all towers, float and ladder for Coral 

Head, and such repair parts as necessary to alter existing structures arrl re

plenish parts needed to canplete the stored towers. 

Electrical Facili ti.es. Although exact requirements are not now firm, it 

is anticipated that existing and new buildiz:igs on Experiment Islands Will need 

power for motors, lighting, and instrumentation. At the Zero Tower, a motor 

generator or two motor generators will be required to obtain a source of direct 

current for the elevator and hoist. It should be possible to salvage these 

uni ts prior to each experiment an:i re-use the same units for subsequent experi

ments. Lighting in the tower room, obstruction lights for aircraft an:i 
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noodlights on poles to illuminate the ground area about the tower will be re

quired. It is anticipated that lighting will be required for the Photo Tower, 

the Ti.ming Station, the Gamma Stations, the Blast Buildings and other miscel

laneous buildingso A 11 000 watt vertical pylon light was provided behind the 

Timing Station for "Operation Sandstone", and it is probably that this will be 

required for future operations. 

'When instrumentation requirements are firmed up, additional power and 

lighting requirements for instrumentation buildings of all types should be 

studied in detail prior to final design, and full consideration given to the 

operating conditions and corrosion problem which will existo 

Structures for Bogallua Islando Should this location be utilized for a 

test, it will be necessary to construct new structures for all types used for 

the experimentso 

It is reconunended that if more tubes are required in Gamma Buildings at 

this site that a two-cell structure be built using a center wall of coral con

crete 12 inches thicko Tue roof and remaining walls of the structure should be 

of limonite concrete of thickness used on existing Shot Islao:i Garrana structures. 

All new experimental structures are expected to be modified in incorporat

ing new requirements )l_s determined from the n0peration Sandstone" md subsequent 

investigations. 

WATERV-.ORKS SYSTEMS: 

Water Supply Sources - Well Waters. As described at the beginning of this 

Section of the Report, the islao:is of the Atoll consist of coral and supported 

on a shelf-like reef. 

Due to the extreme porosity of the soil, and to the general level contour 

of the islands, a large percentage of the annual 77 inches of rainfall enters 

the subsoil, and tends to form a fresh water lense, which normally might be 
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expected to float upon the saline water table belowo The usual shape of the 

islands, however, is long and narrow and the shape of the lense therefore is 

similar, an:l when subjected to the influence of the tides and to the draft 

created by operation of the wells, soon becomes unstableo The yield from the 

wells then becomes brackish and unpotableo The degree of concentration of the 

saline content of the waters from these wells also varies with the rate of 

pumping as well as with the total volume withdrawn from the lense. With con

tinued pumping, the water becomes not unlike sea or lagoon water and the well 

as a source of fresh water results in failureo Brackish waters in varying 

degrees of salinity have little or no advantages over sea water as pennissible 

uses for such waters can only be measured by uses applicable for waters with 

comparable maximum salt content. 

Catchment of Rain Watero The average rainfall of approximately 77 inches 

per year indicates that it might be feasible to collect enough runoff from 

impervious areas to provide as ource of water supply. 

Closer examination of the records of rainfall show that fairly long per

iods, :-Iierein very little precipitation occurs, are not unlikelyo Consequen

tly, large impervious areas for catchment of rainwater, and large storage 

works for retaining it would be required to insure an adequate supply. 

Only on the IslaIJi of Eniwetok does there exist an impervious area of 

sufficient size to consider as worthy of possible exploitation for this pur

pose. !his area is the air strip, which if paved would comprise a surface of 

300 fto wide by 7,000 fto long and having an area of 48 acreso Collection of 

surface water from this strip is feasible by reason of the layout and slope of 

the strip; but the use of this strip in the past and its probable use in the 

future as a base for the operation and wash-down of drone planes subjected to 

radio~active contamination disqualifies this area. 
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Other additional impervious areas, such as roofs of buildings, etc. are 

of such limited extent, that considered irrli vidually, are of inconsequential 

value, arrl considered collectively are of doubtful velue as to total area, 

arrl under most optimistic circumstances would provide only a portion of the 

fresh water requirements. The complexities incident to the installation and 

operation of a waterworks system where only portional supply requirements are 

indicated further depreciate off-hand apparent advantages. 

Parry Island resolves its elf into the same category as Eniwetok Island 

with the exception of the air strip limitations. While this strip is not sub

ject to radio-active contamination, neither is it canparable in size (the 

paved surf ace being So' wide x 800 feet long with an area of one acre) and 

hence has little value as a catchment area when analyzed in terms of require

ments. 

Air strips on the experiment islands are directly exposed to extreme con

tamination and are disqualified. for this reason. In addition the subsequent 

destruction of extensive permanent type works required by rain water catchment 

on these islands is not justified. 

Distillation of Sea Water. Continued research and development both during 

the war and since, las resulted in the production of equipment with water-to

fuel ratios of as high as 200 to 1 and to the elimination of many of the im

perfections of the invasion type units. These units are now manufactured by 

several finns a.rrl their operation can now be considered both successful and 

satisfactory. Although uni ts may be custom-built for aey specified capacity, 

standard sizes are generally rated at 90 gallons per hour, 375 gallons per 

hour, arrl 600 gallons per hour. Larger sizes of approximately 2000 - 2500 

gallons per hour are also available. Manufacturers generally recommend the 

installation of a number of smaller uni ts for any desired total capacity, in 
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order to take advantage of the flexibility of operation provided therebyo 

Chief among the difficulties of operation of the earlier type machines was the 

unreliability of the gasoline engine dri verso The later machines may be equip

ped with either electric motor or diesel engine dri.veso 

Consequently, with the reliability of large capacity distillation units 

established, it is recommended that the distillation of sea water be utilized 

as the source of supply for the potable water supply for the island installa

tions contemplated by this projecto 

Distillation uni ts of the type herein contemplated require some means of 

raising the temperature of the water to be disti.lledo This is accomplished by 

using an outside source of steam where available, by electric heater, or by the 

use of the diesel engine cooling water of the diesel drive of the distillation 

unit. The utilization of diesel engine drives for these units seems most ap

propriate for the following reasons: 

'Ihe demand factor of the islarrl power plant may be reduced accordingly, 

the distillation units may operate independent of the power plant, the services 

of diesel mechanics required for maintenance and operation of the power plant 

will likewise be available for maintenance and operation of the distillation 

uni ts, and the elimination of outside source of steam or electric heating re

sults in simplicity of installation and operation with consequent lower opera

tional costs. 

Tzyes of Water Systems Proposed. Regardless of the adequacy and efficiency 

of present day manufacture of equipment, the distillation of water, when utili

zed as a source of supply for a water works system, is an unusual and expensive 

processo 

In order to minimize the use of distilled water, a dual or split system 

is proposed for each island installation. This means that separate distribution 
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systems will be requiredo One system will distribute distilJed water to such 

services as are necessary arrl one system will distribute sea water to services 

not requiring potable watero This ;:ietJ1od of dual distribution systems is not 

uncommon in industrial plant practice where waters having different chemical 

and mineral analyses, or where waters at different pressures are required with

in the same area. 

In the case of the islan:i installations, this method is economically pos

sible due to the following facts: '!be area comprising each installation is 

small, hence the lengths of pipe lines are short; the drafts upon the system 

are light, pennitting the use of relatively small pipe sizes; the excavation 

for pipe lines is shallow, the character of the soil is advantageous, and a 

joint or corrunon intake and raw water pumping station is feasible and desirable. 

However, elevated storage in two separate smaller units must be provided, 

rather than one larger storage on a single towero A certain amount of duplica

tion of plumbing within some of the buildings will be required, although the 

extent of this duplication and the number of such buildings is limitedo 

For the purpose of this Report, it m2:]' be stated that, in general, the 

sea water system will be used for toilet flushing, equipment washing, fire 

protection and similar services, an:i that distilled water will be utilized for 

all other purposes. The division of usage of total volume of water consumed 

is estimated on a 5o-5o basis. Raw water supplied to the stills equals twice 

the distilled water yield, hence distilled water, loss in distillation, and 

sea water usage, each equal one-thinl of the total raw water pumped. 

The "Engineering Manual for War Department Constructionn of water supply 

systems designates 100 gallons per capita per day as a satisfactory design 

basis for mobilization type of projects, and further stipulates that for all 

projects involving a population of less than 5000, a "capacity factor" of 1.5 

times the population figure be used to allow for flexibility of operation, 
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future expansion of unforeseen peak demands. Inasmuch as the type of project 

contemplated by this Report is similar, and that this criteria is substantiated 

by standard practice in the design of certain municipal an::l. industrial works, 

these figures have been used for the installations on Parry and Eniwetok Is

lands. 

Calculations for the experiment island camps, due to the extremely temp

orary nature an:i to the absence of various facilities requiring water service 

at the larger installations have been scaled downward in accordance with 

"'Iheatre of Operations" type of construction. 

Total consumption for these installations is therefore estimated at 70 

gallons per capita per day and total raw sea water pump age at 105 gpcd. This 

raw water total is likewise broken down in equal third parts or 35 gpcd day 

each for distilled water, lass in distillation, and sea water usage. 

Construction Camp on Parry Island. In Section V of this Report, the peak 

construction personnel is estimated to be approximate~ the same as the per

sonnel quartered on Parry at experiment time and it, therefore, appears reason

able to provide distillation units suitable for the final use as early as pos

sible for use during the construction period. 

Certain modifications of the construction camp water system on Parry 

Island 'Will unquestionably have to be made in the transition from construction 

cannp to pennanent camp, but much of the material and equipment required by the 

construction cmnp may be adapted am used in the ultimate installation. 

Parry Islarrl Water Systems. Ha.ving assumed a population of 600 persons 

(construction personnel superseded by test personnel), a capacity factor of l.S 

and a daily per capita consumption figure of 100 gallons, the estimated total 

daily volume of water consumed would be 90,000 gallons of which it is estimated 

45,ooo gallons are distill~ water and 45,ooo gallons are sea water. To this 
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total should be added 45,000 gallons for losses in distillation for total daily 

volume of 135,000 gallons to be handled by intake and raw water pumping station. 

Intake arrl Sea Water Pumping Stati.ono Due to the remoteness of Parry 

Island from the shot islands and to the tidal currents that sweep through the 

deep passage at the north end of the island into the lagoon, thus providing 

ever changing ocean water at this point, and to the ease of construction ard 

maintenance of a water intake located on the lagoon side, it is contemplated 

to utilize these advantages by locating the proposed intake on this side of the 

island. 

In the design of a system of this sort, it is customary to predicate the 

operation of all units on a 24-hour basis and to depend upon the capacity fac

tor ani on the occasional operation of duplicate or standby uni ts to provide 

the additional capacities required at times of peak demam. On this basis the 

average raw water pumping rate for a daily volume of 135,000 is 94 gallons per 

minute. Minimum fire protection service for this type of installation is as

sumed, an::l will require 500 gallons per minute. This rate is predicated on 

the ~sumption of two hose streams of 250 gallons per minute each. Discount

ing any reserve from elevated storage or from the domestic pumps, this capacity 

must be obtained by-the installation of at least one fire pump. Under these 

conditions, the pumping plant would contain of three 100 gpm pumps, two elec

tric driven and one gasoline engine driven arrl one 500 gpm gasoline driven 

fire pump. Each of the 100 gpm pumps will handle the average demand and stand

by and peak demand service is thus provided by either electric driven or gaso

line engine driven pump capacity. These pumps will be constructed of materials 

adapted for salt water service. 

Distillation Units. Daily production of distilled water, having been 

estimated at 45,ooo gpd, including a capacity factor of 1.5. This is an hourly 
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production rate of 11 875 gallons and it is believed that three 600 gph units 

would be adequate. Due to their large capacities, these units are of heavy 1 

rugged construction and consequently are not adaptable for portable service. 

In the development of the final design of the system, consideration will 

be given to the advisability of housing these units in or contiguous to the 

power house for simplicity of operation a:rrl maintenance. 

In order to eliminate the construction of a raw water supply tank for the 

distillation unit· arrl the installation of separate low capacity and low head 

pumps to supply this tank, it is contenplated to take the raw water supply for 

the distillation uni ts from the sea water distribution system. The additional 

costs of lifting the small quantities involved for the short periods of ti.me 

required by this arrangement are considered negligible in view of the initial 

construction costs required by the installation arrl maintenance of the addi

tional pumps and tank. 

Distilled Water Surface Storage an:i Pumping Station. A recei. ving tank 

for distilled water as it is produced by the stills should be provided. This 

storage would correspond to the clear well storage in connection with a stand

ard water filtration plant and serves only as a cushion between the production 

of distilled water am pumps supplying the system. Capacity should be ample 

for fairly continuous pump operation but need not be more than 50% of one 

day's supply or 22,500 gallons. This reservoir should be constructed to re

ceive by gravity the product of the stills and should be constructed of con

crete, covered, and ventilated to assist in further cooling of the distillate, 

and should be adequately baffled to insure continuous displacement of its con

tents. In connection with this distilled water reservoir, there 'Will be re

quired a pumping station to lift the distilled water through the systsn to 

elevated storage 11floati~ 11 thereon. The pumping rate if calculated by the 
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previously indicated method utiJizi~ 24-hour operation would be 31 gallons 

per minute. Inasmuch as pumping-head characteristics of the pumps required 

for this service will be similar to those required for the salt water distribu

tion system, and as additional capacities above calculated capacities result 

in decreasing the pumping ti.me only, (although it does slightly increase the 

power demand rate but not necessarily the total consumption of power), in the 

interests of standardization of equipment it is justifiable to install pumps 

of identical capacity, head characteristics and construction with those of the 

salt water system$ thereby providing for the possibility of inter-change of 

parts or of inter-change of complete unitso The pumps to be installed in the 

distilled water pumphouse should consist of three 100 gpm pumps, two electric 

driven arrl one gasoline engine driven, to provide either electric or gasoline 

engine driven standby. 

Distilled Water Elevated Storage. Blevated storage of distilled water 

should be provided in an amount of between 20 and 50 percent of the total 

daily volume of 45,000 gallons, or in an amount ranging between 9000 and 

22,500 gallons. A standard size tank within this .range is one having a capa

city of 15,ooo gallons. This capacity is required to penni t flexibility in 

the pumping operatio~_sequence. '!his flexibility may be especially desirable 

if pumps having higher capacities than the normal calculated rate are utilized. 

Most domestic water works systems operate under pressures varying from 

25 to 100 powrls per suqare inch. Due to the sma.11 level area encompassed by 

this installation, minimum pressures rna.y be utilized to advantage, as pipe 

friction losses may be kept low and minimum pressures will help prevent un:iue 

waste or excessive use of distilled water. 

A standard hemispherical bottom tank of 15,000 gallons on a standard 

height of 50'-011 to the bottom capacity line will exert pressures of from 21 • .5 
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to 31 p.s.i. static pressure on the system. 

In the final design of the system, consideration will be given to the 

possibility of replacing this elevated storage 'With a compression tank, although, 

this method does not appear to be readily adaptable to this installation, due 

to the necessity for automatic controls and auxiliary equipment that such an 

installation generally requires. 

Sea Water Elevated Storage. As previously stated, elevated storage capa

city should approximate 20 to 50 percent of the daily volume. Due to the rel

atively continuous pumping cycle of the salt water pumps, this elevated storage 

may be established at nearly the minimum figure of 20% of the total volume, 

27 ,500 gallons. A standard size tank near this figure is one of 30,000 gal

lons capacity. If located on a tower 50'-0 11 in height to the bottom capacity 

line, static pressures varying from 21.5 to 32 psi will also be exerted upon 

the system. 

Distribution Systems. Both tae sea water and the distilled water distri

bution systems will be constructed of either cement asbestos (Transite) or cast 

iron pipe, whichever is the more readily procurable. Costs are comparable and 

either is expected to give satisfactory service. Pipes will be laid with a 

minimum depth of two feet of earth cover for protection against traffic and 

other hazards. 

To minimize losses due to friction, a 11 loop11 system of distribution is 

contemplated. The general arrangement of the system is shown on Plate 29. 

Fire hydrants will be located on the salt water distribution system only 

ani at interval which will permit any building to be protected by two JOO-foot 

lengths of fire hose. 

Eniwetok Island Water Systems. It is proposed that facilities equal and 
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comparable to those required by operations on Parry Island, likewise be 

established on Eniwetok Island. Inasmuch as the extent of the installation is 

equal and the general condi ti.ans similar, it follows that the water works sys

tem likewise may be similar in design. Consequently, all calculations prev1.

ously set forth as applicable to the system on Parry Island are applicable to 

Eniwetok also. The arrangement of the distribution system as made necessary 

by the different grouping of the buildi~s is essentially the only variable 

factor, and is indicated on Plate 30. 

Shot Islands Water Systems. It has been previously stated that the de

sign of the water supply systems on the shot islands will be based on a basis 

of 35 gallons per capita per day· allowance for distilled water usage am 35 

gpcd allowance for sea water usage with additional allowance of 35 gpcd 

for loss of water in the distillation process. It is not anticipated that the 

design figure of 200 population for each island will be exceeded, ard conse

quently no capacity factor has been used. The total daily volumes of water 

required are therefore 7000 gallons of distilled water, 7000 gallons sea 

water usage and a total of 21,000 gallons total sea water pumped. In general, 

the same type of layout and design, greatly reduced in capacities and scope as 

previously discussed..for Parry Island will be followed in the design of the 

systems for these canps. Due to the extremely temporary nature of these in

stallations, certain other aspects of the design will be modified accordingly. 

Intake an:i Sea Water Pumpir:g Station. Due to the greater possibility of 

lagoon water becoming more radio-actively contaminated than the ocean water 

beyond the reef, it seems advisable that the intakes for the shot isla.nis be 

located on the seaward side of the reef. Iratead of pumping capacities being 

predicated on a 24-hour basis, a 12-hour cycle has been used. Thus, the raw 

water pumping rate for 21,000 gallons in 12 hours is 30 gpm. The use of two 
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(2) 35 gpm pumps is therefore indicatedo It is anticipated that electric power 

will be available and electric driven motors may be used. N:> fire protection 

other than that provided by a chemical cart is contemplated. 

Distillation Uni ts. On the basis of 24-hour operation of the distilla

tion uni ts, 290 gallons per hour production would be necessary. The use of 

four 90 gph di stilla ti on uni ts would furnish this capacity w.i th sufficient 

surplus capacity for standby service, flexibility of operation, and for peak 

demands. 

It is contemplated that these units will have diesel engine drives and be 

of permanent installation type construction. Consideration will be given to 

mounting each of these units on mobile truck-trailer type frames for extreme 

portahl..lity. Expemable temporary shelter area will be larger than -would be 

required without these mountings but the equipment may thus be withdrawn with

out delay or interference with general evacuation proceedings immediately prior 

to zero hour. In addition to the salvage value, this mobility might be highly

advantageous in coping with unforeseen demams for water distillation imposed 

by unanticipated short-time requirements on any of the other islams. 

Distilled Water Surf ace Storage and Pumping Station. A distilled water 

receiving tank or clear well having a capacity of 50% of 7 ,ooo gallons or ap

proximately 3,500 gallons should be provided. Two (2) identical pumps of 35 

gpm capacity each should be provided to lift the distilled water to elevated 

storage am for furnishing pressure on this system. 'lhese pumps may also be 

interchangeable w:l.. th the salt water pumps. 

Elevated Storage. Both elevated storage of distilled water and that of 

salt water could be placed on a common wooden tower. The height of this tower 

need not be over 20 feet, as extremely low pressures of about 10 pounds per 
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square inch would provide satisfactory operationo These tanks and towers 

could be of such economical construction that they could be considered expeDi

able, and hence need not be removed at the ti.me of an experiment. The salt 

water tank should have a capacity of approximately 41 000 gallons and the dis

tilled water tank a capacity of approximately 2 1 000 gallons. 

Distribution Systans. The distribution systE111s, because of the nature 

of the service rendered, will be of cast iron or Transite pipe. As the number 

of buildings to be served is limited and as no special. fire protection f acili

ties, such as fire hydrants and high pressure on the sys tE111, are contemplated, 

the system may consist of short lines of small size pipe connecting the eleva

ted storage with the installations to be served. 

The description of the water system as set forth is to be considered 

typical of all the shot islands. Certain modifications in arrangement of dis

tribution piping will be required to conform to the plot plcn of each camp, 

as determined from the shape azxi available space on each of these islanis. 

Engebi Islam. This is the largest of the shot islands, with the camp 

located on the ocean side near the southern em. The arrangement of the 

water distribution system is shown on Plate 31. 

Rojoa Islan:l Water System. The island of Rojoa, situated just southeast 

of Biijiri, will be connected with Biijiri by bridge or causeway and will be

come the site of th~ camp for the experiment on Aomon Island. '!he Islams of 

Biijiri and Aomon are already connected by a serviceable causeway. These 

three islands consequently will function as one. 'lhis arrangement of the 

water distribution system is shown on Plate 32. 

Runit Islani Water Szstem. 'I'h.e Island of Runit is long and .narrow, and 

the only available site for a camp is on a smal.l irregular shaped area at the 
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extreme southern end of the Island. This area of usable space is connected 

with the main island by a long narrow sarrl spit which is considered a part of 

the islan::l. This area is further limited in extent of usable space by the 

existence of an 11M11 boat storage yard that completely utilizes the extreme 

southern tip. 

The description of the water system as previously set forth for shot 

Islands, will likewise apply to this installation. The distribution will also 

be arranged to conform to the plot plan of this camp and is shown on Plate 33. 

Bogallua Island. If it is determined that the Islam of Bogallua is to 

be utilized as a fourth shot island, facilities similar to those of the other 

three will be provided. A possible arrangement of the system is shown on 

Plate 34. 

Operation of SystE111s During Roll-up Period. Inasmuch as the overall 

capacities of the water works syatE111s for the iniividua.l islam installations 

must necessarily be predicated on the loads upon these systems prior to and 

during an experiment, it follows that the design of these systE111s and that the 

selection of sizes of equipment be such that these systEIIl.s may function with 

nearly equal efficiency u:rrier the greatly reduced loads imposed upon them dur

ing the roll-up or interim period between experiments. Primarily, these low

demand periods will result in reduction of daily operational time. Operation 

by rotation in seque~e of duplicate or multiple units of equipment should in

sure adequate maintenance !or subsequent operational peak periods. Equipment 

thus operated should have a useful life far beyorrl the now contemplated two

experiment life of the prov:i.~ groum. Underground piping an:i appurtenances, 

due to the character of their construction a:rri nature of service rendered, re

quire little maintenance over a long period of years. Elevated storage tanks 

on s true tural towers, however, Wi 11 probably require painting with some corrosion 
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resistant coating at least once during each roll-up period. 

§xPendable I terns o The waterworks system serving the facilities on each 

of the shot islands will be required to continue in operation until a few hours 

before zero hour. As previously mentioned, provision is being made for the 

rapid removal of the distillation units. These units comprise the largest 

single item of capital investment cost of the system. Salvage of these units 

coupled with anticipated re-use of essentially all underground piping leaves 

few i terns that must be considered expendable. These i terns consist of small 

water storage tanks on t€lllporary wooden frame towers, temporary shelters for 

equipment, and the small pumping units. It is conceivable that at least a 

portion of these pumping units, if not all, could be salvaged also. The num

ber of units salvaged will depem on actual timing of zero hour operations. 

This timing of operation an::l its relationship to waterworks operations can 

hardly be foreseen an::l, therefore, may result in total loss of some of this 

equipment. 

SANITARY SEWER SYSTEMS: 

All camps or installations on the various islands contemplated by this 

Report will be provided. with systems for the collection an::l disposal of water

bourne sewage. The installation of this type of construction for the Islan::ls 

of Parry and Eniwetok which will be occupied to same extent on a year-round 

basis requires no justification. 

The installation of such systems on the shot islands is economically 

justified on a periodic short-tenn-occupancy basis by the fact that re-use of 

essentially all items of the sewer system proper is possible. Plumbing am 

fixtures of latrines, etc. will be destroyed as would any other facility 

erected for disposal of human wastes. The slight additional difference in re

sulting costs is consdquently justified when considered in tenns of the health, 
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comfort, arrl morale of the occupants o 

Although standard sanitary engineering practice has, in recent years, 

established 811 diameter pipe as a mini.mum size for sewers other than building 

service connections, it is believed that the use of 611 pipe as a minimum size 

for the installations contemplated by this report is justified. This size 

pipe in most instances Will provide adequate capacity for the flows contanplated 

and the savings in cost of pipe, shipping, and laying will more than compensate 

for any ad.di tional maintenance that may be required by the use of this smaller 

minimum size pipe. Inasmuch as the overall quantities are not considerable, 

and due to excessive breakage incurred by long distance shipping of vitrified 

cla;r sewer pipe, it is believed that ultimate economy Will be obtained by the 

use of cast iron or transi te pipe for this purposeo Stockpiles of pipe for 

maintenance and repair service are then interchangeable for either water or 

sewer service. 

For access to the sewer for maintenance and repair, the system will be 

provided with manholes at all points of juncture of lines and at intervals 

along the line at not to exceed 400 feet. 

Wye-branches will be inserted in the line at strategic points along the 

main lines to accommodate connections With the service lines from the buildings. 

SANITARY SEW.AGE DISPOSAL: 

Ocean Currents. From available infonnation and from observations made on 

the site, it has been determined ~hat, in general, the ocean currents in the 

vicinity of the atoll are predominately from east to west, and. tend to sweep 

across the atoll in this direction. These currents are of lesser magnitude 

in areas wherein the coral reef is unbroken. Between the islarJis of J aptan 

and Parry is a section of broken reef which is known as the Deep Passage, the 

water having sufficient depth to safely acconunodate the largest of ships. Across 
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the lagoon almost directly west of the deep passage is a shallow opening through 

the reef, and which is designated the Southwest Passage, while between these 

two gaps on the South end of the atoll is a third opening called the Wide Pas

sageo 'lbe Wide Passage has considerable depth and provides a convenient outlet 

for flows entering the lagoon through the Deep Passage. The direction of this 

flow is advantageous for the disposal of sewage into the lagoon, especially as 

applied to the Islands of Parry and Eniwetok, the points of greatest concentra

tion. Otherwise the currents ten:i to sweep the atoll circumferentially in a 

westerly direction and are shown on Plate J5. Sewage from shot islan:i instal.

lations -will consist of slight volumes and the general remoteness of these 

islands from other islands of habitation eliminates much of the hazard of dis

posing of sewage into the lagoon. 

Subaqueous Outfall Sewers. It is contenplated that each island installa

tion will require one or more subaqueous outfall lines to extend the point of 

discharge of sewage a sufficient distance from shore to preclude an:r possibili

ty of the periphery of the sleek field from reaching the shore and consequen

tly subjecting the beaches to bacterial contamination. 

Competent authorities on sewage treatment and disposal have determined 

that the area of a s1eek field is related to the contributing population. 

From the accepted formula, the area of the field for a population of 600 is 

approximately seven acres. Assmning the shape of the Sleek field to be cir

cular an:i discounting any distortion of shape due to influence of ocean cur

rents, the radius of this sleek field would be 310 feet. The length of out

fall should then exceed 310 feet as measured lagoonward from the water's edge 

at periods of low tide. The ocean or tidal currents, unquestionably will tend 

to move the entire field offshore, but nevertheless, it is considered advisable 

to allow a factor of safety of 50% of the radius of the field an:i to establish 
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the lengths of outfall sewers at Parry and Eniwetok at approximately 450 feet. 

Similarly, the area of the Sleek field for a shot island with a population 

of 200 would be J. 3 acres, the radius of the field 250 feet an:l the length or 

the outfall sewer should be established at 325 feet. 

Reference is made to the following Plates for layouts of sanitary sewer 

systems for the various islands involved. These Plates also show tentative 

locations of outfall sewers ani resulting sleek fields. 

Plate NJ. J6 - Parry Island 
n 11 Jl - Eniwetok Islam 
11 11 J1 - Engebi Island 
11 11 32 - Rojoa Island 
11 11 33 - Ru.nit Island 
n 11 3l+ - Bogallua Island 

GARBAGE 00 TRASH DISPOSAL: 

Eniwetok Island. During the occupation of this island by the Anned Forces 

and since that time, garbage collected from island facilities has successfully 

been disposed of by simply dumping ove:- the end of a short pier at the south-

westerly end of the island. Ocean currents, previously described in this Re-

port, carry this refuse out to sea. All trace of refuse disappears with each 

change of tide. 

Trash collected was used in an attempt to reclaim an area lying just be-

yond the end or the westerly em of the air strip. Subsequent dumping of 
--

junk am trash bas extended t his area to a size easily capable of absorbing 

deposits contE111plated by future operations on the islan:l. It is reconnnended 

that these simple an:i effective methods be continued. 

Parry Island. Again referring to the experiences of the Anned Forces, 

garbage was most successfull7 disposed of by hauling in floating equipment to 

a point near the Wide Passage a.Di dumping where ocean currents carried it out 

to sea. 'Ibis method prevented any possible contamination or unsightly nuisan=e 
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creation at Eniwetok. Trash was burned in the open at remote areas where 

fire hazard was minimized and wind direction would cause least nuisance from 

smoke and odors. This procedure is likewise recommended for this islam, al-

though garbage could be burnei in open trenches, (using oil as the burning 

medium) should equipment for hauling to sea not be available. 

Shot Islands. Since the occupancy of the shot islands will be both 

limited as to number of personnel and as to length of time, and si~e most of 

the construction will be expended., the installation of incinerators for these 

islands is hardly justifiedo It is believed that garbage from these islams 

could be collected daily or on every other day an:l disposed of in a manner 

similar to and 'W:i.. th the same facill ties suggested for disposal of garbage on 

Parry Island. If personnel and equipment are not available for such service 

as needed, garbage could be burned in open trenches. Similarly, trash could 

be burned in the open at a logical location. During the interim or roll-up 

period, no such operations would be involved. 

ELEC 'Ifil CAL POWI.'R SUPPLY SYSTEMS i 

General Requirements. During construction and operation power will be 

required on the islands of Eniwetok, Parry, Ani.yaanii, Runi t, Rojoa, Biijirl, 

Aomon, Engebi, and Bogallua. It will also be required at Coral Head in the 

lagoon during operations for experiment purposes. On Eniwetok, it will be 

necessary to provide energy for lighting, motors, and communication facilities 

for the mill tary garrison thereo On Parry Island, power will be used initially 

for construction forces located on this island. During the operation lighting, 

power, and communication facilities must be supplied for persozmel housed 

and working on this island. 'Ihe balame of the islam.s, referred to as Expert-

ment Islands, will require energy to serve camps for construction, test, and 

military security personnel in addition to inatrumentati.on utility and 
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instrumentation controlled voltage needs. 

Load Cycle. After construction is complete the typical load cycle during 

operations for two-experiment use of these facilities is asswned to be approxi-

mately as follows: A two-month period building up from interim to maximum load 

as personnel arrive at the Atoll would be followed by a two-month period during 

active preparation for the experiments and the actual testso Then, there 

would be a roll-up or interim period of twenty months or longer during 'Which 

time only maintenance personnel would be on Parry Island and a small garrison 

of troops on Eniwetok for security. Then the two-month build up and t'WO months 

at maximum load for the second set of experiments would complete the cycleo 

Maximum Demands. The first step in analyzing the power system is to 

determine the locations and magnitudes of power demands. For the purposes of 

this report, maximum power demand estimates have been made as follows: 

Eniwetok Present demand for approx. 80 men = approx. 165 KW 

520 ad.di tional men at • 5 KW per man = 
Estimated maximum demand during experiment= 

11 

" 

260 KW 

425 KW 

Assumed maximum demand during interim period (between experiments)= 200 KW. 

Parry 600 men at o 5 KW/man (estimated maximum 
demand during experi-
ment) = 

Assumed maximum demand during interim = 

Coral Head Photo 
Tower Estimated maximum demand during experi-

ment (Size of previous generator) = 

Assumed maximum demand during interim = 

300 KW 

50 KW 

15 KW 

0 

Experimental Islands. It will be assumed that only one of the Experiment 

Islands will be at full activity while the remaining three islands would be 

operating at half activity, or load. The estimated deman:i for one Experiment 

Islam at full activity is determined as follows: 
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200-man camp at .5 KW/man 

Instrumentation utility 

Instrumentation controllei voltage 

Estimated maximum demand during 
experiment 

Assumed maximum demand during interim 

= 

= 
= 

= 

= 

100 KW 

85 KW 

l,5 KW 

200 t.."W 

O KW 

The estimated maximum demand for the remainder of the Experiment Islands is 

one-half the above value. 

A diversity factor (ratio of system demand in kilowatts to sum of indi-

vidual demands) of 1.0 is assumed. This results in an estimated system de-

mand as follows: 

Eniwetok 

Parry 

Experiment Island- 1 

Experiment Islands- 3 

Photo Tower 

Total 

Maximum Demand 
in KW During 
Experiment 

425 

.300 

200 

JOO 

15 

1240 

Maxi.mum Demand 
in KW During 

Interim 

200 

so 

--
250 

Plate Ih. 38 indicates a resume of this power system load analysis. 

Type of Sources. In order to supply the demands shown above, the follow

ing types of power sources will be conaideredi hydro plant, steam plant, ani 

a diesel plant or plants. 

A hydro plant is not a feasible power source because insufficient area 

and elevation are available on the small flat islands to develop sufficient 

power. 

A central steam plant would require large expensive building construction 

and equipment for the small load involved. Specially trained high-pressure 
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steam operators would be required, and this personnel could not be used for 

other purposes to aey advantage. The possible advantage of having exhaust 

steam available for water distillation is nullified by recent development 

of distillation equipment that does not require steam and is now considered 

superior to steam units. The total maximum electrical demand is relatively 

small and since three uni ts are indicated - two to carry the entire load With 

one stand.by unit - these uni ts would be of the 700 !Go/ turbo-generator size. 

The cost of this equipment, in small sizes, is relatively high per kilowatt. 

A steam plant would be less flexible and would present less possibility of 

convenient salvage or relocation than smaller diesel uni ts. The above i terns, 

plus the fact that such a low plant factor (ration of average generator load to 

total rated capacity of equipment supplying load) can be expected from the 

typical load cycle previously described, indica~ that a steam plant would not 

be economical for the small and intermittent loads which will be served. 

A diesel plant, or diesel plants, w.lll be the most economical solution to 

the power source problem consistent w:i. th reliability. Diesel operators and 

mechanics can be used to good advantage to maintain and operate other diesel 

equipment which will be used. The smaller uni ts involved will len::l themselves 

most readily to relocation or salvage of this equipment when arxi if it is no 

longer needed for the -experiments. 

Number and Location of Diesel Plants. 'nlere are marzy- different solutions 

to the problem of number am. location of diesel plants to serve the scattered 

loads involved in an experiment. Three different solutions will be analyzed 

in this Report: many small plants, two plants, and one plant. 

Man;;r Small Plants. With this method, several plants would be located on 

each Experiment Island, one near each load center. One plant would be located 

on Parry Islam to serve the test personnel, an::l similarly, one plant located 
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on Eniwetok Island would serve the military personnel quartered there. Approxi.

mately 16 plants totaling 2600 KW would be required for eight islands (Eniwetok, 

Parry, Aniyaanii, Runi. t, Coral Head, Biijiri, .2.ngebi, and Bogallua. Plate No. 

39 shows a preliminary layout of the locations of many small plants. Details 

developed in actual design may indicate changes in the number, size and loca

tion of plants. Generating unit sizes are chosen in such a manner that each 

plant can carry its estimated maximum dernarrl with the largest unit out of ser-

vice. 

The many plant scheme of power supply is similar to that used for Opera

tion Sandstone. However, the proposed system would be more reliable than the 

previous one for a number of reasons. One difficulty and cause of uneasiness 

was that the engine-generator sets ~re of the light, high speed, advanced base 

type arrl had been in service at other locations previously. On their delivery 

to Eniwetok, it was necessary to completely overhaul them. Keeping these units 

running was a major maintenance job. It is proposed to use new, slower, heavily 

constructed units, which have proven to be reliable. 'I'he use of telemetering 

and possibly supervisory control between critical points on Experiment Islan:is 

and the Control Island will permit closer observati.on of conditions and con

trol of the experiment. Further than this, it is probable that the actual con

struction of the plants w.i.11 be accomplished with more suitable materials um.er 

less pressure of time resulting in better structural, mechanical, arrl electri

cal facilities. 

It appears feasible to place the power plants adjacent to the Timing Build

ing and to the Living Camps on the Experiment Islands in permanent reinforced 

concrete structures constructed partially below ground and protected on the side 

toward the zero tower by earth revetments. In additi.on to providing m~mum 

protecti.on of the equipment against the elements of weather or mechanical dam

age, such a methcxi should make it possible to use the generating equipment on 
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Experiment Islands for two or more operations. Such construction is recommen-

<led. The Zero Tower power plants are considered expendable and should be con-

st~cted above ground. The Photo Tower power plants should be constructed 

above ground so that uni ts can be readily removed and salvaged prior to the 

shot on the Experiment Islar:rl on which it is located. 

Consideration was given to the possibility of providing only one power 

plant rather than several for each Experiment Island. Because the distance 

between load centers is in general too great for economical distribution at 

utilization voltage (120/208 volts), transformers would be required to step 

up the voltage for feeders and step it down for utilization. The added cost 

of undergrouni 5000 volt primary feeders from a single plant plus this trans-

fonnation would be greater than the savings resulting from reduced power plant 

costs. Since there would be no appreciable operating saving or other apparent 

advantage to the single plant scheme for each Experiment Island, it will be 

eliminated from further consideration at this time in favor of the follow:i.ng 

plan. 

On a typical Experiment Island, two generating units of 1.5 KW capacity 

each would be installe:l for each Photo Tower; two generating uni ts of 30 KW 

each would be installed for each Zero Tololer; four generating uni ts, two 15 KW 

and two 40 KW uni ts would be installed for each Timing Building; and two 

generating uni ts or 100 KW each would be installed for each Shot Islarrl Camp. 

At shot time, all of the units in those plants that are required to be ener-

gized would be left running. They would feed to a common bus, thence to the 

load. Even asswning that the largest unit in each station fails during the 

relatively short unatter:rled period (and this is not likely), the following 

capacities would still be available to carry the load: 

Photo Tower 15 KW 
Zero Tower 30 KW 
Timing Building 70 KW 
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The possibility that more than one unit would fail in this period of time is 

quite remote. If this should occur, however, the meter in the control room on 

Parry would indicate to the test director a drop in voltage in sufficient time 

to stop the sequence of operation if necessary and postpone the experiment. 

After the trouble is corrected and the power source re-established, the test 

could proceed. 

'!he plant for Parry Island would consist of four 100 KW units. This 

would perrni t three uni ts running to carry the estimated maximum demand of JOO 

KW during the peak period with one unit out of service. During the interim 

period, one unit would carry the estimated demand of SO KW, and by rotating 

the uni ts in service, all could be kept dried out and in first-class operating 

condition. Thus, during the entire load cycle of this plant, it would operate 

w:i. th reasonable reliability and efficiency. If it became apparent that the 

maximum demand during the peak period was going to be greater or less than 300 

~d, the number of units could be increased or decreased to meet these changed 

conditions. To this end, it is recommended that sufficient room be provided 

in this power plant for the possible future addition of a fifth 100 KW unit. 

The plant for Eniwetok would consist of six 100 KW uni ts. This would 

permit five units running to carry the estimated maximwn demand of 425 KW With 

capacity to spare during the peak period while one unit is out of service. 

During the interim period, two units would carry the estimated demand of 200 

KW. The units in service should be rotated for purposes of most effective 

maintenance. The 100 KW unit size was selected rather than 200 KW size in 

order to provide interchangability with units used elsewhere in this scheme 

ani to reduce the number of spare parts required. This plant would also oper

ate with reasonable reliability ani efficiency throughout its entire load cycle. 

If the estimated maximum demand during the peak cycle should be as much as 500 

KW, the load could still be carried with one unit out of service. If the 
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demand should prove to be less than anticipated, uni ts could be removed from 

this plant and be used elsewhere as required. 

The many small plant scheme has the following advantages: Lowest first 

cost (no inter-island power distribution required); arrl greatest system flexi

bility. It has the following disadvantages: High replacement cost, since 

approximately 240 KW would have to be replaced at Experiment Islands for each 

operation if concrete emplacements for power plants are provided as recom

meooed, and approximately 1480 KW would have to be replaced if they are not; 

highest operating cost; lowest reliability, since it is not possible to have 

the power plants on mcperiment Islams attended at experiment time. This will 

result in a weak link in the power system during the most cri ticaJ. phase of 

its operation. This disadvantage, however, will be materially reduced by 

adequate remote voltage indication at the control location. 

Two Plants. To serve all requirements of the Atoll with two central 

plants, the logical locations are on Aniyaanii and .wniwetok. .Aniyaanii is 

the island nearest the experimental islands on which personnel might remain 

to attend the plant during the actual tests. The plant on this island would 

be used to supply all Experiment Islands and CoraJ. Head. J aptan Island has 

also been considered- for this purpose arrl has the advantage of bei~ closer 

to deep water, making the receipt of fuel from tankers simpler. On the other 

hand, it is approximately two miles further away and the additional transmis

sion lines would be more costly than the longer fuel receiving line. Japtan 

has no other ad.vantages, so it appears that Aniyaanii should be used for the 

location of the shot island power plant, if two plants are used. '!be possible 

power plant sites, as selected during the reconnaissance trip, on Aniyaanii and 

Japtan are shown on Plates 40 and 41, respectively. The second plant would 

serve Parry and Eniwetok Islands, the two islands that will be continuously 

occupied. 
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Power will be required practically from end to end of :::'..niwetok and on the north 

half of Parry. Of possible sites, the one shown on Plate 40 is the IEarest the 

center of load and, therefore, would be most desirable. The estimated maximum 

demand for Parry and i::niwetok is 725 KW during experiments and 250 KW during 

the interim period between experiments. The estimated maximum demand for the 

Experiment Islams and Coral Head is 515 IC'i'I. It would be desirable to have 

all generator units the same sizE so that only one set of spare parts would be 

required.. Also, each plant should have sufficient capacity so the maximum de

mand can be carried with one unit out of service. These conditions can be met 

by a 1500 KW plant consisting of three 500 roN uni ts on Eniwetok and a 1000 KW 

plant consisting of two 500 KW uni ts on Aniyaanii. A tie would be provided to 

transfer power between plants. 'lbis method has the following advantages: 

Lower operating costs than many plants; slightly lower f:j.rst cost, including 

distribution, than one-plant system; physical separation of full time and ex

perimental facilities; both stations could be attended at experiment time. 

This method has the following disadvantages: Higher opera ti~ costs than one 

plant; higher first cost than many plants. A weekly trip to .Aniyaanii would 

be required during the interim period for inspection a.ni dry-out runs to keep 

the equipment in operating condition. Transportation to base repair shops on 

Parry would be difficult if and when required. Operating personnel would be 

required on Aniyaanii at experiment time unless this plant is equipped wi. th 

telemetering and supervisory control for remote operation from Parry. 

One Plant. The other alternative would be to serve all requirements from 

one central plant. The ideal location of one central plant for the most econo

mical distribution of electrical energy would be near the geographical center 

of the transmission system and also near the electrical load center. On the 

assumed basis of submarine cable distribution, the geographical center is off 
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the north end of Run:i. t Island. The electrical load center is about midway be

tween Runit am Aniyaanii during peak load, between Parry and En:i.wetok during 

the interim period. 

It would be unsafe for personnel to be stationed north of Aniyaanii during 

a test on Run:i.t, so that any location north of Aniyaanii is eliminated. Accep

table sites for a central power plant were found on Aniyaanii, Japtan, Parry 

and Eniwetok. From the standpoint of economical electrical distribution, Ani

yaanii is the most desirable because it is nearest the center of load arrl 

Eniwetok is the least desirable. On the other hand, the only use of Aniyaanii, 

as now conceived, is for a Photo Tower that is used for a shot on Run:i. t Islam.. 

If a power plant were located on Aniyaanii, personnel would have to be stat

ioned on this island continuously, a pier, water distillation plant, water 

storage and sewerage would have to be provided for the power plant and operat

ing personnel. These facilities would not otherwise be required.. It, there

fore, appears urrlesirable to locate a central power plant on this island. 

Inasmuch as there is no contemplated use for Japtan Island, the same 

reasoning applies to this island. 

Parry Island will be occupied by scientists arrl their assistants dur-

ing experiments and by maintenance forces during the roll-up period between 

tests. The entire electrical load during the roll-up period will be on Parry 

and Eniwetok Islarrls. All utilities will be available. Therefore, it appears 

that Parry Island is the logical location for one central power plant, if 

other conditions should point to this method of supplying electrical energy. 

As developed above, the estimated maximum demand during experiments will 

be about 1240 KW and during the interim between experiments will be about 250 

KW. To supply these loads, the logical equipment would be four units of 500 

KW capacity each. The entire load could be carried with one unit out of ser

vice and the interim load could be carried by one unit. It would seem that 
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possibly one or more small uni ts would carry the interim load more economically. 

However, it will be highly desirable to operate all uni ts periodically to keep 

them in first-class operating condition. Furthermore, if all units are the 

same size, spare parts will be interchangeable and a smaller stock will be re-

quiredo It is for these reasons that four )00 Kw uni ts appear to be the best 

selection. Th.is method has the follo'Wing advantages: Lowest operating costs; 

plant would be located close to operating personnel, maintenance shops, and 

Control Room; no hazard to operating personnel would be involved at experiment 

time; greatest reliability. It has the following disadvantage: Highest first 

cost. 

Requirements During Construction. As developed elsewhere in this Report, 

it is contemplated that construction forces will be initially housed at Eni-

wetok in small numbers and later 'Wi 11 be based at Parry and will require power 

for their operations prior to the completion of the final plant or plants. 

The garrison at Eniwetok will also require power during this period. To these 

ends it is recommended that: 

(1) Adequate personnel and parts be provided to maintain the existing 

stations on Eniwetok. 

(2) That a detailed survey be made of all units now on Eniwetok (both 

installed and in storage) to detennine whether any of these units 

might be us able am available for construction power requirements. 

(3) That snall low-voltage advance base type urti.ts (with diesel or 

gasoline engine prime movers) be provided for construction pur-

poses. The estimated. requirements a.re as follows: 

2 - 15 KW uni ts 
2 - So KW uni ts 
3 - 100 KW units 

If many small plants are selected for the ultimate power systems, it is 
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possible that some of these units can be used in the ultimate system. If not, 

they may be salvaged and used as emergency starrl-by units. 

No attempt will be made to arrive at recornmerrlations as to the number and 

location of plants for the ultimate power supply system until inter-island 

power distribution has been considered in this Report since both components 

are important factors. Recommendations for the entire power supply and dis

tribution system are included under "Electrical Power Distribution". 

ELECTRICAL PO\','ER DISTRIBUTION: 

Inter-Island Power Distribution. If the single-plant system is adopted 

as a power source, a number of features are recommended for the distribution 

system in order to insure reliability. It has already been recommended that 

adequate plant capacity be pTOvided to permit carrying the maximum estimated 

demand of 1240 K"..I with one generating unit out of service. It is recommended 

that double radial primary circuits be extended to each island. Each circuit 

should have adequate capacity to serve the entire load. It is probable that 

the power plant generating voltage would be 4.16 Kilovolts. Distribution to 

Parry, Eniwetck and Coral Head will be most economical at this voltage. The 

most economical voltage to serve Coral Head, in spite of the distance to it, 

is 4.16 KV because o! _the small load involved. The cost of 5 '1rl submarine 

cable from Runi t to Coral Head, plus step-down transfonners at Rum t and Coral 

Head, is less than the cost of 1.5 KV submarine cable from Runit to Coral Head 

plus step-down transformers at Coral Head. Distribution to the balance of the 

Experiment Islands will be most economical at lJ.8 KV. Under normal operating 

conditions, at estimated maximum demands and 80 percent power factor, the 

maximum design voltage drop tc Erawetck is approximately S percent and that 

the most remote Experiment Island approximately 3 percent. Plate 42 indicates 

the basic single-line schematic power distribution from a single plant. 
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Three differerrt methods for carrying the two primary feeders to various 

islarrls will be considered: .Mainly overhead, submarine cable, and a combina-

tion of submarine and overhead distributiono 

The mainly overhead inter-island power distribution system (See Plate 43) 

consists of a single line of creosoted wood poles set in concrete shoulder 

above high tide, cross arms, insulators, and bare wire to carry two circuits 

from island to island along the reef. Experience in this portion of the 

Pacific irrlicates that creosoted poles set in concrete will last for a period 

of years well beyond the construction period and two experiments. It is be-

lieved that the concrete shoulder above high tide may be necessary in order 

to protect the underwater portion of the pole from marine borers. The salt 

spray in the air presents a serious maintenance arrl operating problem. It 

has a terrlency to reduce the effective flashover value of insulators. For 

this reason, it is proposed to utilize insulators with substantially higher 

flashover values than those nonnally used in the United States for comparable 

system voltages. Submarine cables would be used with this system to exterrl 

from Parry to j aptan and from Runi t to Coral Head. It is not believed that 

the additional reliability secured by carrying each circuit on a separate pole 

line would justify the increase in cost. The mainly overhead method has the 

following advantages:-- - Lowest first and ultimate cost; repairs are easier and 

faster. This method has the following disadvantages: Salt spray and humid 

air present corrosion and maintenance problems; overhead conductors are more 

subject to wind, airplanes, other mechanical damage, or lightning hazards than 

submarine cable. Pole line replacement necessitated by experiments is esti-

mated at 20 percent for each operation. Overhead construction is probably 

less reliable than submarine cable due to the problems indicated above. 

The submarine cable inter-island power distribution system (See Plate 44) 

consists of annored cable laid on the floor of the lagoon. This cable would 
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be buried and protected on the approach to the islands to beyond low tideo 

'!his method has the following advantages: Probably fewer repairs would be re

quired than for overhead construction; there 1N0uld be no difficulty due to 

salt spray or corrosion; there would probably be no replacement cost; relia

bility should be greater than for overhead construction, particularly at opera

ting time. This method has the following di sad vantages: Higher initial and 

ultimate cost, based on two-experiment period, repairs when and if required 

will be more difficult, time-consuming, am expensive. 

A combination submarine and overhead inter-island distribution, one feed

er submarine, the other overhead where practical, compares with the previously 

discussed methods of inter-islan::i distribution as follows: Cost, both initial 

and ultimate, will be less than submarine, greater than overhead; maintenance 

probably less than overhead, more than submarine; replacement slightly less 

than overhead, more than submarine; reliability probably better than overhead, 

equal to submarine. 

If the two-plant system is adopted as a power source, the same type of 

distribution systems can be considered. 

If many small plants are al.opted as the power supply system for the opera

tions, no inter-islarrl power distribution will be required. 

Power Distribution on Islands. If the single power plant system is used, 

it is necessary to distribute both primary and secondary voltages on each 

island to the loads. Primary distribution feeders from the central power 

plant would carry energy at primary voltage to step-down transfonners near 

each load center. In critical locations, one transformer bank would be pro

vided on each primary feeder and a secondary transfer switch would automatical

ly throw the load to the second bank in the event that this first bank failed. 

Power would then be carried to the actual loads at secondary or reduced voltage. 
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If many small plants are utilized, power distribution Will be normal-use vol

tage correspoming to the secondary voltage from a transformer station. In 

either case, voltage regulators should be installed as required to maintain 

constant voltage at cr.i. tical locationso Power distribution on the islands mq 

be either overhead on poles or undergrourrl. 

Overhead distribution has certain advantages, mainly lower cost, simpler 

repairs arrl greater flexibility. Its disadvantages are that more maintenance 

is required during operating periods due to salt spray, humidity and possibly 

winds or other mechanical damage, as well as more replacements required if it 

is used in areas affected by the experiment. 

Urrlerground construction (either direct burial or in ducts) has the fol

lowing advantages: Less maintenance arxi replacement would be required; less 

interference in some cases with the construction and operation of the experi

ment would be occasioned. Its disadvantages are higher cost, more difficult 

repairs, ani less flexibility in the installed system. 

It is recommended that overhead distribution on islan:is be used where 

practical on those islarrls or portions of islands where the experiment opera

tion Will not interfere lli. th such construction and where trenches in suitable 

locations are not required by other facilities and available to power. On 

this basis, overhead distribution might be used on Eniwetok, Parry am for the 

construction camp portion of Experiment Islams. Underground distribution 

should be used for primary radial feeders (if used) on Experiment Islands and 

as much as possible for secondary feeders arrl branch circuits serving instru

mentation utility and instrumentation controlled voltage loads. 

See Plates 45, 46 and 47 for typical schematic island power distribution 

layouts and Plate 48 for typical Experiment Island Single Line Diagram. 

Estimated Costs. Cost estimates have been prepared in order to determine 
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which of the many different types of power supply systans discussed will be 

most desirable for two-experiment use of these facilities. 

'lb.e initial cost of the two-plant system is estimated to be approximately 

eight percent to twelve percent less than that for the comparable one-plant 

system. A further detailed cost estimate breakdown of the two-plant system 

is not included since it is believed that the disadvantage of the two-plant 

system outweigh its advantages, including this slightly lower cost. 

This leaves us 'With the following alternatives to consider: 

(a) Many small plants, 

(b) Single plant with mainly overhead inter-island distribution, 

(c) Single plant with combination overhead and submarine inter-

island distribution, and 

(d) Single plant id. th submarine inter-island distribution. 

The tabulation below indicates the results of estimating the major vari-

ables which might affect a decision as to the type system to be µsed. Main-

tenance, fuel, amortization, and other similar costs are omitted. The two-

experiment load cycle previously discussed has been assumed. 

Single Plant Single Plant 
Many Small Mainly Overhead Combination 

Plants Distribution Distribution 

Initial Cost $1,000,200 $2,750,000 $4,902,800 

Replacement 89,300 133,600 108,100 

Operation 66~1 000 12£1900 12§1200 

$117221200 l31040.z200 $2al6Z1800 

Single Plant 
Submarine 

Distribution 

$5,559,000 

1561200 

$5,7151900 

Recommendations. Because of the considerable economic advantage which 

the many-plant system would have over other power supply systEms for two

experiment use, it is recommended that this system be adop_ted. We believe the deg-

ree of reliability irr:licated in the discussion under 11 Mlmber and Location of Plants" 
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is satisfactory. 

Flexibility. It is believed that populations and estimated loads at the 

various locations are maximum to be anticipated. In the event that these pre

liminary figures should prove to be too high, the reduction in estimated dem

ands would favor many small plants, since this system is more flexible. Reduc

tions in the size of submarine cable would not decrease system costs in pro

portion to the decrease in capacityo 

In the event that it is decided to use these facilities for a longer per

iod of time than the two-experiment use which is contemplated, the case be

comes stronger for a single power plant. 

It is probable that neither of the abovei-mentioned. variations would 

change the recommendations as to type of power source. Reduction in load will 

not prevent the satisfactory operation of the recommended. small plants, it 'Will 

merely decrease their efficiency, and the increase in fuel cost would be negli

gible in the overall picture. A material reduction in loads would make possible 

a reduction in size of the units to be obtcti.ned. and a consequent reduction in 

cost. If the fourth Experiment Island is not used, the power plant and dis

tribution on this island will not be required. 

COMMUNICATIONS: 

General Requirements. It is intended to discuss in this Report only 

those communications required. on the Atollo All communications extending off 

the Atoll are excluded. 

The needs of the Proving Ground for reliable communications between Ex

periment Islams, Headquarters on Parry Island, and ships anchored in the 

lagoon are particularly vital during the period before each experiment. '!he 

Armed Forces will require the use of communication facilities on Eniwetok an:i 

the Experiment Islands for security personnel operations. Construction 
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personnel will utilize coomrunications between the various islands during the 

construction period. 

'Ihe Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company's plant includes overhead, 

underground and submarine wires and cables. For approximately twenty years 

they have operated a telephone system between the mainland and Catalina 

Island. They have utilized two cables, each with a single conductor and 

sheath, with a 4-channel carrier signal superimposed on each. 'Illis system 

has never been out of service. Once or twice in this twenty-year period, one 

of these cables has been accidentally dug up. For the p{l.st two years, this 

wire-carrier system has been supplElllented by an eight-channel pulse-modulated 

unit similar to that described under "Radio". 'Ihe only operating difficulty 

encountered has been some fading due to atmospherics. Practically all of 

their long distance circuits are carrier channels, and they have some 900 

circuits going out of Los Angeles. 

'Ihe net result of their broad experience is to the effect that wire, 

radio, or carrier systems, properly applied, can be relied upon to give dep

endable service. 

It is extremely difficult to predict the peak and average communications 

loads for future operations. However, Plate 49 indicates schematically a 

telephone system which is believed to be adequate and reasonable. In discussing 

the various possible types of voice conmrunication systems which may be m

ployed for future operations, this telephone system will be used as a basis. 

The following types of systems will be considered& 'Wire telephone, 

radio, and carrier used in conjunction with wire telephone or radio. 

Wire Telephone. In preliminary planning for the telephone system, it is 

assumed that telephone instrument requirements will be as follows: 

Eniwetok - 100 field or office type 
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Parry - 100 field or office type 
4 Experiment Islands- 120 field type 

Total Instruments - 320 
x 1.$ Factor for spares and possible 

additional requirements 
Total Instruments - 480 

A common battery automatic or a magneto type manual system can be em-

ployed. Each type has certain advantages. The common batteiy automatic sys-

tern is most convenient and speedy to use. The magneto system is more durable, 

rugged and simple, as well as less costly. It is believed that the greater 

reliability and other advantages of the magneto type will be more important 

than the convenience and the speed of the automatic system. 

Several different types of telephone instruments will be considered for 

possible use. 

For offices and in locations not subject to direct salt spray, fungus 

an:i vermin-proofed aluminum alloy standard metal clad megneto phones could be 

used. Their estimated cost is $57.00 for a wall phone and $82.00 for desk 

type. Sound power phones which convert voice energy to electrical energy for 

transmission might also be used for this purpose. Their use would eliminate 

the necessity for batteries at each pho~e. The estimated cost of either wall 

or desk type sound power uni ts is approximately $133.00 per instrument. Army 

Signal Corps field type phones '.rYPe EE-BA could also be used for office. Their 

cost would be approximately $153.00 per unit for new instruments. It is pos-

sible that satisfactory surplus units might be obtained. 

For outdoor use, either field Type EE-BA phones or sound power phones 

would be suitable. '!be field type phone with batteries is of more rugged con-

struction and would cost approximately $153.00 per unit new. The field type 

sound power unit would be satisfactory from the standpoint of reliability and 

would eliminate the necessity for batteries. Its estimated cost is $174.00 

per instrument. 
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In the cost estimate incorporated in this Report, it is asS1lllled that the 

magneto type manual system will be used, that the following mmiber and type of 

instrument will be required: 

120 wall type aluminum alloy standard metal clad uni ts ( tropicalized) 
120 desk II II II II " " II ( II II ) 

240 field type Army Signal Corps EE-8A 

ani that 24,000 feet of undergrourrl and 24,000 feet of overhead telephone lines 

will be required. It is further assumed that the following number and size of 

switchboards will be required: 

1 - 200-line board 
1 - 100-line board 
5 - 50-line boards 

During the time immediately prior to an experiment, it is anticipated 

that there will be a need for some means of calling personnel from the field 

on Experiment Islands to a telephone. It is believed that a public address 

system should be provided on each Experiment Island for this purpose. It is 

assumed that one microphone, one amplifier, and six speakers will be used for 

each Experiment Island. 'lhese uni ts should be moisture and fungus proofed, 

and it is probable that marine type uni ts would be most desirable for the rel-

atively large area coverage an:l severe weather operating corrliti.ons which are 

to be met. 

The estimated. cost of these i terns const:i tu ting basic requirements for 

communication on (but not between) the islands is as fallows: 

Swi. tch boards 
Telephone Instruments 
Line Wires 

$21,400 
70,000 
~J 900 I s!Joo 

Cable to provide wire trunki~ facill ties for communicating from ship to 

shore arrl between islands may be either submarine or mainly overhead.. Plate 

49, previously referred to, in:iicates the assumed submarine cable schematic. 

The alternative would be to carry most of the cable overhead on a pole line 
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similar in construction to that discussed for power distributiono Poles 

could be shorter and cross-arms would not be required. Cable to buoys for 

ships and between Parry and Japtan would still be submarineo In either case, 

half of the load on each telephone switchboard should be borne by each of two 

cables so that in the event one cable does fail, due to possible damage, the 

other cable would still serve to connect the switchboards while a repair or 

replacement was made. Further analysis will be necessary during design to 

arrive at the final number of pairs of wires required in each location, an:i 

additional analyses both during design and operation in the field 'Will be re-

quired to determine the proper number of private and multiple trunks to each 

board. 

The submarine cable system would probably require less maintenance, re-

pair, am replacement than the overhead systan, but when require, it would 

probably be more time consuming and expensive. The estimated cost of this type 

of communications cable installation is approximately .30 percent less than the 

alternate mainly overhead type, am it is recommended that this type of in-

stallation be made if the wire telephone method of communications is adoptedo 

Its estimated cost is $11 237,lOOo 

Thus, the total estimated cost of the 'Wire telephone communications sys-

tem is: 

Basic Requirements 
Submarine Cable 

$145,.300 
$1,237,100 

$1, J32,400 

The wire telephone system is simple, reliable, and not subject to atmos-

pheric conditions to the extent other systems areo It is also desirable from 

the standpoint of security, since it is unable to carry messages outside of 

the Atollo 

Radio. It is possible to utilize radio to provide trunking facilities 
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from ship to shore and between islands instead of cable, as previously dis-

cussed. 

Because of the large number of trunks considered between islands, probably 

the only radio equipment which would make a system equivalent to the telephone 

layout would consist of pulse-position modulated eight-channel transceivers. 

These units, which operate in the three megacycle region, are highly direc-

tive with a beam width of approximately 2°. They would have an effective 

range of thirty to fifty miles. Atmospheric corrli tions should have little ef-

feet, but possible fading due to atmospherics would be one disadvantage of 

this system as compared with the wire telephone communications system. Whether 

such equipment is now available or w:i.11 be in the near future is problematical. 

It would probably be more costly than the basic telephone system arrl would 

certainly require highly specialized maintenance personnel. 

Because of the disadvantages of less security, the possibility of fading, 

and the probable higher cost, radio communication will not be considered fur-

ther at this time. Should further investigation and study indicate that re-

quirements are not as great as assumed and that a smaller number of trunks 

are needed, that the disadvantages mentioned above are not objectionable, and 

that suitable equipment becomes available at lower cost, this type of communi-
1 

cations trunking system would warrant ad.di tional consideration. 

Wire Telephone with Carrier. Carrier telephony is that fonn of tele-

phony in which the transmitted electric wave is a wave resulting from the 

modulation of a single-frequency wave by a modulating wave. It mey be used 

in conjunction with either wire o:p radio telephony. One communications wire 

or radio circuit can be utilized to c a.rry a rrumber of voice modulated chan-

nels. It is possible to apply carrier equipment to submarine telephone cable 

and thus increase the number of voice channels carried by each conductor. 



Because cable costs do not decrease in proportion to the number of pairs, the 

ratio between 6 and 16 pairs being approximately 84 percent, it is unlikely 

that the cost of the wire telephone system could be decreased by utilizing 

carrier equipment in conjunction with wire circuits unless it is possible to 

utilize one or more conductors of the existing or new signal a rrl control cable 

for this purpose. It appears quite doubtful that this would be practical. 

The extent to which such a system of carrier on submarine control and signal 

conductors can be successfully appl1ed, even if practical, is also doubtful 

so far as we have been able to learn. 

Radio with Carrier. It is possible w apply carrier equipment to radio 

equipment in such a manner as w obtain -several voice channels with each com

bination of transmitters and receivers. It would probabl7 be impractical to 

provide such a system w1 th facilities comparable to the basic telephone sys

tan being considered. However, in the event that inter-island calls other 

than those to Parry can be routed through Parry, am in the event that other 

disadvantages to radio type of communications are not objectionable, approxi

mately twenty-six 4-channel duplex transceivers might be utilized. Because 

the cost of submarine cable trunking constitutes such a large portion of the 

total cost of a wire telephone communications system, the probable cost of a 

communications systEm employing radio arrl carrier trunking as described above 

would be approximately 20 to 25 percent of that utilizing submarine cable 

trunking. 

Radio Back-up Systan. Regardless of the provisions which are made to 

make the principal communications system flexible and reliable, there is al

ways a possibility that due to unforeseen last-minute special requirements or 

operating difficulties, it might not fulfill all communications requirements. 

For this reason, the possibility of providing an emergency radio back-up 
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system should be considered. For this purpose, it is recommended that ten 

mobile high-frequency transceivers be provided for probable distribution on 

Eniwetok, Parry, Aniyaanii, Runit, Coral Head, Biijiri, Ehgebi, Bogallua, 

and two ships. In addition, one spare unit should be providedo Twenty-five 

watt units similar to those in use by the Bell System, but tropicalized, 

would be suitable. Either manual or automatic operation might be used for 

the radio back-up. 

The manual system has certain advantages over the automatic. In the 

first place, it is less costly (total estimated cost $43,800). In the second 

place, it may be faster, since the person originating a call need not go 

through a control center. Third, it will be simpler to maintain. 

The automatic system (estimated cost $57,700) also has certain advan

tages. Central control could determine call preference (establish priority). 

This might be advantageous in case of emergency. The central station also 

eliminates the necessity for a constant attendant at each station in that a 

bell or gong can be used to call the operator to the station. This type of 

system also permits typing the vezy high frequency radio back-up to the land

line telephone system if desired. 

Conclusions. Local telephone systems will be required and should be 

provided for communication on individual islands. Public address systems will 

be required and should be provided on Experiment Islands. The most satisfactory 

but one of the most expensive means of trunking between islands is cable. If 

this method is adopted, it is recommended that submarine rather than overhead 

cable be utilized. The practicability of using some type of tadio trunking 

depends upon further knowledge and analysis of requirements arrl further study 

and analysis of available equipment. Regardless of the principal type of com

munications employed, it is recommended that the system be backed up by very 
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high frequency radio transceivers for emergency use. For communications dur-

ing the construction period, it is recommended that a portion of the field 

telephones and mobile radio transceivers intended for the ultimate installa-

tion be used to provide limited communication facilities. It is anticipated 

that existing control and signal cables can be used for limited int.er-island 

telephone communication until the communication cables are installed. 

'Ihe estimated cost of these ultimate communications installations is 

as follows: 

Telephone System 
Radio Rack-up System 
Public Address Systems 

Total 

CONTROL AND SIGNAL CABLES: 

$1,382,400 
43,800 
1,300 

Existing Control and Signal Cable Installed Submarine. There are exist-

ing submarine control and signal cables ~ich were installed on the floor of 

the lagoon in January, February and March of 1948 for use in "Operation Sand

stone". (See Plate 50). Indications are that these cables will be usable 

for future operations. Tests were made on the reconnaissance trip in October, 

1948, to check the physical and electrical condition of these cables. 

In general, the cables appeared to be in good mechanical condition. How-

ever, one cable on the beach at Runi t had been damaged, apparently by a land-

ing craft. In many cases, cable was exposed on the beaches in such a manner 

as to be subject to possible damage by landing craft, construction operation, 

etc. The cable riser ties at Coral Head Photo Tower were found to be inade-

quate. Additional rope lashing was provided as a temporary remedy for this 

trouble. Most of the tenninal cans and strips arreared to be in good condi-

tion, however, it was necessary to cut many of the cans open, since keys were 

not available for the existing padlocks. 
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Two factors will be considered so far as electrical characteristics are 

concerned. The first of these is copper resistance; the second is insulation 

resistance. 'I'he reciprocal of these values indicates the ability of the cable 

to carry desired electrical currents along the conductors arrl to resist the 

flow of undesirable currents from the conductors to ground. Tables I and II 

on the following pages irrli.cate the comparative values of these characteris

tics as obtained in March, 1948 an:i in October, 1948. 
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TABLE I 

TEST RESULTS 

10-CONDUCTOR SUBMARINE CONI'ROL AND SIGNAL CABIES 

Copper Resistance per pair, ohms Copper Resistance per pair, ohms 
- - - 16 March 1948, Rowan - - - - 9 October 1948, Clark-Larson -

Cable 
1-bo A-B C-D E-F G-H J-K A•B C-D E-F G-H J-K 

0-201 21608 219.4 219.6 219 .. 2 219 .. 9 218.9 22106 221.8 221.4 22lol 
0-202 210o5 212.4 21208 213.2 21203 21206 214 .. 6 21500 21503 21405 
0-203 218 .. 3 22108 221 .. 0 22204 22009 220.5 223 .. 9 22302 224 .. 6 22Jo2 
0-204 195 .. 4 197.6 198ol 19704 197.0 197.2 199.5 19909 19903 19808 
0-205 172.7 172.6 172ol 17204 172.0 174.4 17403 173.8 174ol 1730 7 
0-2o6 180.2 181.4 181.4 182.1 181.8 182.0 183.1 1B3ol 18308 lBJ.5 
0-207 179.5 181.7 181 .. 4 181. 7 181 .. 6 181.5 18J.6 183 .. 8 1B3 .. 6 183.7 
0-208 200.4 203.4 20Jo8 203.9 203.4 20203 205.3 205.7 205.7 205.3 
0-21]. 2B4.B 285.5 286.o 285.9 286.5 2B1.1 2B8.o 2B8.6 288.3 289.3 
0-212 278.1 278.2 2Bo.o 280.2 279.3 280.5 280.6 282.5 282. 7 281.,8 
0-213 263.3 264.6 265.8 265 .. 8 266.o 265.7 267.0 268.0 268.o 268.2 
0-214 259.1 259.,6 260.6 258.9 259.6 261.5 261.9 263.0 261.l 261.9 

Insulation resist. to ground Insulation resist. to ground-per 
per pair megohms par megohms 9 October 1948, 

- 16 March 194B, Rowan - - - - - - - - - - - - - Clark-Larson - - - - - -

0-201 2.5 1.7 1 .. 2 1.7 1.9 a.Boo a.Boo 0.600 0.600 0.600 
0-202 3 .. 6 1.0 1.79 1.74 0 .. 75 0.900 0.500 0.400 0 .. 250 O. J)O 
0-203 2 .. B lo4 1.45 lo5 1.9 0 .. 900 0 .. 600 0.500 0 .. 500 o.5oo 
0-204 4 .. 2 0.90 o.68 0.63 Oo63 10000 0 .. 300 0.250 0.200 0.200 

OoBOO Oo300 0.225 0.200 Oo200 
0-205 3 .. 7 0.075 Oo070 0.075 Oo040 Oo400 0.030 0.027 0 .. 029 0.021 

0.350 0 .. 030 0.030 Oo030 0.030 
0-206 6.5 5oO 5.o 4.2 6.5 0.500 0.150 0.100 0 .. 100 Oo095 

10000 0 .. 200 0.125 0.125 0.100 
0-207 4.5 4.5 3.5 4.1 7.5 a.Boo 0.250 0.250 0.200 0.200 
0-208 2.B 1.1 0.75 0.67 0 .. 77 l .. ooo 0.450 0.300 0.250 0.250 
0-211 2.5 0.10 0.'37 0.43 0.38 0 .. 100 0 .. 300 0 .. 175 0 .. 175 0 .. 160 
0-212 2 .. 2 0 .. 29 0.30 o.2B 0 .. 29 10200 0 .. 100 0.175 0 .. 090 0.090 
0-213 2.6 0.60 0 .. 37 0 .. 42 0 .. 38 0 .. 700 0.220 0 .. 150 Ool75 0.150 
0-214 0.90 0.80 0.75 0 .. 60 0 .. 025 o.JJ) .0 .. 250 0.275 o.~o 0.260 
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TABLE II 

TEST RESULTS 

3-CONDUCTOR SUBMARINE CONTROL AND SIGNAL CABLES 

Copper Resisto per pair, ohms Copper Resistance per pair, ohms 
- - 16 March 1948, Rowan - - - 9 October 1948, Clark-Larson -

Cable 
No. A Elus B A Elus C B Elus C A Elus B A Elus C B Elus C 

0-209* 60o5 60o5 60o5 
60o5 6006 6006 

12lo0 121.l 121.1 

0-210 56.8 5608 .56. 7 

~ 56.8 ~ 0 113.6 3 110.0 109.0 lll.2 (This 
cable obviously damaged on beach 
at Runit) 

0-215** 28.51 28.51 28.88 
28.88 28.43 28.43 
57.39 56.94 57 .31 57.4 57.4 57.35 

0-216 38.38 38.38 38.39 

~ 38.40 38.40 
7 077 7b:7S 76.79 77.4 77.4 77 .35 

0-217 41.90 41.90 41.90 
41.90 41.92 ~ 83.80 83.82 3. 84.5 84.5 84.65 

Insulation resist. per corrl. Insulation resist. per cond.. 
megohms megohms 

- - 16 March_~94~, Rowan - - 9 October 1948, Clark-Larson 

A B c A B c - -
0-209* 40. 1.0 0.001 

0-210 38. 40.0 43.0 .ooo .ooo .ooo 

0-215** 102. 102. 102. 20. 20. 200 

0-216 Oo03 84. 84. o.ooo 3.0 1.0 

0-217 84. 0.018 84. B.o 8.o 0010 

-~~- - This cable is not tenninated at either end - 2-conductors leaky ) Per 
** - All type 11.3-3 conductor annored. cable ) Rowan 
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'TI'lese tables indicate that copper resistances were found to be essentially 

unchanged, while insulation resistances were found to be materially less in 

October than in March. The very slight changes in copper resistances are to 

be expected and may be attributed to such variable con:litions as temperature 

or the use of different test leads and measuring instruments. 

The decrease in insulation resistances is not surprising. It may or may 

not be significant, and only further cable tests made periodically for the next 

two years will indicate whether or not these cables will be usable for future 

operations. In the first place, a 50% decrease in insulation for this initial 

period might represent a nonnal reduction due to aging in water. Secondly, 

temperature differences at test times may have contributed to this difference. 

Finally, different instruments arrl techniques used for the two tests might 

easily account for the difference observed.. If it is recommerrled. that future 

cable tests be made at approximately six-months intervals during the next two 

years. 

Cable Test Procedure. The following instruments were used in making the 

Cctober, 1948, cable tests: 

(a) 'Wheatstone bridge; 1116333" on case in "White paint; nameplate, 

"Los Alamos Electronics Lab. EL 133"; Leeds and Northrup type 

S test set No. SJOO. 

(b) Megger; 11 No. 8591, Inventory, Los Alamos Electronics Lab. EL-478" 

on case; "250 volt Megger, Registered Trade Mark, Made in England, 

License No. 400728, James G. Biddle Company, Philadelphia" on in

strument face. 

The 'Wheatstone bridge was very satisfactory for testing copper resistances. 

The Megger, however, was a small hand-driven model and did not lend itself 

to convenient or accurate readir.g of insulation resistanceso Upon completion 
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of the Octoper tests, all tools used in making tests except these instruments 

were placed in a box labeled "Splicing Test Set" and stored in Warehouse "H" 

on Eniwetok for future use. 

'Ibe first step in making the tests was to locate and open the various 

tenninal cans. To test a ,typical ten-conductor cable, the conductors were 

jumpered together in pairs at one of the two terminals. The wheatstone bridge 

was utilized to measure the copper resistance of each cable pair. Next, a 

ground was secured (usually the cable armor) and potential applied between 

this ground and the copper wire of each pair by the Megger. Insulation resist

ances to ground were read approximately 20 secon:is after the potential was 

applied, since this interval was determined by experiment to be as significant 

as longer intervals. Air temperature of 78 to 82 degrees F. and water temper

ature of 82° to 84° F. at approximately 10-foot depth were observed. Tempera

tures were quite constant. The next cable test should be made with the same 

instruments and a similar technique. Additional insulation resistance tests 

should also be made using a more suitable instrument, such as a motor-driven 

Biddle Megger. Provisions should be made to shield cable ends while this 

testing is being done. 

Cable Landings•~_It is recommended that at all locations where cable is 

brougb ashore from the lagoon to any of the islands, that portion on shore 

and within two feet below low tide be placed in a trench. Where a sandy beach 

is available, this can be accomplished by removing the sand w:i. th a drag-line 

and laying the cable in the trench. Tide action below the low water line can 

be expected to cover the cable wl th sand w:i. thin a short time, and that portion 

above low tide should be covered to the grade of the beach. 

Where coral rock is within two feet of the surface of the beach or with

in two feet below low tide, it should be removed. It is anticipated that this 
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can be accomplished by use of jack-hammers, since all of the coral observed 

on the lagoon side of all the islands was relatively soft. 1tihere cable is to 

be laid in a trench cut from coral rock, the bottom of the trench should be 

back-filled with sand or finely broken coral rock to provide a suitable bed 

for the cable, and the cable should be covered with such material to a depth 

of approximately one foot. The trench should then be filled with concrete 

to prevent the back-fill material from scouring and to provide additional 

mechanical protection. 

Existing cables should be brought together into one trench where feas

ible and covered as soon as possible after the next test to prevent their 

being damaged by other construction operationso Care should be taken that 

the cables be separated fran utility lines by at least a foot of sand. 

New cables which may not be procured in time to be placed in the same 

trench as the existing cable should be treated in the same manner. Trenches 

for new cable should be adjacent to the existing cable but wi. th adequate 

separation to prevent the damaging of existing cables when the new trench is 

prepared. 

The damaged cable on the beach at Runi t should be repaired before being 

placed in the trench. Signs of sufficient size to a:iequately mark all trench 

locations and cable landings should be posted at the time this work is done. 

Existing Control and Signal Cable Installed Underground. There are 

existing underground control and signal cables on the Experiment Islands 

starting at the Timing Stations and running toward the previous Zero Towers 

and Photo Towers. The present location and condition of these cables are not 

known. It may be desirable to locate and test these cables to determine if it 

will be practical and economical to utilize them for future operations. 

Existing Control am Signal Cable not Installed. There is a total of 
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218,900 feet of surplus 10-conductor armored cable, some of which is in or 

near warehouses on Eniwetok; the balance is reported to be on Parry partly 

coiled on the beach at the LSM landing south of the dock and partly on a def

ective reel. These cables should also be tested to determ.ine whether or not 

they can be used for future operations. 

Assumed Reguirements for Future Operations. For the purposes of this 

Report, it is assumed that existing submarine control and signal cable can be 

re-used and that one 10-conductor submarine cable will have to be laid between 

Parry and Bogallua for additional control and signal cable requirements. It 

is further assumed that sufficient cable in satisfactory condition exists on 

the Atoll for this purpose. 

It is probable that all signal tenninal strips will have to be replaced 

before the next operation. All locks on terminal boxes will have to be re

placed and proper disposition of their keys made. Most of the tenninal boxes 

will have to be repaired and maintained or replaced prior to the next opera

tion. 

It is assumed that underground signal and control cables from Timing 

Buildings to Zero Towers and Photo Towers on the Experiment Islands originally 

installed for "Operation Sandstone" will not be re-usable and that approxi

mately 34,400 feet of existing cable will have to be installed to replace 

these. 

These may be buried directly in the earth or installed in undergrouni 

ducts· Cconduit runs). The latter method is both more desirable and more ex

pensive. It is more desirable in that the urrlerground duct system is more 

flexible. Additional conductors would be easily installed between Timing 

Station and Zero or Photo Towers in a short time. Whether this additional 

flexibility, plus the increased probability of saving some control cable each 
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experiment, is worth the ad.di tional cost of providing and installing ducts 

(assumed 13,400 lineal feet of four 3-inch conduits) and the required manholes 

is a question to be determined. The estimated cost of installing but not pro

viding underground 10-conductor cable in the same quantities as required for 

"Operation Sandstone" is $178 ,500 for direct burial in trench, $337 ,5oo for 

installation in underground conduits. 

In the event that ad.di tional control an:l signal cable is required, it 

will be possible to obtain and install it during construction. It is recom

mended that a spliced length of cable sufficiently long to replace any indi

vidual length of submarine cable in the control and signal cable network be 

coiled and stored ready for use in the even of any emergency which might 

arise. 

Conclusions and Recommendations. It is recommended that additional cable 

tests be made on existing control and signal cables and that cable landings be 

protected and marked. It is assumed that the existing sutmarine control ani 

signal cable will be usable, that the existing undergroun:l. control and signal 

cable will not be usable, and that existing cable (not installed) will be 

usable and available in sufficient quantities to replace existing underground 

cable and, in additi~~' to install one 10-conductor sutmarine cable between 

Parry and Bogallua. The estimated cost of these facilities (assuming cable 

installation in underground conduits on 3 Experiment Islands) is $)98,900. 

FUEL HANDLIID AND STORAGE: 

Existing Facilities. There was a tank fann on Eniwetok Island consisting 

of fourteen (~) l,ooo barrel steel tanks, located above groun:l., and of light 

weight advance base construction. During Sandstone, it was found that same 

of these tanks leaked and several of them were in rusted condition. It is 

believed that by the time it becomes necessary to use these facilities again, 
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most of the tanks, if not all of them, will be in unusable con:iition. In addi

tion to the tanks on Eniwetok, there are three (J) 1,000 barrel tanks on Parry 

Island. The condition of these tanks are somewhat better than those on Em

wetok, although their life is problematicalo 

Eniwetok Islam. It is planned that Eniwetok Island will be occupied by 

the security garrison during interim periods, and by Military forces, includ

ing the Air Force participating in the experiment during the time of tests. 

All aviation gasoline storage for the Atoll should be located near the air 

strip on this island. Also, motor gasoline and diesel oil for the use of 

military vehicles, and diesel driven generators, and water distillation umts, 

should be located in the vicini 1;y' of the aviation gasoline storage. 

Parry Island, if occupied continuously as a J Division base during the 

period of the experiments, and by the maintenance crew during the interim 

period will require diesel oil arrl motor gasolineo It is believed that stor

age of aviation gasoline is not required on Parry, because of its proximity 

to the storage facilities adjacent to the main air strip on Emwetok. It is 

proposed that motor gasoline and diesel oil for use on the Experim.:snt Islands 

will also be received and stored on Parry Island. The period of intense ac

tivity at experiment - time is approximately two months, and it would be advan

tageous if no fuel deliveries are required during this period. For this 

reason, it is recommended that sufficient storage for both diesel oil and 

motor gasoline be provided to supply all the needs of this two months period. 

Experiinent Islands. The number of vehicles in use on each experiment 

islarrl will be llmi ted and the amount of power to be generated by diesel 

driven equipment is small. Furthennore, the period of occupancy will be 

short. To meet these requirements it seems desirable am economical to 
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transport both fuels, in drums or tanks, by boat, from a central storage on 

Parry Islam. 

Storage Capacity. It is recommended that all fuel storage tanks be simi

lar arrl that each one shall be of the horizontal, cylindrical type, having a 

l,OOO barrel capacity. The tanks should be of heavy welded, steel construc

tion, placed in an excavation of one to two feet and covered with coral for 

protection against salt spray. 

It appears that adequate storage can be obtained by providing the follow-

ing tankage: 

On Eniwetok Island - four (4) tanks for aviation gasoline; four 

tanks for motor gasoline, arrl three (3) tanks for diesel oil. 

On Parry Island - two (2) tanks for motor gasoline, and four (4) 

tanks for diesel oil. 

Other Facilities. Provision should be made to receive fuel from tankers 

through submarine line run out to deep water and provided with flexible hose 

connections, through 'Which fuel can be pumped either by shipboard pumps or 

land pumps. The receiving line should be 6 inch, extra heavy steel pipe, 

welded and coated with a protective coating. 'l'hese lines should be trenched.

in to beyond the tide lines to avoid the effect of wave action. Land pumping 

stations for each of the three fuels should be provided. The pipe connecting 

fuel tanks, pumping station and dispensing location, should be extra heavy 

steel pipe, welded and provided with a protective coating. In addi t:i.on, it is 

recommen:ied that cathodic protection be in.stalled for all tanks and all lines. 

ROADS AND PAVINJ; 

General. It is anticipated that the follow:i.~ types of paving will be 

used an:i that these will cover the requirements for the improvements mentioned. 
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Dust Treatmento Where it is desirable to treat the surface for the pur

pose of keeping the dust from rising, a light road oil such as SC-1 may be 

used. Tests should be made on samples of the material to be treated to deter

mine the effectiveness of this treatment, and if satisfactory, this method 

could be used for area treatment arrl probably on some of the roads. The sur

face to be treated would be sprayed with from one-third to one-half gallon of 

oil per square yard, and some areas, particularly roads would require periodic 

treatment. 

Road-Mixo Roads which are travelled frequently or which for any reason 

require a better type of surface should be surfaced with a road-mix surfacing. 

Due to the frequency of rains, blade mixing would not be expected to be satis

factory and a traveling mixer should be usedo This type of mixer has a loader 

which elevates the material from a windrow, mixes it with a proportioned quan

tity of asphalt in a pug mill and discharges it behind as a windrow of mixed 

material. A cut-back asphalt such as type MC-3 should be used for this pur

pose. After mixing, the material is bladed into position and compacted by 

rolling. 

Asphaltic Paving. Where a hot-mix type of paving is required, it is 

proposed that a single aggregate sand asphalt be used. Preliminary sieve 

tests indicate that on the average the sand available on the islands is suit

able for this purpose, so far as gradation is concerned, and that with the 

ad.di tion of 5 to 10% of fine material would be almost ideal for this purpose. 

This material would be mixed in a plant which might be moved from island to 

island. The material would be excavated from the area to be paved or from a 

suitable borrow pit, dried, heated and mixed in the plant, and then transported 

to the area to be surfaced. After being spread to the desired thickness it 

would be rolled. Asphaltic cement would be used in this type of paving, which 
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would be more rigid than the road-mix typeo 

Quantities. The quantities of each type of paving which it is estimated 

will be required. are summarized. as follows: 

411 Road-mix 
3" Hot-mix (Air strips) 
311 Hot-mix at towers 
11.n n 11 11 n 

2 

17 1 200 CUo yd.so 

4,300 tons 
26,000 tons 
17,400 tons 

using 1,740 tons of cut-back asphalt. 
using 260 tons of asphalt. 
using 1,560 tons of asphalt. 
using 1,050 tons of asphalt. 

It is estimated that 27 ,ooo drums will be required to transport the asphalt. 

Roads. Roads 'Will be required on each of the islands hereinafter listed. 

The approximate locations of the roads that it is now anticipated will be re-

quired are shown on the various Plates listed after each isla:ai. Where exist-

ing roads are advantageiously located they should be utilized and improved as 

required. Width of surfacing is tentatively established at 20 feet. 

It is anticipated, pending laboratory tests on the aggregate available, 

that roads will be paved with 4 inches of road-mix surfacing. This surfacing 

should be done with a traveling mixer as described in the 11 Paving 11 section of 

this Report. It is possible that part of the roads can be suitably treated 

by applying a light dust oil periodically, instead of surfacing with road-mix. 

If this treatment proves effective, it is estimated that its cost will be ap-

proximately one-thirg_that of road-mix. 

Islarrl 

Eniwetok 
Parry 
Runit 
Rojoa 
Biijiri 
Aomon 
Engebi 

TOTAL 

Bogallua 

'IDTAL 

Plate 
ti:>. 

51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 

58 

Lin. Ft. 
Roads 

27,850 
13,400 

8,320 
3,800 
2,150 
1,600 
7 1 ~80 

64,500 

~1900 

68,400 

Sq. Ft. 
Roads 

557,000 
(a) 290,800 

(b) 
166,400 

16,000 
43,000 
32,000 

147 1600 

1,312,800 

(c) 781000 

1,390, 800 
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AIR STRIPS: 

(a) Includes 22,800 sqo fto of parking area 

(b) Includes causeway 

(c) Includes pier 

Generalo Landing strips are planned to be a single strip designed for use 

by military L-5 planes, or comparable commercial typeso They require a mini

mi.m length of 600 feet and a width of 50 feet of hard surfaceo A cleared area 

25 feet wide on each side of the paved runway is to be providedo Approach 

angle to clear a 50 foot high obstruction requires 750 feet (15:1) and take 

off angle requires 900 feet, (18:l)o While 600 feet is considered theore

tically sufficient, the pilots using the present strips indicated that longer 

strips would be highly desirable and we are therefore using 800 feet for pre

liminary design wherever possibleo 

Runways should be crowned in the center sufficiently to provide drainage 

for the surfaced portiono Where possible, run off from the strip should be 

drained away by grading toward the beach, and where this is not feasible suf

ficient seepage area should be providedo 

Prevailing winds particularly during the spring and early summer are 

from the Northeast and East, as shown on Plate 590 Landing strips have been 

oriented to approximately N 70° E True where possibleo 

Runway paving should be of a type that will provide a smooth, hard sur

f ace capable of supporting L-5 planes for the duration of the experimentso 

It is contemplated that either a cold-mix type of paving laid with a travel

ing mixer and using cut-back asphalt, 0r a hot-mix type using sand aggregate 

will be usedo For a further discussion of paving methods and materials see 

"Roads and Paving" in this Section of the Reporto 

Due to the hazards involved, it is not contemplated that these.strips 
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lill be used for night operations, and for this reason it is not proposed to 

provide air strip lighting or control towers. A wind sock should be provided 

at each strip. 

Eniwetoko The main air strip of the Atoll is on Eniwetok. It is the 

source of air conununication with the outside world, and consequently is of 

vital importance. This strip is approximately 400 feet wide by 7,000 feet 

long and has a smooth coral surfaceo 

At the Easterly errl of the Eniwetok strip there are a number of stub ends 

of rubber hoses sticking up out of the strips which were used in the control 

of drone planes during the last operation. These have the appearance of steel 

projections and since they are no longer needed, it is recommended that they 

be removed. 

N::> new construction is contemplated at this strip. If however, surfacing 

should later become advisable, equipment will be available for this work and 

it could be accomplished during periods when the equipment is not needed for 

other work. 

Parry. The present air strip on Parry Island runs N 43° E. It is ap

proximately 600 feet long, but only about half its length is well g~aded, 

the rest being extremely rougho 

It is proposed to re-locate this strip in a new location approximately 

500 feet South of the present location and to reorient it to run N 70° E, as 

shown on Plate 52. This will leave the area between the present and proposed 

locations for possible future development if it should later become desirable. 

The proposed strip would have a paved length of 800 feet with space for 

a future extension to 1 1000 feet if desired. This would be desirable, so 

that a four-place plane could shuttle to Eniwetok arrl possibly Engebi. 
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Aniyaaniio The present strip is a steel mat 40 feet wide by 6YJ feet 

long 0 It is proposed to remove the steel mat and regarde the strip to remove 

an abrupt grade change now existing approximately 200 feet from the North end. 

It is also proposed that the strip be lengthened 48 feet on the South errl and 

60 feet on the North end, making a total length of 738 feeto 

The present strip has a bearing of N 54° E, and it is proposed to retain 

this orientation, since any improvement in direction would reduce the length 

of the runway. See Plate 60. 

Runito The existing runway is surfaced with steel matting 40 feet wide 

by approximately 800 feet long. It has a bearing of S 57° E, which varies 

from the ideal of N 700 E by 53° o Use of this runway is very difficult arrl. 

the strip is practically unusable when cross-wind velocities exceed 10 miles 

per houro For this reason it is considered advisable to re-locate the strip 

and to construct it with a bearing of N 70° E, as shown on Plate 53. The 

length of runway which can be obtained in this location is approximately 700 

feeto A:idi tional survey data will be necessary in order to determine the 

exact length which can be obtained, and if necessary, fill should be construc

ted at the end of the strip to provide the 700 foot runway. 

Biijiri. The runway of the Biijiri strip is poorly surfaced coralo Al

though its length is not definitely known it is assumed to be approximately 

600 f eeto One of the two planes now operating on the Atoll cannot land on 

this strip and the other sometimes over-runs the runway. The bearing of the 

strip is approximately N 75° E. South of and parallel with the existing strip, 

construction has been started on another longer runwayo It is understood that 

the surface was harrowed urrler a recent Army maintenance project, but it has 

not been graded or rolled. 

It is proposed that the new air strip be constructed south of and parallel 
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with the existing strip to utilize the grading work already started. It is 

proposed that the new strip be 800 feet in length, and located as shown on 

Plate 55. More length could be had on Aomon, but its proximity to the Zero 

location would mean more costly re-building between Shots than Biijiri. 

Engebio The air strip on Engebi Island has a smooth coral surface and 

lies South of and parallel with the original Japanese strip. It has a bear= 

ing of N 76° E. Catch basins with grates flush with the surf ace have been 

constructed along each side of the runway at 200 foot intervalso Water from 

these drains seeps to the sub-surf ace thru the coral sando 

It is proposed that the surf aced runway be constructed in the same loca

tion and With the same orientation as the present runway, and that its South

westerly end be approximately 2800 feet from the tower location. Available 

data indicates that w:i. th a glide angle of 51 to 1 the nearest interfering por

tion of the coaxial cable will be approximately 325 feet from the extended 

center line of the runwayo 

A runway length of 800 feet is proposed, the location to be as shown on 

Plate 57. This could be extended to accommodate a four-place plane for an 

Eniwetok or Parry shuttle to Engebio 

Bogallua. If the island of Bogallua is to be developed into a shot 

Island, an air strip should be provided as shown on Plate 58. NQ air strip 

has heretofore been constructed on the island, arrl the location indicated 

provides a strip 800 feet long with a bearing of N 85° E. This bearing is 

only slightly less desirable than the ideal selected. It was selected to avoid 

having planes taking off over the camp area. 

Quantities. The following are the estimated quantities of paving that 

will be required for each air strip. 
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Island 

Pany 
.Aniyaanii 
Runit 
Biijiri 
Engebi 
Bogallua 

GRADING AND PAVING OF AREAS: 

Sg. Fto 

ho,ooo 
36,500 
35,200 
ho,ooo 
h0,000 
h0,000 

231,700 

Gradi:tg - Tower Areas. Tower area grading, for the purpose of reducing 

radiation to tolerance limits, will be required during the early stages of the 

construction period. It is believed that the removal of the top 6 inches of 

soil or the covering of a radio-active area with 2 feet of sand will accom-

plish this purposeo Grading is primarily for the purpose of reducing radio-

activity at the surface and to remove any pronounced surface irregularities 

or sharp grade variations. 

In order to dete:nnine the type of equipment and the method of operation 

to best accomplish these purposes, it has been suggested that the existing 

Trinity crater be graded experimentally to insure that this work will pro-

gress efficiently on the Atollo In this way, the equipment that will be 

needed and the methods to be used can be determined in advance of actual op-

erations. 

Paving - Tower Areas. The construction of hot-mix asphaltic paving of 

all land area within uOO feet from each of the towers, to a depth of 3 inches, 

a:rrl all land area from hOO to 800 feet from the towers to a depth of l~ inches 

is proposed. This paving should be laid by a self-propelled finishing mach-

ine in order to minimize the direct contact with the sub-grade by personnelo 

The asphalt to be used in this paving is tentatively specified to conform to 

the requirements for steam refined paving asphalts in accordance with Section 

65 of the State of California, Department of Public Works, Division of 
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Highways Standard. Specifications, dated April 19450 The quantities of as-

phal t required in the paving are estimated as follows: 

Island. 400 9 Rado 400 1 to 800 9 Rado Total 

Runit 450 tons 225 tons 675 tons 
Engebi 563 II 4.50 II 1013 II 

Aomon 464 II 338 II 802 II 

Bogallua 81 II 34 II ll5 II 

.Area Stabilizationo Stabilization of the Zero Line or other areas for 

the purpose of reducing the amount of dust which will rise therefrom may be 

accomplished by any of several methods, depending upon the particular require~ 

ments. These methods are: soil cement stabilization, road-mix asphalt mat 

surfacing, oil spraying with light road oil, planting of vegetation as a grouni 

cover, an:i spraying with water to keep the ground moisto Costs could be ex-

pected to range downward in the order named., and the selection of method will 

depend upon the area to be treated and the rseults required. 

Soil cement stabilization.might be expected to shatter and produce a con-

siderable amount of dust under blast effecto Asphalt road-mix surfacing to a 

thickness of 2 to 3 inches should give effective dust control; whereas soil-

cement treatment should be from 3 to 4 inches thick to reduce shattering. 

If suitable ground cover vegetation can be obtained, it is anticipated 

that this method would be relatively inexpensive and effe~tive over large 

areas o If such vegetation is not available, spraying with a light road oil 

should be effective where the requirements do not justify the use of road-mix. 

Sprinkling with water might be used as a temporary measure, particularly dur-

ing constructiono 

If additional areas, not included in the estimate are to be stabilized, 

the estimated cost of such stabilization is $0.20 per square yard for oiling 

and $1ol0 per square yard. for road-mix 311 thick. 
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CAUSEWAYS: 

General. The proposed causeway connecting Biijiri and Rojoa Islands 

will cross a channel approximately 700 feet wide and 21 feet deep near its 

center. A continuous current flows through this channel from the ocean to

ward the lagoon with unknown velocity. Plate 61 shows alternate locationso 

Six schemes for crossing this charmel have been studied as hereinafter 

describedo Additional soundings between the two islands and also further in

'fonnation concerning the velocity of the current through the channel will be 

required before a decision can be reached as to which of these schemes will 

be the most economicalo 

Scheme No. 1. Plate 620 A causeway consisting entirely of coral fill 

would be the simplest and most permanent of the methods studied if the diffi

culty of making the final closure can be overcomeo It is known, however, 

that a considerable amount of difficulty was encountered in closing the sheet 

piling connections between Aomon and Biijiri Islands due to washing out of 

the beach as the piling neared the island. The possibility of placing large 

culvert pipes through the fill to allow the current to flow through has been 

considered, but additional information concerning the nature and velocity of 

the current is needed before the feasibility of this method can be definitely 

determined. 

Scheme Noo 2o Plate 6Jo This scheme involves the use of a Bailey type 

bridge span, estimated on the basis of present information to be 180 feet 

long with poured concrete footings on coral rocko These footings would con

sist of tremie poured concrete, using forms sunk into place. Infonnation 

available indicates that the bottom of these footings would be about 9 feet 

below low tide, but additional survey data may prove that a better crossing 

location is available. In that case, a shorter span or shallower footings or 
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both may be obtainable. 

Scheme Noo 3o Plate Noo 64. This scheme involves the use of coral fill 

arrl a pontoon bridge approximately 260 feet long o Hinge spans would be an

chored to coral fill approaches am use would be made of submerged coral heads 

to anchor the pontoonso Further information concerning the availability of 

suitable coral heads for this purpose w.1;.11 be necessary before the feasibility 

of this scheme can be determinedo 

Scheme No. 4o Plate No. 650 Urrler this scheme steel sheet piling would 

be used in conjunction with coral fill in order to make the final closureo It 

is contemplated that a double row of pill~ across the deepest part of the 

cha?Ulel would accomplish this purpose and that fill would then be made between 

and on both sides of the piling so that rusting of the steel will not affect 

the stability of the causeway. The use of large rock in the fill would mini

mize the tendency to wash out prior to complete closure, arrl once this clo

sure is made it is believed there would be little tendency toward washing out. 

This would require the use of a pile driver, and it is believed that unless 

a pile driver will be required on other work it will not be an economical 

methodo The hardness of the coral requires that it be shattered before driv

ing of sheet piling is possible, arrl this adds materially to the cost of this 

methodo 

Scheme No. 5. Th.is scheme involves the use of a wooden barge to ferry 

personnel and vehicles across the deepest portion of the channel. Approxi

mately 3,000 cubic yards of fill would be used to provide access to the ferry 

landings which would be approximately 260 feet aparto Considering the rela

tively short period of operation it would urrloubtedly be more economical to 

provide an operator for the ferry than to provide automatic electric operation 
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by irrli viduals o 

Scheme No. 6. If the transporting of vehicles w.i..ll not be required, a 

Du.kw. could be utilized to transport personnel between the islandso This would 

require that more vehicles be available to transport personnel on the islands, 

but would not require any constructiono 

Summaryo Which of these schemes should be adopted will depend primarily 

µpon the degree of operating convenience that must be obtained. Scheme 6 

would be the cheapest but would provide the least amount of convenience, with 

Scheme 5 second in these regard.so Scheme 3 would be next lowest in first 

cost but it should be anticipated that the pontoons and cables would need to 

be replaced before each period of useo Schemes 1 to 4 inclusive would be 

approximately equal in convenience of use and a choice between them will de

pend upon additional infonnation to be obtained regarding the confonnation of 

the channel and the cu?Tents. In the cost estimate which is a part of this 

Report, Scheme 2 involving the Bailey bridge, has been usedo However, if 

after further investigation of the charmel has been made, Schemes l, 3, or 

4 should prove more economical, it should be adopted as the method to useo 

Scheme 5 is estimated to cost approximately 50% of the first cost of Scheme 

2, and an additional $15,ooo.oo operating cost per experiment. 

Protection of Causeway Between Aomon and Biijiri. This causeway consists 

of a row of steel sheet piling on each side, with coral fill between. The 

piling is rusting considerably, primarily between high arrl low tideo It would 

be difficult and expensive to attempt to coat that portion of the steel which 

is alternately wet and dry, and even if this were done that part rext to the 

fill would remain unprotected. In order to protect the structure against the 

possibility of failure of the steel and consequent washing out of some of the 
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fill, it is recommended that the cond.i tion of the piling be watched carefully 

and if it shows signs of possible failure, fill be placed outside the piling 

to hold the existing fill in placeo 

Other Causewayso On the basis of a five year period of operation it is 

not considered economically justified to connect other islands with causewayso 

However, should a considerably longer period be adopted, such connections 

might be justifiedo It is estimated that the cost of such causeways would be 

approximately $7,000o per 100 linear feet for a top 'Width of 20 feeto 

PIERS: 

General. Piers should be provided on each of the shot islands, in a 

location that provides convenient access to the tower, and also on the islands 

of Parry, Eniwetok, and Rojoao For the proposed locations of piers on the 

shot islands, see Plates 53, 56, 51, and 580 Unless Aniyaanii is selected as 

a power plant site it Will have no requirements for the loading or unloading 

of heavy equipment or frequent embarking or disembarking of personnel except 

during the construction of the air strip, and it is considered unnecessary to 

provide it with a piero Equipment to be used at the photo tower will be rel~ 

atively light and undoubtedly can be hand=carried or transported in a truck 

which can be landed from an M boato 

Shot Islands. 'nlere are approximately 175 concrete blocks distributed 

among the islands of Runit, Engebi, and Aomon, and it is planned that these 

will be used in the reconstruction of the piers on these islands, as shown 

on Plate 660 These blocks are of various sizes, averaging about 56 inches on 

each outside dimension, and have 8 inch wallso 

It is estimated that the piers will average 100 feet in length, in order 

to reach the maximum depth on the coral shelf o It is estimated that 
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approximately 65 blocks will be required for each pier, and if the number of 

hollow blocks is insufficient, they can be augmented with blast footing blocks 

which are also available on the shot islandso 

Eniwetoko On Eniwetok (See Plate 51), there is a pier near the South 

end on the lagoon side, which was constructed of pontoons with coral fillo 

These pontoons are in very bad shape and it is proposed that this pier be re

paired and restored to useo 

About one-third of the length of the island from the Northeast end there 

is a floating pontoon personnel landing pier which was used during the last 

experimento Several sections of this pier were broken loose arrl sunk recently 

by a storm, and it is not now usable. It is proposed. that this pier be aband

oned and a new pier constructed farther along the lagoon to the Northeast, in 

the location indicated on Plate 51. This new pier should be as near Parry 

Island as possible in order to recuce the length of travel by boat to mini-

mum. 

There is also a small wooden pier on the Southwest point of Eniwetok 

which is used for dumping garbage into the seaward side. This pier is in good 

condition and serves its purpose wello It is recommended that no change be 

made in this pier. 

Parry. On Parry Island there are two main piers; two personnel piers, 

a concrete seaplane ramp and a marine railway, as shown on Plate 52. The 

southernmost pier is a personnel pier which is in poor condition. It is not 

located advantageously for the proposed scheme arrl it is recommended that it 

be abandonedo 

The next pier northward was a freight pier constructed of steel pontoons, 

two deep, with coral fill betweeno The steel is badly deteriorated arrl the 

fill is partially washed out. It is not anticipated that this pier will be 
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required in the future, and it is recommended that it be abandonedo 

The next pier, beyon:l the concrete ramp, is a ,large steel barge anchored. 

by cables.. It has a two=inch wooden plank floor on top of the deck, and was 

used as a personnel piero Since it is badly rusted and not advantageously 

located, it is recommended that it be abandoned. 

The most northerly pier is similar in construction to the freight pier 

heretofore described but it is in better conditiono It is also longer, being 

about 200 feet long by 30 feet wide and extends into deeper water. It is re

commenied that this pier be repaired as required ani put in condition for use 

for the duration of the operationo Further detailed inspection of this pier 

will be necessary in order to determine the nature and extent of the repairs 

that will be necessary. 

In order to provide as short a water travel distance as possible between 

Eniwetok an:i Parry Islands, it is reconnnended that a new personnel pier be 

constructed near the airstrip as shown on Plate 52. A location at the south

erly tip of the island would involve traffic crossing the airstrip. In addi

tion, it is considered good planning to reserve the area South of the stip 

as an exclusion area. During peak operations, this pier would be used ex

tensively by persons traveling between islan:ls, and shuttle bus service should 

be provided to transport them to their destination on Parry. A telephone 

should be provided near the pier so that during periods when travel does not 

warrant scheduled bus service, individuals can call the motor pool to request 

transportation. 

Further analysis of anticipated traffic volumes and flows may determine 

that the apparent reduction in water travel time between Eniwetok and Parry 

Islan:ls effected by locating the personnel pier at this point may not compen

sate for increased water travel time between Parry Island and the other is= 

lands lying to the North. Furthermore, if this pier were located near the 
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center of the development on Parry Island, the possibility of reduction of bus 

facilities, if' not their complete elimination, should be considered before 

final location is determinedo 

Rojoa. Sin:::e the housing on the Island of Rojoa will be approximately a 

mile from the pier on Aomon, it is proposed that a pier be constructed on Rojoa 

as shown on Plate 54. 

Bogallua. If Bogallua is to be used as a shot island, it will be neces

sary to construct a pier of coral fill from the island to the edge of the coral 

reef in the lagoon. No soundings are available for this area, but is known 

that this shelf is covered with from two to five feet of water. In order to 

obtain material to make this fill, it Will be necessary to (1) blast the mat

erial loose from the reef, (2) locate a sufficient quantity of suitable mat

erial on Bogallua, or (3) barge the material from an adjacent islarrl. It is 

estimated that for a fill 900 feet long and 20 feet Wide on top approximately 

10,000 cubic yards of material will be required. 

In order to provide space for small boats to dock, it is suggested that 

the outer 60 feet be provided with docking space constructed as show on 

Plate 67 or Plate 68. Examination should be made of the Coconut log cribbing 

used for pier construction by the Navy on Eniwetok in 1944. If this cribbing 

has remained intact, it is recommended that coconut logs be used for cribbing 

on the new construction. If not, treated timber or concrete cribbing will be 

required. 

As an alternate to constructing the pier to the edge of the reef, consid

eration should be given to excavating a channel for portion of the distance 

arrl filling with the excavated material, as shown on Plate 68. The economy 

of this method will depend upon the hardness of the reef, but if it is no 

harder than is anticipated, this method will undoubtedly be the most economical. 
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Jew Pier Construction. Plate 67 shows the proposed construction for new 

piers. These Will be required on the islands of Eniwetok, Parry and Rojoa. 

Pages 22, 78, 79 ani 97 omitted from this Section 
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SECTION V 

CON3TRUCTION 

STATEMENI' OF CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS: 

The basic philosophy of the choice of Eniwetok Atoll for a proving ground 

hinges upon its geographical locationo Factors of isolation, sparse human 

habitation, low real estate value and few economic resources, lack of interest 

to commerce, agriculture or industry, are all tangible values to the atomic 

weapons test, but, conversely, introduce unique problems of constructiono 

Eniwetok Atoll shares most of the problems common to other remote overseas 

construction jobs, and imposes additional oneso Examples of such job charac

teristics are as follows: 

(a) All materials and persom must be transported to the site from 

the United Stateso 

(b) Climatic characteristics as affecting men and materials must 

be adjusted. foro 

(c) The dispersal of uni ts of work at the site into several 

islands makes operation cumbersomeo 

(d) No pennanent buildings or utilities now exist at the site, 

creating a problem of maintenance and interim construction in 

addition to pennanent work in placeo 

(e) Housekeeping and camp services are a special requiremento 

(f) Cormnunication and transportation within the project area are 

more difficult than in a contiguous land areao 

(g) Certain installations due to their scientific importance, 

require special materials and unusual precision of installa

tiono 

(h) Certain installations are complex specialized structural 
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problems, such as lofty towers on small sandy isleso 

(i) Climatic effect on materials and equipment magnifies problems 

of storage and mechanical repair. 

(j) The continual rapid development of atomic science imposes 

changing criteria, arrl requires great flexibility in construc

ti..on and designo 

(k) The characteristic of intensive occupation by large population, 

followed by long periods of virtual de-activation, creates 

special problems of durable construction and maintenance. 

(1) The special nature of proving ground use introduces unusual 

radiological hazards to personnel, and requires special han

dling of certain construction operations. 

(m) The site is not a port of call for air or surface freight 

carriers, military or commercial, beyorrl the relatively minor 

needs of the present garrison, comprising less than a hundred 

persons. 

(n) Available topographic area at the site is exceediq?;ly limited, 

and aJJnost at sea level elevation. 

(o) Soil for fill is limited, and sand and rock for concrete 

aggregate is of coral origin and requires special handling. 

(p) Natural fresh water supply is non-existent, and catchment of 

rain water peculiarly difficult. 

General Concepts. Solutions to the characteristic job problems out

lined above are developed in some detail in Section V. However, a basis 

concept must be assumed as a working hypothesis. Following are the essential 

elements of a basic philosophy: 

(a) Maximum prefabrication, accounting, procurement, as well as 
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engineering design, to be accomplished in the Zone of Inte

rior, to minimize personnel at the si teo 

(b) Export of all persons and things from the United. States, 

there bei~ no indigenous labor or local materials capable of 

developments at the site, except concrete aggregateso 

(c) Maximum monility of construction plants and equipment, to 

minimize duplication of fixed construction facilities on many 

islandso 

(d) Maintenance and new interim construction to be performed in 

such a manner as to have a maximum of potential conversion to 

permanent proving ground facili tieso 

(e) The construction forces to be self-sustainingo 

(f) Construction forces to procure and operate their own water 

transportation and communication inter-island within the 

lagoon, to the extent needed for constructiono 

(g) Establishment of horizontal and vertical control for scien

tific installations, by triangulation am other land surveys 

in a high order or accuracyo 

(h) Subcontracts for specialized functions, are proposed., to be 

lump-sum contracts in so far as practicable but not re

stricted theretoo 

(i) Planning of material storage, ani mechanical installations 

at the site to place special emphasis on resistance to cli

matic deteriorationo 

(j) Planni~ of types of equipment, material stock levels, as 

well as table of organization, to obtain maximum reasonable 

versatility, recognizing that rescheduling, change orders and 

unexpected additions will be imposed throughout constructiono 
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(k) Integration of all proving ground support services and f acili

ties, to assure continuity and reliability despite alternate 

periods of peak activity and de-activation. 

(1) Immediate measures to be taken in the field to reduce radio

logical hazards prior to active constructiono 

(m) Request use of military air and surface overseas transport to 

the extent available, but when no feasible or practicable, 

utilize any other means obtainableo 

(n) To make most effective use of available real estate, concep

tion of Eniwetok Island as containing the military garrison, 

and Parry Island the construction personnel, administration 

and quarterso 

(o) Utilize local sand and crushed coral rock for concrete and 

paving. 

(p) Conduct the construction in a series of consecutive phases, 

over the entire period from now to the next test, island by 

island 'Where possible, and to be progressively planned and 

integrated so as to effect greatest efficiency of men and 

machines, and controlled economies of funds. These phases are 

discussed below: 

CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM: 

General. The construction of the proving ground involves operations of 

an unusual character. The individual items of construction are so diverse 

that it would be inefficient to attempt them concurrently. Therefore, two 

things are indicated: (a) a consecutive series of operations, accomplished 

with minimum specialized crews in the field, and (b) as long a span in cal

endar time as possible for the construction periodo The length of construe-
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tion time is consequently either fixed by the accumulation of time for these 

consecutive operations, or by the time required by certain features which 

involve long tenn procurement of materials, under which circumstances the 

construction span is not strictly a function of field operations. 

Thus, it is imperative that the construction be started at once. Fur

ther examples for this reasoning are as follows: The proving ground instal

lations will be required, because of limitations of available real estate at 

the Atoll, to occupy the same islands as previous bomb detonations. These 

islands are now radioactive but a study of the degree and characteristics of 

radioactivity at the site indicates that the condition can be alleviated to 

the point of radio-safety for personnel by a grading operation, as heretofore 

describedo Obviously, this grading operation should be accomplished at an 

early date by a number of limited personnel, so that successive construction 

operations w.i.11 not subject personnel to radiological hazards. Obviously, 

an extensive quarry operation must be started and carried forward in several 

phases. '!he reef must be drilled and shot, and a quantity of rock stock

piled; then a crusher and screening plant must be set up, and graded stock 

piles accomplished before it is practicable to send any concrete construction 

workers into the field. Waterfront structures should be built before the 

volume of surface water transportation builds up to the point where these 

waterfront structures are vitally needed. The camp construction uses build

ing trades which are net applicable in large degree in any other operation. 

There are other very specialized operations that should be done in sequence 

and will require different type of personnel. One example of this is cable 

laying, others are communications, erection of towers, mechanical installa

tions, trenching, and pipe laying. 

Yet, in spite of the diversity of these operations in terms of the 

specialized manpower requirements, they will all make similar demands upon 
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transportation of men arrl things within the Atoll; they will make similar 

demands upon housekeeping facilities; similar demands upon heavy equipment 

such as cranes, tractors, trucks, e,tco It is therefore obvious that to 

attempt these operations simultaneously in any degree would involve a great 

deal more heavy equipment, arrl a great deal of duplication of facilities; 

whereas, to start the construction at an early date and cont~nue it consecu

tively over a considerable period of time, would enable the capital invest

men in equipment at the site to remain at a minimum, and the population in 

the field at aey one time to be as small as possible. Further cost savings 

can be effected by this philosophy in prefabrication in the Zone of the Inte

rior, where the overall cost of skilled labor will be less, and the availa

bility of materials and fabricating machines will make the overall cost less. 

Construction Schedules. The following pages show te:ptati ve construction 

schedules, indicating in a general way, the sequence arrl coordination of the 

various partso This plan is predicated on the program outlined in this 

Report which may be subject to variationo If there are major changes in 

the work to be accomplished, the same general sequence of work will probably 

hold over generally the same periods of time, the variation being met by 

change in the number of employees. On this particular operation, the 

importance of detailed and accurate scheduling of the various features can

not be overemphasized. With the cfis tance involved, producing excessive 

delays in delivery of supplies and personnel, compl~cated by shortages of 

material in certain lines, scheduling must be extremely accurate, not only 

so far as operations in the field are concerned, but it must be carried back 

through shipping, purchasing and completion of design drawings to minimize 

extensive delays in the fieldo 

There are no particular disadvantages to extensive study and the 
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preparation of logical and complete operation schedules, except for the 

cost of preparation and the possible adverse effect on outside agencies, 

when such schedules must be more or less regularly revised to meet chang

ing conditions, delivery dates, etco The basic advantage is smooth opera

tion and effective use of personnel at the siteo Under any conditions, de

lays an:l work stoppages may develop due to an improper meshing of related 

functions o These difficulties tend to be exaggerated wi. th construction in 

remote areas. 

Sequence of Operationso In general, it would appear logical to use 

construction crews in sequence; first on Parry, then on Eniwetok, follow

ing through wi. th the smaller facilities on the outlying islanis. 

The principle disadvantage of a sequence of operation by islands, as 

outlined, is that more than normal demands will be made upon water trans

portation during certain periods. Offsetting this is the fact that cost of 

supervision will be decreased' considerably, and the effectiveness of super

vision will be increased. 

Phase 1, Februar;y 1949 to July 1949 is defined a.s the period of mobiJi

zation an:i site preparation necessary to initiate field construction. It 

derives field data for engineering design, and makes physical preparations 

at the site for the construction operations to follow. It mobilizes man

power and material and opens logistic channels. It places an advance party 

in the field ta accomplish the following important efforts prior to general 

construction: 

(a) Sufficient grading and earth moving on islands previously used 

for atomic bomb detonation, so that the residual radioactive 
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contamination is reduced to a safe tolerance for the personnel 

who will followso To thus reduce the human rish to the small

est possible numbers of persons is a self-evident advantageo 

(b) Maintenance and rehabilitation of utilities and quarters at 

Eniwetok so that the initial small construction crews need 

not be self-contained but may be sustained by the mill tary 

garrison during initial camp constructiono Th.is effects 

economy and efficiency in pe:nnitting initial construction 

forces to be less numerous and almost completely productive 

of works in placeo 

(c) Maintenance and repair of equipment and facilities essential 

to the next experimental operationo The sooner that pro

gressive deterioration due to the unusual Atoll environment 

is arrested, the greater the economies effectedo 

(d) Lam surveys essential to the engineering design, being con

currently accomplished in the Zone of Interior. 

Phase I is a span of time rather than a scope of worko However, the 

following activities are proposed, to be accomplished in the maximum degree 

pennitted by available equipment, inter-island transportation, and weather. 

1. Establish resident engineer at site. 

2. Grading of Engebi, Aomon and Runi t, for radio-safety. 

3. Clear and grub Bogallua, if selected as the fourth site. 

4o Maintain air strips (weed removal, reshape and blade, roll 

and water surface). 

5o Remove condemned buildings from Eniwetok and Parry. 

6. Sustain the garrison's facilities to care for fifty guests. 

7o Insect control on Eniwetok, Parry, .Aniyaanii, Runit, Rojoa, 

Biijiri, Aomon, Engebi, Bogallua. 
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8. 

9. 

10. 

Protective coatings for present towers. 

Land survey ( tria~ation, mapping, design data). 

Cable testing. 

11. Repair and maintenance of heavy equipment and boats. 

12. Initial procurement. 

13. Causeway protection, if required. 

These items, if not completed on June JJ, 19u9, Will be added to Phase II. 

Phase II - July 1949 to December 1949. This phase initiates interim 

construction and brings personnel and stock levels to peak strength. The 

potential of the present garrison to supply subsistence, quarters, trans

portation and construction machinery Will probably be saturated by the im

position of the Phase I load upon their self-support and security patrol 

obligations. It is believed desirable that Phase II be characterized by a 

self-sustaining construction force. Initial arrivals will, therefore, be of 

the building trades who would erect a construction camp. For reasons dis

cussed in Section III and under "Gonstruction Camp" in this section, this 

would be on Parry Island. As facilities are expanded, personnel of various 

classifications will expand progressively to full peak. Phase II is defined 

as the total scope of interim construction, characterized by maintenance arrl 

repair of existing facilities and installation of new facilities arrl supplies 

necessary to sustain and utilize large numbers of people in the field. Such 

construction is distinguished from that pertaining directly to the experi

mental function of the proving ground. The scope of work outlined below 

will, therefore, by definition be Phase II regardless of the estimated time 

of commencing Phase III: 

1. Maintenance of Eniwetok garrison utilities arrl transportation. 

2. Build construction camp on Parry Isla.n:i with self-contained 

utilities. 
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30 Rebuild piers on Eniwetok, Parry, Runit, Aomon, Engebi, and 

re-open approach channels o 

4o Build pier and shoot channel, Bogallua, if fourth site is to 

be used. 

So Open quarrieso 

60 Cable landing protection. 

7. Temporary inter-island communication (existing cable, except 

add line to Bogallua)o 

80 Start procuremento 

9o Transportation of material and construction workers. 

Phase III - December 1949 to December 19$0. Phase III will include some 

items which are recurring in other phases, such as procurement, but, in gen

eral, will be that period of peak activity during which installations which 

characterize the Atoll as a proving ground are designed and constructed. The 

completion date is estimated to be the end of 1950; however, it is recom

mended that functions outlined below not be completely demobilized until the 

date of the first experiment, to assure that late changes and emergency in

stallation requirements are met adequatelyo The end of Phase III will, 

therefore, be the completion of all permanent and semi-permanent facilities 

requiredo 

lo Complete temporary type 150-man camp, on Bogallua, Engebi, 

Rojoa, and Runito (Utilities and temporary power, concrete 

slabs) .. 

2o Causeway, Biijiri to Rojoa .. 

3o Set up crusher, batch plant, paving mix machine. 

L. Cable laying. 

5. Tower erection. 
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6. Rehabilitate warehouse space, Parry. 

7 o Penn anent utilities. 

8. Permanent Reefe:r planto 

9. Airstrip sub-base and pavingo 

10. Shipping total bill of materials .. 

11. Concrete construction arrl permanent buildings. 

12.. Purchase of boats and vehicles for operating phase. 

130 Communication facilities. 

14.. Paving of roads arrl areas. 

Phase IV - July 1949 to March 1951.. This period is defined as the operat

ing phase. It is concurrent with construction and with scientific experiments 

and weapons testing. The scope is discussed in detail urrler Section VI. 

Phase V - April J.951 to January 1952. This period will be defined as the 

roll-upo It will begin with the conclusion of a testing program, secure the 

area, arrl extend through the period of quiescence, as necessary. It Will be 

discussed in detail umer Section VII., 

Tentative construction progress schedules for Phase~ I, II and III are 

shown on Plates 69 and 70, and manpower requirements are shown on Plate 71. 

OPERATIONS SUPPORTING CONSTRUCTION: 

Decontamination of Ordnance. At some period prior to Phase II of con

struction, at 'Which time it will be necessary to open quarries, particularly 

on the north end of Engebi Islam, it is recommended that a decontamination 

survey be made for the purpose of locating and removing anti-personnel mines 

which are urrlerstood to have been planted there during Japanese occupation of 

Engebi Islando It is believed that a n\llllber·of such mines have been already 
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removed but it is possible that not all hazards to personnel have been 

eliminated, and a sweep of this area should be accomplished inasmuch as in

tense activity will follow here, both with heavy equipment and personnel. 

Grading to Reduce Radioactivity. The grading to be accomplished during 

Phase I should 1Je one of the earliest and most intensive operations, to the 

extent required to reduce the radio activity at sites of f onner bomb detona

tion and to the de~ree that construction personnel may work in the areas 

without absorbing more than a tolerance dose in one day of work. This in

volves removal of scrap metal and stubs of former tower legs by submergence 

in deep sea watero 'Ihis would be followed by scraping the top surface of 

soil in the radius aroun:i former tower location where intensity is greatest, 

arrl depositing this material at the edge of the shot island. Following this, 

the crater areas would be graded by the process of filling w:i. th uncontami

nated material borrowed from the more remote en:l.s of shot island.so The 

degree of grading would be sufficient to bring the craters to near their 

original contour and adding such additional cover as is necessary to provide 

radioactive screening. Earth movements would be made only under conditions 

of wet soil - this may involve sprinkling or sprayirg with salt water pmnped 

out of the lagoon during these grading operat:ons. 

Plantingo During Phase I, considering that a period of two years will 

intervene before tests ~e ccnducted, it is recommended that a program of 

planting, consistent with reasonable economy, should be conducted, designed 

to provide additional shade housing areas, and to provide ground stabiliza

tion on shot islands. 

Testing of Electrical Cables. Urrler 11 Control an:i Signal Cables" in 

Section IV of this Report, the testing of existing cables is discussed. In 
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those cases where it is determined that existing cables now in place may be 

incorporated into the future work, means will be taken to protect them at the 

island lan:iings against future deteriorationo During Phase I, a trench will 

be dug from the termination of the good section of cable to some distance be

low low water line so that cables can be consolidated and moved into one 

trench, backfilled, located by survey and protected with adequate warning signs• 

Other usable cable now on the Atoll either in reels or installed underground 

but not in use will be recovered, moved into storage arrl suitably protected 

for future useo 

Purchasing Cri teriao Since labor will be hired in and transported from 

the States, the cost of transportation and sustenance in the field must logi

cally be added to wage cost for labor. It follows that the producti. ve accom

plishment of labor at the project site will alwa;ys result in high er unit costs 

than the same effort by the same labor in the continental United States.. For 

this reason, we recornmerd that every possible consideration be given to mate

rials and supplies as completely fabricated before shipment as practicable, 

so that the cost of installation may be held to a minimum. It is realized 

that this will require a rrruch closer control over delivery dates and shipment 

so that complete uni.ts or advance parts may be sent at the proper time. If 

the facilities are to be locally constructed out of a lumber pile, there 

should be fewer delays waiting for missing pieces of equipment.. On the other 

hand, a marked cost economy will be gained by prefabrication and the main 

objection can be overcome by careful planning and checking of supplies de

livered. 

Tm.s procedure is recommended, and to make it function properly, it 

will be necessary to set up a warehouse, arrl competent material checkers and 
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expediters at the port of embarkation to insure proper packaging and complete

ness of uni tso 

As a corollary of this, consideration must be given to selection of 

parts and materials as light in weight as possible. Ordinarily, lightweight 

materials are more expensive in first cost, but this first cost is offset by 

reduction of overseas transportation charges, and by reduction of labor cost 

in unloading and hand.ling at the siteo The extent to which this policy is 

followed must be a matter of special consideration of each individual type 

or piece of equipmento Also, in general, equipment shipped assembled, should 

be unitized and be kept as light as consistent with economy, taking into con

sideration difficulties of handling and cost of assembly at the siteo 

Packaging shou:W. be designed for low breakage, even at s.ome cost pre

miumo Cement, for example, should be boxed as well as bagged. 

Any items required protective coating should be given base treatment 

in the Zone of Interioro 

To effect economies, where practical arrl feasible, it is recommended 

that equipment, supplies and material be obtained from the National Mill tary 

Establishment. It is recommended that procurement be the responsbility of 

the A-E, and that he be authorized to procure through other sourc.es when in 

his opinion procurement from the Mill tary Establishment is not feasible or 

practicalo 

>Warehouse and Stock Controlo After preparation of design drawings in 

the Zone of Interior, the design organization should make a take-off of mate

rials and prepare requisitions o '.lb.ere should be in ad.di ti on a requisi ti. on 

section under the Engineering Department at the site. This section to pre

pare requisitions for those materials which will not be incorporated into 

the work, but which will be necessary for the construction, such as fonn 
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lumber, material for plant, camp sup'.Jlies, and similar i teznse These requi

sitions would then be turned over to the warehouse department so that they 

may prepare cards for each item of materialo When material is then received, 

it will be inventoried arrl recorded on these card.so When w:i. thdrawn from the 

warehouse, a request will be submitted by the section which is to use the 

materials and this will also be recorded on the card so that at any time 

there is a complete and running record of material available for future usee 

'!he material which is to be installed or used on the work, the material re

ceived, and the material withdrawn will thus talJ..y reasonably close, the 

variation being loss, breakage, etco This system may be keyed into cost con

trol, also, for current data on the relationship between budget funds, and 

expenditures obligatedo 

It is anticipated that all material will be stored on Parry Island ad

jacent to the construction camp; and in an area fenced off from all other 

activitieso Under a warehouse superintendent, this will be received from 

the stevedore gangas, sorted and stored either under cover or in outdoor 

hardstands as required. 'I'h.e warehouse superintendent, urrler the aontrol of 

the Service Manager, will be responsible for receiving, issuing and account

ing for all materials, supplies and equipment which are received on the work. 

Cost Accountingo Direct labor and material costs should be segregated 

and applied to major i tezns of project breakdowno To this should be added 

subsidiary controls am records, so that cornmi tments for expenditure may be 

compared with budget estimates on a current basis, a.n1 basic unit costs 'Will 

be derived for forecasting accomplishment of work in place and closely esti

mating cost aspects of reduced or increased work scopeo 

Safety Programo An active safety program is advisable not only to re

duce p~ents for time lost due to accidents and for disability but also to 
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reduce the disruption to the work schedule always incidental to accidents. 

'lhe contractor should constantly publicize safetyo 

Al.so of importance is protection against contamination in the early 

phases of construction and of the roll-up period. The hazard is proposed to 

be eliminated by grading operations in shot tower areas, as previously de

scribed. While the ha~ard exists, however, it is proposed to so organize the 

work schedule, and the disposition of men, so that careful compliance is 

achieved with rad.safe directives of the Laboratory, and such monitors as it 

may assign to the worko 

Local Transportationo In general, transportation will be by water with 

a lesser amount on land. With few exceptions, all transportation will be 

pooled for general use so that such i terns can be used with maximum efficiency 

and filled to maximwn loado Certain scheduled boat runs to service outlying 

work must be established when such work is in progresso Whenever a group of 

men is working in an area where no transportation is available, provision 

must be made so that emergency boats can be available on short notice. Umer 

this system, all transportation will be held under control of a superintendent 

of transportation and will be kept in the boat or motor pool when not in use. 

It is also advisable to assign operators to specific pieces of equipment and 

vehicles, and, in so far as possible, to pennit such pieces of equipment to 

be operated at all times by the same personnel, so that they can be held 

responsible for routine maintenanceo The normal exception to such a rule is 

that certain motor vehicles are assigned to individuals. 

Unloading Ships. The problem of stevedoring at the Atoll will be one 

which presents itself only on occasions, and the amount of work at each 
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occasion will vary considerablyo It is not anticipated that arzy- personnel 

should be employed specifically for this purposeo Deperrlent upon the cargos 

involved, it will be necessary to divert certain crews from other duties 

when a ship arrives am. assign them to the work of unloadingo 

It is not economical to construct piers at the Atoll for the purpose of 

unloading freighterso Such piers would be of considerable length ani size 

and their cost would be excessive for the purpose accomplished. It is an

ticipated that incoming ships will anchor off-shore in the lagoon and be 

unloaded by lightero To the extent that truc~s or flat bed trailers and 

LCMs are available, these should be used so that the ship cargo band.ling 

equipment can spot the cargo directly on a vehicle in the hold of an LCM. 

Deperrling upon specific conditions encountered with any cargo, other expe

dients for efficient unloading may be improvised from time to time. 

Communicationso Most of the construction will be handled on the islands 

of Parry and Eniwetok, so it will be a:ivisable to run regular boat service. 

Supplanenting this, some field telephone service must be established between 

field activities and base islandso Present control cables could be used for 

this purposeo This will require a PBX and a telephone operator in the con

struction camp supplemented with branch telephone lineso To some extent at 

all times and certainly when construction activities begin in a major way on 

the shot islands 9 these islands must be served by some reliable communication 

for efficient operation and in case of eni:irgencies. While work is in prog

ress, and LCM in addition to freight carriers should be in regular operation 

calling on schedule at each of the outlying islands.. This LCM can carry 

daily supplies of food, mail, motion picture film, construction material, 

and personnel and can also furnish periodically, such services as store fa

cilities, barber shop, etco It also will be ad.vis able to furnish regular 

service by L-5 plane daily for visits of supervisory personnel and for 
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priority and classified communications. It is anticipated that such service 

will take care of all routine communications necessary with the outside 

islands. It is also reconunended that two-way radio be installed for use in 

cases of emergency. It is realized that such a system will be subject to 

message interception by outside agencies; however, since it is to be used 

for emergency only it is not considered that any messages of a classified 

nature need be transmitted over such a system. 

SURVEYS: 

General. The proposed permanent horizontal and vertical control and 

scope of field work to be performed in connection with the design of the 

facilities and the first phase of construction have been described in 

Section IV. 

Construction Surveys. The field work necessary for construction will 

include the following operations and will, in general, consist of giving 

alignment and grade sufficient for efficient construction operations. 

(a) Grading of areas, establish limits of ~eas and provide grade 

stakes as required.. 

(b) Roads and pavement. Stakes Will be set for alignment and 

sufficient grades established to control grading and surf acing. 

(c) Layout of buildings, docks, towers and causeway. In general, 

layout will consist of offset stakes at corners and elevations 

where required. 

(d) Utilities. Alignment stakes will be set on offset lines and 

grades established as required.. 

(e) Submarine cable laying. Will be controlled by tying in the 

cable as laid by intersection of simultaneous observed angles 

from traverse stations ashore. 
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(f) Gamma building tilt. Alignment and grade as required will be 

given for orientation of these buildings. 

(g) Alignment of special buildings, towers, etco during construc

tion may be required to obtain accurate an:l efficient comple

tion to specificationso 

(h) Checking of concrete forms in place before the pour will be 

made where requested by the Inspectors to assure satisfactory 

constructiono 

The Survey Forces w.ill be available at all times to assist in efficient 

construction operationso 

Secon:iary and Construction Controlso Secon:lary control will be estab

lished where required by breakdown from the primary triangulation net. In 

general, this will consist of recovering the instrumentation lines used in 

the previous experiments on Engebi, Aomon and Runi t Islands, and establish

ing new instrumentation lines on Bogallua Islando These lines will be tied 

to the primary control scheme and their posi ti.ons accurately calculatedo 

Additional traverses w.i.11 be added where required by design. 

Construction controls will consist of traverses an:l bench marks in the 

proposed construction areas. They will be located where advantageous to 

layout of construction, and will be mainly local controls that can be tied 

to the overall system if desirableo 

With the primary control network established as proposed, secondary 

control can be added at any point within the Eastern portion of the Atoll to 

meet changes in project requirementso 

Survey Records. Pennanent records will be kept of all control surveys 

an:i layout of constructiono From these records, "As-Built" drawings may be 

made at completion of the construction programo 
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Referencing of Controls. It is recommended that vertical and horizontal 

control on shot islands installations will be carried to reference points of 

sufficient stability that future re-observation of shot islaods will indicate 

gross blast effects o 

Personnel Required. 'l'h.e anticipated maximum of survey personnel would 

be three full parties at peak of construction.. If construction controls are 

established before start of construction, one party should be able to handle 

all surveys through Phase II; and this party plus two additional parties,, all 

anticipated surveys in Phase ITI. This would mean one party throughout the 

period of construction where any layout is required,, plus two parties for 

approximately six months at the peak. 

The schedule assumes that a program of expanded construction is adopted 

extending thoughout the next two years in an orderly series of operations, 

island by island. Low manpower estimates are in line w.i. th the most economi~ 

cal concept of the px-oject. Any telescoping of the time schedule Will revise 

manpower requirements. 

CONSTRUCTION PLANT AND MATERIAL: 

General Policy. At this stage, it must be recognized that any comments 

on construction plantand material must be considered only in a general way 

until detailed design has progressed to such an extent that a more definite 

determination of the requirements can be ascertained. However, certain 

general policies can be stated as follows: 

Mobility. As previously mentioned, the work is separated into small 

units at several different locations and the principal means of transporta

tion is by water~ Consequently, it follows that construction equipment and 

to a certain extent plant, should be designed for mobility, arrl should be 

carefully selected for transportation in the craft available for use. This 
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would be a factor working against the selection of large and heavy equipment 

even if its operation in any one place would be more efficient. 

Salvage0 Several types of equipment such as grading equipment, cable 

laying barge~ asphalt plant (if purchaaed), and other construction equipment 

will not be used long enough to be completely depreciated due to wear alone. 

Consequently, salvage value must be given consideration in all purchases. 

Floating Equipmento Since water is the principal means of transporta

tion and since most of the facilities are reasonably close to the shoreline, 

consideration should be given to setting up plant on barges or other craft 

to a greater extent than would nonnally be considered feasible. 

Aggregatea .Aggregate for concrete can either be imported, ready crushed, 

or can be produced from coral at the siteo The principal disadvantages of 

using local coral are as follows: 

Coral aggregate produces a concrete which does not have the resistance 

to wear and weathering that concrete made with hard rock aggregate does. In 

view of the limited life of this project, this is not an important considera

tiono 

Coral aggregate has a tendency to crush to the size at which the rollers 

are set, and to dusto '!'he result of this is that additional rollers must be 

provided, set at four or five different sizes, rather than the two which can 

be effective for crushing hard rocko Experience with coral is that the gra

dation of aggregate is not too satisfactory, although it is workable. In 

addition, there will be a large percentage of fineso It is realized that a 

certain amount of these will be blown away by the win:l, but there 'Will still 

remain too large a percentage of inert finer material, which will require a 

richer cement mixture than normally is considered economicalo With a volume 
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of concrete to be placed, this richer mixture will probably be more economical 

than installation of washing equipment to remove the fines. These fines may 

also be used to improve paving mixes o 

With a limited amount of aggregate required on this project, the cost of 

purchase and erection of crushing equipment will be proportionately high. 

However, this will be reduced considerably because this plant can also be 

used for production of aggregate for asph~t surfacingo 

The advantage of coral aggregate then is only economy. It is recommended 

that coral aggregate be produced locally for use in concrete, ta the extent 

design strength requirements are met. 

Quarry and Concrete Plarrto Aggregate which is readily available at the 

southern end of the Atoll is of a poor quality compared to that available on 

Engebio On the other hand, requirements for concrete on Eniwetok and Parry 

perm.it a grade of concrete lower than the requirements for the shot islands. 

On Eniwetok and Parry, substantially all of the concrete will be for use in 

slabs un:ier buildings; and consequently, it is recommended that a quarry on 

Parry be opened up early for the production of concrete for this purpose. 

Aggregate requirements will be in the general order of ten to twenty-five 

tons per hour and portable crushing equipment of this capacity is readily 

available. Consequently, it is proposed first to install ashore on Parry a 

portable rock-crushing plant with a maximum capacity of about twenty-five 

tons per hour which will produce the quantity of aggregate for concrete work 

on Parry and Eniwetok. Aggregate Will be stockpiled, separated by coarse and 

fine directly from the plant. On the far side of the stock pile conveyors 

vti.11 be installed in each pile of aggregate so that the material ma;r be 

raised to elevated bins, having a capacity of approximately one day's con

creting operatiop. From these bins, material will be batched into a battery 
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of two one-cubic-yard mixers. Normally, one mixer will be sufficient to carry 

on concreting operationa The second mixer will be installed to take care of 

peak loads and to serve as a standby in case of breakdown. Material will be 

hauled from this plant to the various slabs on Parry Island, using two 

two-cubic-yard trucks. It will be necessary that the trucks be provided with 

an agitator to prevent segregation during deliverya Transit-mix trucks have 

been considered but are not yet finnly recommerrled because their cost relative 

to capacity is usually high for short hauls, and the amount of concrete work 

now involved is not believed sufficient to justify equipment of this type, 

particularly since it must be moved over soft areas of ground in many cases 

to get to the site where concre,te is to be placed. 

It would be more economical to leave the quarry, the crushing plant and 

the concrete mixing plant on Parry even during placing operations on Eniwetok. 

The distance involved is only three miles so that the agitating trucks may be 

loaded up at the plant on Parry, transferred to an LCM or other craft and 

moved directly to Eniwetok, with probably a delay of no greater than one hour 

between mixing arrl placingo For operations on the shot islands, 'Which are 

later on the time schedule, we recommend that the Parry quarry be abandoned 

and the crushing plant dismantled and moved to the quarry site on Engebi, 

which contains a higher quality of coral. In this case, large quantities 

will be placed on several different islarrls, so consequently, it is proposed 

to equip one LSM with elevated aggregate hoppers in one end, feeding by 

gravity into a one-yard mixer a This equipment will be pla. ced as far aft as 

possible so that the ship may beach at the shore of the various islands and 

charge the agitating concrete trucks directly aboard the ship. In this case, 

it is anticipated that the LSM will .return to the quarry at periodic intervals 

depending upon the distances involved, to reload with additional quantities 

of aggregate and cement.. 
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As outlined above, using a land base plant in the early stage of the 

operation and using the floating plant in the later stage would be the most 

economical method by which aggregate may be produced and concrete mixed and 

transported to the site of the worlc. It also gives the additional advantage 

that a softer rock may be handled in the early stage of the operation where 

the requirements of concrete are not as rigorous as they are in the later 

period. 

Concrete Control. Experience has indicated that coral as an aggregate 

is subject to extensive variations and rapid changes. For instance, percent

age of dust in the coarse aggregate stock pile may vary from five to twenty 

percent.. This dust is produced by the rubbing together of particles of aggre

gate and consequently will vary, depending upon the length of time that mate

rial has been in the stock pile and the amount of work that has been done in 

leveling it out to prevent segregation. The dust naturally will cause a 

marked variation in strength of the concrete. In addi ti.on, coral in the natural 

quarry varies in hardness from place to place arrl consequently the final mate

rial may have sharp variations in gradation and particularly in the amount of 

fines.. It has been noted that these variations will be sufficient, sometimes 

almost hourly, to cause a considerable change in the ultimate strength of the 

concrete.. Concrete cylinders broken in twenty-eight days at Okinawa indicate 

a variation in strength from sixteen hundred pounds to forty-five hundred 

pounds per square inch. This variation in strength was due to a combination 

of many circumstances, but most of the conditions were the result of the nor

mal variations in coral aggregate, including varying moisture content .. 

Consequently, we recommend that some fonn of laboratory concrete control 

be established in the .field for this operation.. Laboratory at the batch plant 

should be equipped to make sieve analysis and analysis of moisture content, 
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which vary sharply from time to timeo Supplementing this, some sort of 

strength test should be madeo With the limited amount of structural concrete 

involved, we do not believe that it would be economical to purchase and de

liver to the site a standard cylinder breaking machine. However, a beam ma

chine is comparatively light and ine~ensive, and should be installed at the 

site of the work. Supplementing breaking of beams (which will give a fair 

ind.:i,cation of strength of concrete), it is proposed to cast standard cylinders 

and forward these to a testing agency as discussed umer Subcontracts. Ad

justment can be thus readily made in the field to the design mix, to assure 

uniform results. 

Testing Agency. Certain testing will be required of samples sent in 

from the field, particularly aggregate, sand, concrete cylinders, etco The 

closest physical laboratory available to Eniwetok is the Corps of Engineers 

establishment at Honolulu. Also, there is a C of E laboratory in the Los 

Angeles district. In so far as these government facilities are available, 

and they are equipped to handle specific types of testing, it would be advisa

ble to use them to the greatest extent possibleo However, it is realized 

that there will be times when they are rushed and so unable to make the tests, 

or there may be i terns which they are not equipped to handle. Consequently, 

it is suggested that contractual authority to have a private testing agency 

or agencies supplement services available from the C of E. 

Asphalt Plant. In order to provide the maximum amount of flexibility in 

the use of paving equipment, it is proposed that a continuous mix type of 

plant be used, and that the mixer be adaptable to use as either a traveling 

mixer for producing road-mix, or in a central plant in which a single aggre

gate is dried, heated am mixed. The central plant should be readily portable, 

since it will be required that it be set up on at least five different islands. 
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A plant having a capacity of from 60 to 100 tons per hour 'WOUld require a 

drier, which would be its heaviest unit, weighing approximately 21 tons. It 

is estimated that a plant of this size would require approximately 20 weeks 

to produce ·the required amount of hot-mix, including moving time, and approxi

mately 5 weeks to produce the required amount of road-mixo 

In addition to the asphalt plant, the usual equipment, including motor 

graders, bulldozers, asphalt distributor, and rollers, will be required. A 

self-propelled asphalt finishing machine is recommended for placing hot-mix. 

Trenches for Utilities. It is anticipated that most trenching for water, 

sewer and electrical utilities will be done in earth with only a small per

centage through rock. In many cases, trenches for electric cable will be 

shallow and can easily be made by a starrlard blade grader. In other cases, 

for the deep trenches, it appears that these can satisfactorily be dug by 

light excavating equipment such as Barber-Green trenching machines. In those 

places where it is unusually soft arrl tends to sluff in, it is believed that 

it is more economical to use a bacl¢loe or clam, rather than attempt to sheet 

the trenches ru:rl dig by hand. 

The trenches should be relocated in the field in so far as possible to 

avoid rock excavation, but where it is unavoidable, the rock should be exca

vated by means suitable to its hardness to depths below the elevation at 

which the utilities will be installed. Tb.is ad.di tional depth to be backfi:+-led 

with sand to give even bearing for the pipe or cable. All trenches to be 

backfilled by hand until the lines have been covered, after which trenches 

may be filled with a caterpillar tractor or by other similar means. 

Base S}lops. Certain base shops must be maintained for the prosecution 

of the work. In general, the following will probably be needed, although this 
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is not necessarily complete: heavy equipment repair shops, motor vehicle 

·repair, boat repair, machinell electrical, plumbing and sheet metal, and paint 

shopso Work iri these shops will be limited in extent, so economy of person

nel a:rrl equipment dictates that they all be located in one area adjacent to 

the construction campo This will penn.i t greater specialization, and all work 

done can be transported to the site as comple·te uni ts. It w.i.11 be the duty 

of these repair shops to maintain and repair all parts and equipment and to 

continue fabrication to the greatest feasible extent before incorporation 

into the worko 

ORGANIZATION, PERSONNEL AND EMPLOYMENT: 

Generalo The undertaking of the Project outlined in this Report re

quires a well-qualified staff, organized along clearly defined functional 

lines of coordinated responsibility and delegated authority, u:rrler the direct 

supervision of the Resident Engineero 

Organizationo The Field Engineering Division should prepare the plans 

for a Construction Plant; provide schedules of materials required., arrl CC!lll

pile all reports associated with the progress of the construction work. This 

Division should be relied upon for guidi~ the construct.ion efforts, inter

preting plans, and to insure that the quality of the end results is in 

accordance with the established standard.so 

The Construction Division to uzrlertake the actual building work by the 

direction and supervision of workers, ani subcontract work, in accordance 

with the plans, specifications, etco, promulgated through the office of the 

Resident Engineer. 

The Service Division to organize and direct all camp operations or fa

cilities nonnally required on a Project of this type. 
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The Office an::i Fiscal Division to carry out its functions as a separate 

unit of service to, the field organization, but, concurrently be responsible 

to the Home Office of the Contractor for the administration of basic policies 

of fiscal procedures and controlo 

The Resident Engineer should coordinate, supervise, and be responsible 

for the work of the foregoing Di visions; to act as chainnan of regularly-held 

Staff Meetings, and to administer certain duties such as liaison with other 

agencies, confidential reports to the Home Office; etco 

Wageso In overseas employmerrt, it is extremely important, from the 

economic-efficiency angle, to hire workers who are well qualified to give 

maximum productiono Hence, it is sound policy to offer equitable arrl com

petitive wages and salaries in order to secure the most efficient producerso 

To accomplish this purpose, particularly when employment is at a full

time peak in the :qiainland, gqod salaries and appropriate incentives should be 

offered to irrluce workers to leave the security of homeland conditions for 

overseas worko 

In a recent study made of basic wage ani employment conditions in the 

Western Ocean Division of the Army, and on private foreign contracts, it has 

been clearly demonstrated that good wages arrl salaries and incentives are 

necessary for good work, ins.xi.mum hours of production, and, at the same time, 

cope with the mainland prevailing full-time employment peak and high wage 

stand.ardso 

Because of the foregoing conditions, recruitment of qualified workers 

may be required from all parts of the continental United States and its ter

ri torieso 

Work Weeko In overseas work, as distinct from homeland occupations, it 

is recognized that maximum economy dictates that the work week should be set 
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at the maximum possible, without undue loss of efficiency. Therefore, it is 

recommended that a regular straight-time work week of 48 hour8 be established, 

'wi. th provision for overtime pay of time and one-half, and/or differential 

rates, for time worked over 48 hours per week, if arrl as required by the 

Managemento 

This recommendation is in comparative line with the Army-Navy basic 40-

hour wage and salary scales, prevailing in the Pacific area, and with the 40-

hour wage rates prevailing on the West Coast, except for the added bonus in

centi.. ve recommended to meet competitive con:li tions, and for the satisf~ctory 

completion of the employment agreements. 

Employment .Agreement. Fonnal type of Elllploymen.t agreement is considered 

necessary for both manual and non-manual workers, for the following reasons: 

(a) The te:rm should be for 12 months, subject to termination by 

the employer at any time, if the employee's services are not 

necessary. 

(b) To afford protection against hastily considered resignations, 

Which become costly due to replacements, and also cause the 

employee to forfeit his privileges of return transportation 

an:i contract completion incentives. 

(c) Based on a study of other contractors• overseas operations, 

the form of Employment-Agreement should be generally in 

accordance with the established tenns and conditions,.used 

for CPFF un:ler the Western Ocean Division of the A:rmy, and 

current contracts offered by private contractors. 

Female Personnelo Employment of female personnel in certain non-manual 

classifications is advisable, despite rough living conditions, and the moral 

problem involvedo This is ample precedent for this recommendation; such 
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positions as telephone operator, stenographer, nurse, etco, can be filled by 

males, but the class available is definitely limited and inferioro In addi-

tion, many men available for manual or non-manual employment have wives, most 

of whom are qualified for certain non-manual office duties, provided they are 

afforded proper living quarterso 

Other Categorieso There are other categories of employment, such as 

janitors, messengers, kitchen help, laundry workers, etco, which should be 

recruited in the Pacific Islands area, rather than from the mainland, because 

of the high cost of employment, compared to the value of their worko 

Screen:i.ngo All prospective employees should be carefully reviewed and 

screened for ability and persona.+ qualificationso It will also be necessary 

to have all personnel take physical examinations, inoculations arrl Security 

Clearances, as may be directed by the Commissiono 

Contracts. The foregoing principal conditions of organization, person-

nel, employment, etco, as recommended., and many other details of procedures 

and requirements should be carefully studied and incorporated in contracts 

to be executed with both the Contractor, its subcontractors, and their re-

spective employee employment agreements. 

SUBCONTRACTS: 

General Principleso Various parts or sections of the work may be 
; 

awarded to subcontractors for certain special reasonso The practice of 

awarding such subcontracts is not only common, but universal on any piece of 

construction work which is extensive in its natureo Under present circum-

stances, there are several conditions which would justify this procedure: 

To employ special management skills and method.so 
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To effect hire of special skilled personnel for short time 
work i.men such personnel is not available for hire on the 
open marketo 

To avoid difficulties of operating with certain trade groups 
or unionso 

To acquire the use of specialized equipment for a specific 
operation when purchase or rental of such equipment is not 
economically justifiedo 

The principal disadvantage of awarding a subcontract is that each sub-

contractor must be paid a profit or feeo It is recommended that the contrac-

tor be authorized to negotiate subcontracts, when in his opinion there is 

adequate and demonstrable justification therefor. Lump-sum contracts are 

preferable but not always acceptable in offshore areas, where uncertainties 

are nu.me rous o 

A finn list of proposed subcontracts is not attempted because the best 

interests of the job can be served only by deciding after preliminary nego-

tiation w.i. th subcontractors available at the time requiredo The lists fol-

lowing are examples of possibilities of such services. 

Conditions. It would seem advisable that certain standard conditions 

aPPlicable to all subcontractors be established and adhered to in so far as 

possibleo Suggested conditions are as follows: 

The prime contract wage scale and employment agreement shall 
be used un;Less otherwise approved. 

To the maximum extent feasible, available personnel at the job
si te shall be employed by the subcontractor, and subcontrac
tors personnel generally will be available for assignment to 
other phases of the work, provided their year of service has 
not been completed and provided that their services are not 
immediately required by the subcontractor for other worko 

To the maximum extent possible, the subcontractor will use 
prime contractor's personnel at the site for general overhead 
services such as stenographic, payroll, warehousing, etco 

All subcontractor personnel will live and mess in the construc
tion camp w.i. thout special privilegeso 
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Subcontract Unitso Within the framework above outlined, certain phases 

of the work may or may not be subcontractedo It is not intended that the fol

lowing list be complete, but it is included as a framework for discussion of 

the principles and policies governing award of subcontractso 

Overseas Air Transportation. The military air lift, being free issue 

to this project, should be used to the extent available and feasible. The 

possibility of conunercial air lift is mentioned as an alternative or a sup

plemento Frequently, such air lift of personnel is more economical than 

surface transportation, when the time of transit by ship is converted to the 

double penalty of non-productive wages in route, and loss of world..ng time at 

the siteo The demand on air lift would, therefore, be considerable. Also, 

by the nature of the construction schedule, large passenger lists, suitable 

for surface passage, would require considerable standby pay during its 

accumulationo 

Commercial air lines now pass through Wakeo Also, at lease one contract 

carrier, unscheduled, is operating at various trans-Pacific pointso Such 

connections are considered feasibleo 

Ocean Transportation. In the degree that military transport is free 

issue, arrl to the extent its facilities can adequately perform this function, 

such government resources should be used. It is possible, however, that con

struction and supporting supplies will be in p~t transported from the main

land to the Atoll by private-owned bottomso 'Iherefore, it appears logical 

to consider the awarding of a subcontract to some shipping agency which will 

handle stevedoring in the United States, arrl transportation by water to the 

Atollo Obviously, direct purchase and operation of a freighter carrying only a 

small percent of capacity outbound and nothing inbound, cannot be considered 

economicalo As an alternate, there are several freight lines operating 
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regularly between here and the Orient, with many of the ships passing close 

to Eniwetok; and some of these lines carry refrigerated cargo as well as bulk 

cargo. Loads on the various lines and on the various ships of any line will 

vary widely from time to timeo Such variations in load creates fluctuation 

in the incentive tonnage but it may be estimated as in the range of a thou

sand tons. Tariffs vary with types of cargo for shipping on a tonnage basis 

but fo1· estimating purposes might be considered as $35 per 2000 pounds or 40 

cub1.c feet for tractors, fabricated structual shapes, cable, and the likeo 

An alternate might be trans-shipment from a scheduled stop such as Guam, 

or possibly Kwajalein, and mill tary I.ST to Eniwetok. In any case, lighterage 

and stevedoring would be necessary at the Atoll. 

Overseas Transportation of Men and 'lhings •. Advantages of Military Trans

port are: 

(a) Costs are urrlerstood to be free issue to this project. 

(b) Security is controlled as to freight and personnel destination. 

(c) Small shipments could be made without tonnage incentive. 

(d) Logistic support of the Eniwetok garrison requires military 

transport in any case. 

Advantages of commercial transport are: 

(a) Control of sequence of items from warehouse to ship. 

(b) Designation of one, convenient port of embarkation. 

(c) Space commitments are firm and not subject to priority dis

placement or delay. 

(d) Routes are unifonn and time in transit predictable. 

(e) Free access to pier-side transit sheds for control of con

venient and orderly loading. 

(f) Recourse is had for loss, damage or pilferage. 
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(g) Time distribution and integrity of delivery of refrigerated 

cargo is more f avorableo 

Recommendationso It is recommended that both military am commercial 

facilities, by sea and air, be made available to the contractor during the 

construction period, to be used variously or together, as conditions at the 

time directo It is recommended that the contractor be given by direction 

expeditious military channels for transportation requests, and this project 

be given the highest practicable priorityo 

Testing and Inspectiono Dependent upon materials used in the design of 

the facilities and upon the location of the plants where these materials are 

to be fabricated, it may be necessary to do a certain amount of factory in

spection and testing in the United Stateso Tb.ere are inspection and testing 

agencies which specialize in this type of work on a large scale and nationally. 

The advantage of awarding a subcontract for this work is thf-t an hour or so 

inspection daily may be adequate for certain processes, and the agency may 

have an Inspector permanently at that factory for other assigmnentso In 

ad.di tion to this, certain physical laboratory test of material such as coral 

aggregate, concrete, water or other materials will be required, and periodic 

testing by a laboratory already staffed and equipped is advisableo 

Construction Camp Operation. It is possible to award a subcontract 

which will cover a large number of the functions involved in the messing, 

shops, stores, laundry, etc. in the construction camp. This unit could in

clude U.So purchasing of food an:i housi~ supplies, operation of the camp at 

the job site, supervision and operation of dining halls, routine handling of 

matters in connection with housekeeping and recreationo An economic study of 

this matter should be made at the time of the requirement to properly evaluate 

a recommendation. 
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Submarine Cable am Electrical Worko Laying of submarine cable and par

ticularly making splicing (which presently appears must be made in the field) 

is an operation requiring specially qualified personnelo Our investigation 

of these operations to date indicates that knowledge of submarine cable laying 

and splicing is limited to a few concerns. The splicing of this cable, which 

must be done from noating plant, is extremely important because it will be 

placed under water where failures or breakages are difficult and expensive to 

correcto Personnel for making cable splices have always been very difficult 

to employ, p,articularly on overseas work. It might be advantageous to sub

contract the proper type of floating equipment and personnel to undertake 

this work. 

'!he actual operation of layi~ cable will be limited to a fairly short 

period of time, and it might be advisable to use the same personnel on other 

worko The work most nearly associated with cable laying and work which. also 

requires specializeP. personnel, is the installation of high voltage electri

cal work up to and including installation of step-down transformers. . To a 

certain extent, the mechanics used on the submarine laying and splicing opera

tions Will also be qualified to do high voltage electrical work. Consequent

ly, this could be added to the same subcontracto 

Tower Erectiono '.Ihe construction program includes four ·300 1 steel tow

ers which weigh something over So tons eacho Erection of these towers .repre

sents certain special problems. High steel workers are engaged in a trade 

distinct from other trades. They ordinarily operate only for specialized 

erection, so that it would be impossible to use them efficiently in other 

categories and it would be equally impossible to use other trades at the site 

for the efficient erection of towers. It would also be unreasonably hazardous 

for personnel not familiar with this worko For this reason, it is recommended 
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that a separate subcontract be awarded to cover the erection of steel towers. 

This might be an extension of the contract for tower fabrication, especially 

since the fabricator will be required to test erect one tower in this country 

to demonstrate proper fabrication. In addition to erection of these towers, 

the work may include similar work such as water tanks or photo towers, an:i 

all such s.lJnilar work should be included in the same subcon~ract. 

CONSTRUCTION CAMP: 

Main Camp Locationo A considerable study has been made of the best loca-

tion for a main construction camp, based upon a maximum number to be housed 

of approximately 7000 Of the construction effort, it appears that perhaps 

50% of the work to be done will be on Parry Island, with 30% on Eniwetok, and 

th13 remainder in scattered locatiom o A main camp will be the center of 

operations and will include, adjacent thereto, the principal warehousing, 

shops, equipment dumps, and repair centerso A location on Parry Island or 

Eniwetok appears to be the only possible alternative sites for thi~ camp. 

The .Parry Island site is less desirable than Eniwetok in the following features: 

(a) '!'he center of outside cdr and wire communications is located 

on Eni wetoko 

(b) The present garrison, with its existing base facilities, rec-

reation and command post, is now on Eniwetok. Separating 

construction facilities creates certain inconveniences of 

liaison and duplication of recreation and other facilities. 

(c) Certain additional boat transportation must be provided. 

(d) It is contemplated that some operation and maintenance person-
. 

nel Will have to be furnished to keep existing facilities 

functioning satisfactorily for the use of the garrison. 

On the other side of the picture, the location on Parry Island has 
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certain very definite advantages, as follows: 

(a) An actual physical separation of civilian from mill tary will 

minimize notice of differences in the conditions between the 

two groups; such as discipline, food, living quarters, hours 

of work, etco 'lhis should tend to reduce dissatisfaction 

from both parties. 

(b) '!'he construction forces· can be a self-contained unit, main

taining their own camp regulations, utilities, warehousing, 

shops, etco This is considered a very positive advantage to 

both organizations arrl will greatly simplify keeping functions 

and operations separate. 

( c) The bulk of the construction activities wi 11 be concentrated 

on Parry Island in any caseo 

(d) 'l'he·permanent camp for the Los Alamos Laboratory forces is 

proposed to be constructed on Parry Island, and there will be 

little, if any, requirement w inhabit these buildings am to 

use these facilities before completion of the construction 

worko Consequently, it would be possible to establish a 

priority of construction of the various factors in such a way 

that a large part of the permanent facilities can be used 

temporarily to house construction personnelo 

( e) Supplies delivered by ship cGl.ll be lightered to shore Wi. th 

equal ease on either island, but if Parry is used, it w.ill 

have the advantage of keepiq?; all supplies physically sepa

rated from the garrison supplieso 

For these reasons, it is recormnended that the main construction camp 

and associated facilities be constructed on Parry Islando Under this plan, 

it is believed that opportunity to operate as a separate unit will be 
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advantageous both to the efficiency 1fo the construction operations and to the 

control of the mill tary garrisono 

Outlying Camps. Some of the work on the outlyi~ islands must be carried 

on at considerable distances from the main camp, and it ~ppears logical to 

construct subsidiary camps at certain places, so that time lost by co:rranuting 

is held to a minimumo The unit cost per man of operating a second camp, par

tieularly a small one, is high, since many facilities must be duplicated& 

However, as on Parry, such camps could be converted to a permanent facilityo 

Considering this, it appears probable that some camps on the more remote work 

sites will be economicalo It would be entirely possi'ble to organize this work 

so that tents ani portable equipment. is used to the maximum extent, moving 

from island to island as the work progresses. For instance, a portable water 

distillation unit, motor generator set, and field k:i. tchen equipment can be set 

up on one island, with tents, and progressively moved as the permanent facili

ties are completedo Un:ler these circumstances, it would appear advisable to 

service each of these camps daily, with scheduled trips of a service craft 

which should carry bakery goods, possibly basic cooked foods, sales store 

services, ani other facilities which would be too incoIIVenient to provi4e for 

the short period ashore. 

Method of Construction. At the present time, there are several buildings 

on Parry Island 'Which are in sufficiently good condition to be usable. It is 

planned that at the ·beginning of construction Phase II, a crew will repair 

and remodel certain of these buildings to provide necessary housing, dining, 

office, warehousing, and similar facilities as a start toward the complete 

construction camp. In addition to this, it may be necessary to construct a 

few special buildings to be used temporarily, but this should be avoided to 

the maximum extent. It seems logical that the first effort for the basic 
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construction force would be to erect sufficient of the permanent buildings so 

that the balance of the construction camp and all of its functions can be 

housed either in the salvaged buildings or in buildings which are constructed 

for permanent useo It will be necessary in the initial unit of the camp to 

provide water and power, and it is not anticipated that the permanent equip

ment can be delivered early enough for use at this time, although it might be 

possible to make temporary installation of some equipment to be used later on 

the outlying islandso However, these utilities will be kept to a minimum, 

and will be replaced with permanent utilities at the earliest dateo Every 

effort should be made not only in buildings but al.so in the construction of 

roads and utilities, so that the units, when built, will be permanent rather 

than temporary. 

Principal disadvantages of this procedure is that the facilities con

structed for later use w.i.11 be subject to a certain amount of wear and 

tear before they are turned overo Nevertheless, the great economy involved 

in a procedure of this type will greatly out-balance the wear and tear, plus 

the cost of rehabilitation, if and when such is necessaryo This same proce

dure should be used for the outlying camps as wello 

Living Quarterso It is recommended that living quarters at the construc

tion camp be silimar in general size and appointments to those planned for 

the permanent development, varying from open donni tories for manual labor 

and single rooms for the top class of personnelo All living quarters will be 

provided with dry closets or lockers to reduce relative humidityo 

In addition to this, the separate buildings proposed for women during 

tests can be used for women employed during constructiono It is not antici

pated that housekeeping facilities will be available in any of these quarters. 

However, to permit married couples, both of whom are workers, to live in 
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donnitory rooms, might be a recruiting incentive. 

Dining Hallso The mess hall constructed for the pennanent development 

can be used for serving construction personnelo To economize on space and 

cost of service, we recommend serving cafeteria style w.i. th two (2) sittings 

per meal. 

Services. Supporting the construction camp, there must be space for a 

number of different functions. The following list is not intended to be com

plete but includes most of the facilities for which provision must be made: 

dispensary, sales store, cobbler shop, barber shop, laundry, refrigerated. 

storage, dry food storage, housing storage, mail distribution center, admin

istration office, fire station, guard headquarters, and utilities. In many 

instances, more than one of these activities can be established in the same 

building. 

Recreation. It is recognized that a comparatively small number of men 

will be employed over a period of approximately a year. There are no recrea

tional facilities on the Atoll which will be available to these people, atrl 

to maintain morale, some provisions must be made. A basic principle should 

be that the facilities constructed will represent the minimum investment cost 

with a maxi.mum benefit to the largest number of peopleo Some of these will 

be constructed for the pennanent camp and these can be built at a sufficiently 

early date so that they can be used by the construction forces. Some of the 

activities which now seem feasible are as follows: club building, possibly 

including soda fountain arrl snack bar; outdoor motion picture area, fields 

for soft ball, volley ball and horseshoes; outdoor boxing arena; game room, 

library and writing roomo 

Operation Policieso Outside of the opportunity to save money, the most 
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important circumstance affecting morale and consequently reducing the number 

of resignations is the success with which the construction camp is operatedo 

When it is considered that the difference in cost between good food and well

managed ca.mp against poorly prepared and mediocre food and a poorly operated 

camp is only a small proportion of the total cost of the work, and can be off

set rapidly by reduced efficiency arrl increased labor tum-over, it will be 

realized how important ;i. t is to maintain this operation at a high levelo 

~o Usually, in a construction or mill tary camp, the reason for de

terioration of the quality of the food served is poor preparation rather _than 

poor quality of suppll~so For this reason, we believe that competent cooks 

and chefs should be employed arrl. that diligent effort be made to keep food 

served up to high standards as well as to maintain cleanliness. Since there 

will be a fairly large number of so-called white collar personnel and female 

employees, it might seem advisable to have two (2) dining rooms; however, one 

dining room is practicable if regulations o! dress be insisted upon. It is 

believed that a natural segregation will occur without the management direct

ing physical separation of manuals and non-manuals .. 

Healtho The problem of providing for health of employees on this project 

is rather expensive an.1 difficult, and full provision cannot be made. With 

the possibility of industrial accidents and a nonnal expectation of 5% of 

illness, a dispensary and emergency hospital must be :piaintainedo This will 

require the services of a Resident Physician and several nurses or hospital 

corpsmeno With a staff of this size, most cases can be taken care of 1 even 

those requiring, emergency hospitalization, but it is anticipated that cases 

will arise where personnel must be evacuated either on an emergency or routine 

basis to adjacent bases or ships where more complete treatment can be effected. 

Supplementing a base dispensary, it will be necessary to maintain first-aid 
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stations on islands 'Where fairly large numbers of people are working remote 

from the main campo 

Medical Services. It is believed that one medical doctor should be em

ployed by the contractoro Supplies, equipment arrl nurses designated by the 

doctor should be established in the construction camp, in a dispensary. A 

hospital cannot be justifiedo 

It is recommended that the nearest military hospital be authorized to 

accept patients designated by the contractor's doctor as hospital cases or 

cases requiring surgery, and that the air forces evacuate such patients from 

Eniwetok Atoll. It is also recommended that pat:i.ents classified by the con

tractor's doctor or a military hospital as medical discharges be accepted. by 

mill tary hospital ships or planes for evacuation to the Zone of Interior. 

It is reconnnended that the nearest military hospital be authorized to 

trans.fer civilian cases from this project to a higher echelon, in the Medical 

Corps when it is deemed necessary or desirableo 

Dental Services.. It is not believed that a full-time dentist at the 

site is essential; however, the availability of dental care is absolutely 

necessaryo The following alternatives are possible: 

(a) Authorize a dentist from Kwajalein to spend a specified time, 

such as one day per week, at Eniwetok Atoll. This would, how

ever, require installation of dental facilities in the dispen

sary .. 

(b) Authorize dental cases to be flown to Kwajalein for treatment. 

This would involve considerable. loss of productive man-hours. 

(c) Employ 'a dentist, to serve in the dispensary at Parry Island 

in some dual capacity, such as laboratory technician or phanna

cist, which would justify free time employment. 
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.Alternate (c) appears to be most worlcable. 

Currencyo It is recommerrled that the garrison finance officer be author

ized to recognize civilian dollar instruments for conversion to cash for pay

roll and similar purposes, and that the A..P.Oo accept civilian money orders. 

In lieu of this, the contractor should set up a bank on Parry Island, using 

script for island exchange to minimize cash reservee 

Camp Maintenanceo Normal and routine maintenance of the camp will be 

taken care of by the camp operation crews. Where maintenance is beyond the 

scope of the ability of size of these crews, it w.i.ll be handled by the con

struction forces. 

MAINTENANCE: 

Scope. It is recognized that certain existing facilities which were used 

during the first experiments, either for technical purposes or for support of 

personnel, have deteriorated badly and those items 'Which can be repaired for 

re-use will require early maintenance. It is not anticipated that at this 

date, all such items can be mentioned, but the following tabulation includes 

a few of the more important functions o 

Buildings. The Gamma buildings should be cleaned on the outside and a 

new mastic or bituminous protective coat should be applied at an early date. 

The gaskets on the water-tight doors should be repaired and modified to pre

vent leakageo Steel buildings that can be used should be thoroughly painted. 

Buildings in dangerous condition should be dismantled. 

Utilit:i.eso The electric and water utilities on Eniwetok Island are still 

operating, but in a poor state of repairo It is anticipated that a mainte

nance force will be assigned the task of a general over-hauling, repair an:i 

maintenance of existing utilities on Eniwetoko In some cases, it is possible 
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that complete replacement of units will be necessaryo 

Towers 0 The steel towers now standing should be painted at an early date 

to prevent further corrosion and later some i terns, such as stairways which 

have deteriorated beyond repair, should be replacedo 

Navigation Aids., Certain navigation aids, markers and anchorages have 

l;>een established in the lagoono It is recommended that a survey be made of 

existing conditions and arrangements made to repq.i.T or replace all buoys, 

lights, moorings, and other aids to navigation that are necessary for satis

factory operation to the extent this function is not now the mission of a 

military agency. 

CONSTRUCTION SUGG ES Tr ONS, MISCELLANEOUS. 

lo In airstrip paving operations, the perforated steel •mats might be 

salvaged and used for beach landing ramps and par;king areas. 

2o In power driven equipment, interchangeable small uni ts would facili

tate handling, repair, replacement. 

3o A radio broadcast station for programs and general·infonnation to 

the men is good for morale and coordination., 

4.. Space for religious services should be provided if requested by em

ployee groups .. 

5. A public address system is desirable in any camp. 

SECURITY .. 

Although it is not w:i. thin the scope or pferogatives of such a report as 

this to recommend on security measures, it is believed.of benefit to mention 

those items that affect efficiency and practicability of constructiono 

If the project is to be classified, procurement, shipping, and mobiliza

tion of manpower can be expedited by applying the lowest possible classifica
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tion to all matters except the nature and schedule of actual tests. 

Judicious advance publicity releases pertaining to construction w.i..11 

minimize rumors and remove the press incentive for guesswork alarming to the 

public and embarrassing to manpower recruitment. 

Investigation and clearance of all personnel, including ~anual workers, 

in advance of their travel to the site, involves tremen:ious difficulty in 

keepi~ them available during the investigation period. During construction 

Phases I, II, an:i part of III, the risk is considered small of sending per

sonnel to the site, as soon as agency clearance fonns are submitted, ani pend

ing investigationo As the scheduled time for special test facilities ap

proaches construction, sufficient persons will presumably ha;ve been cleared 

that by selection and control at the site, only cleared personnel will see 

significant structures. Persons who by reason of advance design or planning 

duties require functional knowledge of test structures should presumably be 

cleared in advance of tb.ese duties. 

It is recommerrled that shipments be repackaged and reworked at a con

trolled warehouse at the port of embarkation and consigned directly to Eniwe

toko Vendors should be instructed to ship only to the warehouse, except in 

special circumstances where this procedure would involve unusual cost or 

impracticable rehandlingo 

It is recommen:ied that tb.e indi 'Vi.dual features of the project be vari

ously classified rather than a blanket overall classification, which would 

necessarily have to be evaluated at the maximum of its componentso 

Assignment of personnel to the project will necessitate disclosing the 

location of the work, its approximate duration, and the general type of work, 

living conditions, wages, ani mode of transportation, in order to oommi t 

people to an employment agreement. It is suggested that the less air of 

secrecy which surrounds employment discussion, the less likely is curiosity 
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to lead to security violations. It is, therefore, suggested that the follow

ing subjects be unclassified: 

(a) Construction is contemplated at Eniwetok Atoll. 

(b) A certain named firm, or finns, is committed to such work. 

(c) The work encompasses the usual crafts, equipment and materials 

necessary to maintain and reconstruct a military garrison in 

the Pacifico These can be defined. 

(d) All contracts are With agents of the United States Government. 

(e) Span of employment is nominally one year, with extensions or 

reductions of time as the job requires. 

(f) Photographs of construction camp. 

(g) Maps and photographs of the Atoll which do not disclo.se experi

mental or test structures. 
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OPERATIONS INVOLVED: 

SECTION VI 

OPERATION DURI ID EXPERIMENTS 

This section covers Phase IV of the activities of the Contractor and al

though concurrent with Phase III, extends that period and embraces certain 

performances more closely associated with the scientific testso 

Plan of Experimental Operationo The plan of operation is to prepare 

three islands, Engebi, Aomon and Runit, and possibly a fourth island, Bogal

lua, for tests. 

Parry Island is proposed as the control center and administrative base, 

as well as to contain scientific installatioqs similar to those required by 

the previous testso 

Photographic towers on the coral head in the lagoon and on Aniyaanii 

will be retained; and two or three additional towers will be used in succes

sion on shot islandso 

It is now believed that certain assembly and field laboratory functions 

will be ship basedo 

All Services to Support Scientific Requirements. 'Ihe operation during 

experiment period should be based on a concept of all other agencies at the 

proving ground being in a supporting position, With respect to the scientific 

or test personnel and to the scienti.fic experimental requirements. This means 

that performa.12ce of ~he details of the operation should be accomplished by the 

Military arrl by the Contractor, With a mini.mum of dependence upon Scientific 

Personnel for guidance and assistance. 

Operational Functions. To obtain this continuity in supporting functions 
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to the scientific experiment, it is believed that the following operations 

by the Contractor should be continued throughout this period: 

(a) Construction forces for installation and construction required 

for experiments and not previously specified. 

(b) Operation of heavy equipment, and land transportation required 

for installation and handling of scientific apparatus. 

(c) Operation of maintenance and repair shops. 

(d) Operation of all island utilities, arrl t_he repair thereof. 

(e) Camp services, with the exception of Eniwetok Island. 

(f) Shipping, longshoriq?; and warehousing. 

(g) Material control and e:xpe:iiting, as well as material account

ability, exclusive of scientific equipment and experimental 

apparatus. 

(h) Operation of inter-island communications within the Atoll. 

(i) Scheduling of air and surf ace transportation. 

(j) Liaison between scientific personnel an:i military personnel, 

pertaining to utilities and services not of a security char

acter, or not having to do with military policy. 

(k) Scheduling and conduct of commercial shipping and commercial 

air carriers, if required. 

(1) Maintaining a boat pool for transportation of men am mater

ials pertaining to construction, installation and camp services. 

This will be in addition to boat pools which may be required by 

the military for ship-to-shore or other services. 
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MANNER OF HANDLIID SUPPORTING OPi:RATIOrl.i: 

Inter-Islan,d Transportation and Communication Control. '!he contractor 

responsible for operation of facilities should establish a Superintendent of 

Transport a ti ono He would function as port captain and t~affic control chief 

in all areas except Eniwetok Island and its approacheso The mill tary chief 

of operations or Atoll conunander would publish rules of the road for land, 

sea and air, and assign a liaison officer to coordinate with the Superinten

dent of Transportation on military movementso Within this framework the 

Superintendent of Transportation would sched.ule all movements of carriers 

acting to support the civilian functions of construction, installation and 

experimentation. D~ring the test period, the Test Director would assign a 

liaison man to coordinate its requirements with the Superintendent of Trans

portation. Communication originating on land, except Eniwetok Island, will 

be the responsibility of the Superintendent of Transportation for mainten

ance and operationo Messages directed outside the Atoll will be transferred 

to military signal channels at Eniwetoko 

'~ Operationo Small reconnaissance type of· aircraft, designated 

in Artrry !'lomenclature as the L-.5, which is similar to the Piper cub of commer

cial use, is the only practicable type of plane other than the helicopter 

which can be successfully used for Inter-Island transportation within the 

topographic limitations of the Atoll. This plane is extremely useful, how

ever, in transportation of personnel on urgent missions between islands, 

both during construction in correlating movements of men and material, and 

during the operation. A slightly larger plane is desirable, however. 

It is believed that more efficient drone plane operation probably could 

be established by the mill tary on Eniwetok, rather than on Kwaj alien, pro

viding that maintenance shops are added and smaller planes usedo Concentra-
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tion of AEC forces on Parry Island enables sufficient latitude and space to 

pennit the drone operation to be based on Eniwetok Island. 

Late Construction of Special Buildings and Instrumentationo To forecast 

and incorporate into the comprehensive plan of the proving ground, all the 

detailed requirements and facilities for scientific tests for an experiment 

to be held in the future, is not now possibleo While it is anticipated that 

in general, design and construction will keep pace with, and be currently 

adjusted to the progress and development of these requirements, it is also 

advisable to prepare for last minute or 11 on-the-spot11 requirements. To this 

end the nucleus of a construction force should be maintained to accomplish 

these purposeso This crew would maintain and operate such construction equip

ment as is necessary and will furnish the manpower requirements for instal

lation services. 

To enable the above plan to operate smoothly arrl efficiently, a small 

crew of specialists working in conjunction with the scientists on the de

tails of "on-the-spot11 problems, together w.i. th limited blueprinting and re

production facilities are necessary. Similarly, stenographic, clerical and 

similar services should be provided. 

Installation Crews and Equipment. Under this heading and included as 

a portion of the overall operational phase are certain functions that right

fully cannot be accounted for under construction or under operational items. 

These operations are concerned strictly with the transporting, han:iling, in

stallations, preliminary testing and adjustment of scientific instruments 

and equipment required by the experiment and which are considered outside 

the scope of a construction contracto Scientific personnel, utilizing con

struction equipment and assisted by construction craftsmen, will install am 

prepare such instruments in accordance wi. th their own requirernentso A diver-
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sity of speci1tl skills, carefully selected from the construction forces would 

be retained fer this purpose. The time required for these operations begins 

with the completion of major construction features and extends to the moment 

of the actual tests. 

Utilities Operation. The operation and maintenance of such utilities as 

power generation, transmission, communications, water works, sewer lines, roads 

and airstrips, and fuel hamling and storage, will require only a limited num

ber of such skills as diesel mechanics, electricians, telephone operators and 

repairmen, linemen, still operators, construction equipment operators arrl labor

ers. Personnel whose training and familiarity with specific equipment, loca

tion and function of appurtenances and general operating routine of each inde

pendent utility has been developed during the major construction program, will 

be retained beyo:nd that period to insure a complete smooth working installation 

for the primary benefit of the scientific experiments. The knowledge of this 

personnel with regard to spare part requirements and spare part stock levels 

will also be advantageous. 

It is anticipated that demands on all utilities will increase from interim 

construction requirements to a maximum during the period 'Wherein scientific 

personnel arrive at the Atoll. The demands would remain at this peak level dur

ing active preparation for the experiments and during the actual tests. . The 

greatest demands on an experiment islan:i utilities would thus be made in the 

period just prior to the shot. At this time, it will also be necessary to pro

vide operators on each experiment islarrl for operating power plants, communica

tions facilities, arrl water distillation units. 

Prior to zero hour, salvageable material would be removed. Personnel form

erly housed on these experiment islands would be removed to base camps on Parry 

and Eniwetok islands. 
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Personnel for operation of all utilities on these base camps would be re

quired throughout the experimento 

0peration of Camp Serviceso The operation of camp services will include 

furnishing personnel and supplies for maintaining all incidental equipment and 

buildings of the proving groundo This implies operation of shop facilities 

such as equipment repair, electric, plumbing, painting, garage and boat repair 

throughout this period. 

Other camp services include the operation of housing and messing f acili

ties, recreational facilities, laundry, and cold storage or reefer plants with 

the maintenance of uninterrupted supplies required by these operations. Fur

nishing equipment and personnel for unloaO.ing, warehousing, and distributing 

these supplies as well as construction materials and equipment is also includ-

ed. 

Freight Handling. It is recommended that all freight destined for Eni

wetok Atoll, with the exception of military freight consigned for the use of 

the rnili tary garrison at Eniwetok Island, be directed to a central assembly 

point in the Zone of the Interior. This point could effectively be a warehouse 

in the Los Angeles harbor area, to which procurement items from vendors would 

be consigned, as well as scientific equipment. At this point, such re-packag

ing as necessary would be accomplished, and the assembly of loads for surface 

or air transport would be accomplished in a systematic related manner. All 

such freight would be appropriately rnarkErl and insofar as possible, would be 

consi~ned at this point to the indi vi.dual island in Eniwetok Atoll, in which 

it will be ultimately used. A code mark would accomplish this and would enable 

considerable elimination of re-handling at Parry island. Freight could also be 

marked with an identification number for accountability. It is recommended 

that the integration of freight handling and consignment, both in the Zone of 
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Interior and at the Atoll, could be best handled by an organization under a 

Chief of Transportation, set up by the operating contractoro 

Zone of Interior 0perationso Obviously, no plan of operation of a remote 

installation could be successful without connection with a base for source of 

supply, manpower, and transportation. This base is presumed to be the state

side office of the Architect-Engineer-Construction-Management Contractor. It 

will maintain liaison with Los Alamos and as a result of this liaison will in

itiate all subsequent actiono In addition, although concurrently, this office 

will be concerned with and responsible for procuring, ex:pedi ting, inspecting, 

warehousing and shipping of all supplies, materials and equipment required by 

the operating phase of proving ground activities, as differentiated from 

similar items pertaining to the actual construction of the proving grounds. 

Similarly it should atten:i to the recruiting and hiring of personnel and ar

range for its transportation overseas, 'Whether by private carrier, or by means 

of facilities of the Armed Forces. 
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SECTION VII 

OPERATION BETWEEN EXPERIMENTS 

OPERATIONS INVOLVED: 

General. The period referred to as Phase V of the construction program 

will be defined as the roll-upo It will begin with the conclusion of a test-

ing program, includes securing the area, ard extends through the period of 

quiescense as necessary. It covers such items as these: 

Salvage 
Storage 
Demobilization 
Maintenance 
Protection of structures and utilities 
Resident maintenance personnel 
Security and radio safety 
Issue completion report 

Roll-up Preparation. The operations immediately prior to the detonation 

of a bomb is conceived in this Report to involve the salvage of a maximum 

amou,nt of valuable facilities llhich are subject to damage or destruction by 

bomb effects, providing that such salvage can be practically accomplished. 

without interfering with installation and other work at the forward area, and 

providing that the removal of any such salvage can be accomplished in a per-

iod up to twenty-four hours prior to bomb detonationo Practicability of the 

elements of this salvage are discussed. in Section IV under various headings 

in the analysis of probelms of design. 

It is recommended. that adequate storage facilities be provided on Parry 

Island for the roll-up period, it being felt that any items remaining on 

shot islands, if subjected to open storage an:i idleness throughout this roll-

up period will suffer such deterioration that dependability for future use 

would be in question. Maximum mobility is being considered for mechanical 

units involving a high capital outlay on the shot islands, and maximum pro-
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tection is being considered for those facilities which may remain on the shot 

islands and still be re-used for another experimento The mobility of mechan

ical equipment enables the removal of such equipment to be accomplished in the 

last few days prior to a shot, with a minimum accompanying use of heavy con

struction-type equipment. Removed equipment could be either loaded on barges 

which may then be accumulated at mooring adjacent to each shot island, and 

towed in a chain to Parry Island for furtheT disposition or removed in 11 M1' 

boats by decrements; hence it is not believed necessary to maintain a large 

fleet of 11M11 boats for this purpose alone. 

Demobilizationo As part of the demobilization following the testing 

period, the f ollow:ing functions are proposed to be performed as soon as 

radiological conditions penni t: salvage, storage, a system of maintenance of 

permanent utilities and structures, and a protection of structures am util

itieso Such structures as are considered undesirable to leave in place from 

the standpoint of security would be removed, demolished or obliterated, as 

directed. The Ganuna Stations, being of a special aggregate subject to oxi

dation, would be wire-brushed and scrubbed. to clean the surface from oxides 

and coated with an asphalt base coating, which should then be covered with 

sand or other sun protection. The metal parts of permanent structures on 

shot islands should be coated with long-lasting preservatives such as cosmo

line. Cable landings should be reposted with warning signs. It is also sug

gested. that areas of intense radio activity be fenced and marked. On Parry 

Island, warehousing of materials to be left at Proving Ground should be ac

complished; those which are subject to deterioration should be stored in de

humidified warehouse, and arrangement for shipment back to the Zone of Inter

ior of other materials should be made. 
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Operation of Utilities during Roll-up. Following the experiments, it 

will be necessary to have operators for the utilities on Eniwetok. In addi

tion to these, a small but competent crew of utilities personnel will be re

quired to weatherproof and maintain utilities provided for Parry and the Ex

periment Islands. Power plants in concrete emplacements on Experiment Is

lands and other equipment left in place rather than stored, should be visited, 

checked and operated frequently. It is 1 possible that mechanics in accomplish

ing these duties could accompany the regular security patrol. Uni ts in serv

ice in power and water plants should be rotated in sequence to keep them de

humidified, lubricated, and in operating condition, and consequently useful 

for a future series of tests. 

Other Services. After evacuation of the Atoll by scientific, military 

and construction forces concerned primarily with the tests, the contractor 

should maintain a nuclear force to preserve all incidental items as are con

sidered worthy. These services would include proper storage of furniture and 

equipment that require moving from place of use to warehouse, the application 

of protective measures on items not requiring moving to warehouse for pro

tection, maintenance of transportation and construction equipment not return

ed to the Zone of Interior or reclaimed by the Armed Forces. Other services 

may include routine tests on submarine signal and communications cables for 

detennination of rate of deterioration and other repetitive observations, the 

resurvey of terrain in shot areas to detennine blast effects, the completion 

of "As Built" drawings not previously accomplished during Phases III and IV, 

and either the preparation or the furnishing of data for the preparation of 

the "Completion Report". 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: 

It is recommended that during the roll-up period a military garrison 

be maintained at the Proving Ground to perform the following mission: 

(a) Security surveillance of the closed areao 

(b) Safeguarding of Government property. 

( c) Haintenance of offshore communication and of aircraft trans

portation facilitieso 

(d) Provide subsistence and quarters for resident representa

tives of AEC or their agents during the period between tests, 

and provide subsistence and quarters, as well as air and 

surface transportation within the lagoon to visiting scien

tific and survey parties during the roll-up period. 

(e) Provide all facilities necessary to be a self-sufficient 

garrison, including medical persormel and facilities compe

tent to protect surveillance details or surveillance person

nel from radiological hazards. 

It is recommended that the construction contractor maintain sufficient 

personnel at the site during the roll-up to assure the perpetuation in good 

repair of all hydraulic, mechanical, electrical, and structural facilities 

essential to the next scientific test. 

It is recommended that a laboratory representative be in resi-

dence, to maintain radiological data and inspect and maintain scientific 

equipment. The resident personnel during roll-up could more economically 

and happily live at the Eniwetok garrison for subsistence, quarters and re

creationo Such resident personnel should remain with out replacement for ap

proximately eighteen monthso As inducement to do so, family quarters might 1 

be authorized. This would add to stability of personnel and continuity of 

services vital to the proving ground. 
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SECTION VIII 

RECOMMEIIDATIOIB 

SUMMARY OF BASIC RECOMMENDATIONS: 

The following is a summary of the recommendations made in the preceding 

sections of this Report and are repeated here to provide a concise review of 

the major recommendations resulting from a detailed study of the problems in

volved in the design, construction and operation of a Proving Ground for test

ing atomic weaponso 

lo That the engineering design be accomplished in the Zone of the Inte

rior to facilitate liaison with the Laboratory at Los Alamos and 

supply sources. 

2. That immediate occupancy of the site by small advance engineering 

and construction forces is desirable and economical. 

J. That the period of time for construction be spread to limits consist

ent with soun:i planning and with present scheduled experiment target 

dateso 

4. That Parry Island be developed for construction camp and later be 

converted to headquarters island for the Laboratory operations. 

5. That Eniwetok Island be reserved for use and exploitation by the 

Military .. 

6. That the present garrison facilities on Eniwetok be rehabilitated 

and maintainedo 

7. That camps be established on each Experimental Island, excepting 

Aomon-Biijiri in which case the camp be established on Rojoa Island 

i:rwolv;ing a causeway or connecting link Wi. th Biijiri. 

8. The the Islan:i of Bogallua be designated as the site of a fourth 

Experimental Island, should it be determined that a fourth experiment 
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is desired for testing and researcho 

9. That a maximum use of Zone of the Interior fabrication should be 

used to reduce to a minimum the use of 11 on the site 11 labor. 

10. That the use of corrosive resistant materials in construction of 

non-expendable items is justified. 

11. 'Ihat concrete, exclusive of Gamma buildings, be made from coral 

aggregate, produced locally. 

12. That triangular type guyed towers, 300 feet high, be used for the 

Zero Towers. 

13. That the present Gamma Buildings be re-oriented for the new tower 

height by tilting. 

14. That the distillation of sea water be used to provide for all pota

ble uses and for limited domestic service. 

15. That a scheme incorporating the use of many small plants throughout 

the Proving Groun:is be utilized for generation of power. 

16. That permanent, protected enclosures be provided for power plants 

adjacent to Timing Buildings and Living Camps on shot islands. 

17. That overhead distribution of electrical power be used on Eniwetok 

and Parry Islands and in the Living Camps on or adjacent to the shot 

islands. 

18. That a local system of telephones, backed up by a radio system, for 

inter-island communication be installed and that these systems of 

communications be operated by civilian personnel. That dependence 

be placed upon the mill tary for the necessary communication connect

ing link with locations outside of Eniwetok Atoll. 

19. That pennanent horizontal an:i vertical control surveys be established. 

20. 'Ihat present submarine control an:i signal cables be retested periodi

cally during construction. 
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21. That hot-mix asphaltic paving be used for the area surrounding Zero 

Towers and for air strips. 

22. '!hat an asphaltic road-mix surfacing be used for frequently traveled 

roads. 

23. That stabilization of zero line and other areas for the purpose. of 

reducing the amount of dust which will rise be accomplished by 

asphalti.c road-mix surfacing. 

24. That existing piers near the south end of Eniwetok, the north pier 

on Parry and on Runit, .Aomon and Engebi Islands be repaired and re

constructed. 

25. '!hat new piers be constructed near north end of Eniwetok, near air 

strip on Parry, at Rojoa and at Bogallua if that island is used. 

26. That new fuel storage with submarine receiving lines to deep water 

be provided. 

· 27. That sheet aluminum alloy for building construction be allocated 

immediately. 

28. That the entire program of planning, design, construction operation 

and maintenance can best be accomplished urrler a single contractual 

agreement covering all phases of the program. 
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SCOPE: 

SECTION IX 

COST ESTIMATE 

The estimates presented for work under Phases I, II and III cover facili

ties as reconnnended in this Renort and summarized in Section VIIIo These 

estimates include all anticipated expenditures in connection 'With engineering 

and construction, except the Architect-Engineer-Construction-Management 

(.AECM) feeo 

The estimates for Phase IV and V are developed to include all AECM costs 

based on operation under the assumptions listed below. Basis of time schedule 

is: 

Phase IV-A, Experiment 

Phase V-A, Roll-up 

Phase IV-B, Experiment 

Phase V-B, Roll-up 

Dec. 1950 through March 1951 

April 1951 through Dec. 1952 

Jan. 1953 through April 1953 

May 1953 through Aug. 1953 

It is assumed that during Phase IV, the Los Alamos Laboratory will sta

tion not over 250 people in the camp on Parry and on the shot islands and 

that the AECM contractor will assign 100 mechanics and helpers to work under 

their direction. In addition, approximately 250 others 'Will be required to 

operate the utilities and facilities. 

During Phase IV, A and B, the additional services.furnished include pur

chase, preparation and serving of food; operation and housekeeping of rooms, 

offices, etc.; medical, laundry, barber, sales stnre an::i recreation services; 

maintenance and operation of utilities, including telephone operators; local 

air, water and motor transportation for personnel and supplies; light steve

doring and warehousing of "Laboratory11 supplies; fire protection. 

During Phase v, A and B, the services furnished include stationing a 
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local force to maintain and operate periodically all utilities and plant; 

warehouse all supplies; provide accommodations for a limited number of guests; 

clean up areas after experiments arrl reconstruct once the four shot towers, 

repave shot areas once with asphalt; rebuild shot island camps and utilities 

as necessary once; and finally salvage such material as warrants saving. 

This program contemplates that other agencies will, without cost, fur

nish all ocean transportation for their own supplies arrl personnel; provide 

crews for local air flights; supply all outside communications; station 

guards; and that military forces will provide their own support and mainte

nance, except for operation of utilitieso Through all of these estimates, 

no allowance has been made for costs of any kind 'thich will be incurred by 

the Laborato-ry, either in connection with superi vision of the work or for pur

chase or installation of experimental equipment. Costs of military support 

are not included and in addition, we have assumed that military agencies will 

furnish on memorandum receipt all necessary small craft, vehicles and air

planes including the crews for operation of aircrafto 

BASIS OF ESTIMATES: 

Generalo Estimates have been prepared using as an origin current labor, 

material and equipment costs on the West Coasto These costs have been modi

fied by our experience on foreign work and also as a result of conferences 

with Naval officers at Pearl Harbor who have had experience in this areao 

At the present time, we have no specific data in a form that can be used as 

a guide of the cost of previous work of similar nature on Eniwetok or adjacent 

Atollso It is our understanding that military transportation may be available 

without charge for both personnel and materialo Our past experience irrlicctes 

that such transportation cannot be considered 100 percent reliable through the 

course of the entire project because demands with higher priority may divert 
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shipping to other channels. For this reason and to be on the safe side, we 

have estimated that all personnel and material will be moved to and from the 

Atoll via private commercial transportation. 

Accuracy. 'lhese estimates have been prepared by take-off from prelimi

nary plans of all items entering into the work with all accuracy possible at 

this time and by a careful study of the type of organization required and 

labor conditions involved. Figures presented are the result of a digest of 

these detailed estimate work sheets. Several factors must be recognized in 

this connection. First, the plans are in a preliminary and incomplete stage 

so that quantities and i terns of work can be taken off in a preliminary way 

only, subject to revision when detail plans have been completed. Second, 

most of the manufacturers, and particularly those supplying electrical equip

ment, are very hesitant about quoting firm prices for future delivery. It is 

entirely probable that material prices in the future will rise and only the 

possibility of· a moderate increase has been taken into consideration herein. 

'lhird, production of labor at the site and labor turnover is a feature which 

cannot be forecast with great accuracy. A figure has been added, as indicated 

later, to anticipate this feature, but this must be recognized as a consid

ered opinion at best. Fourth, labor Will be transported to the island on a 

guaranteed work-week basis. Excessive cost of delay due to such causes as 

extended strikes has not been anticipated. 

Labor Costs. Direct labor includes labor directly chargeable to specif

ic items of work and the cost of hauling material from the Parry Island ware

house to the actual job site. U. s. labor cost in California is the origin 

of the estimates for direct labor. To this have been added certain differen

tials to cover additional cost for work overseas. 
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Material Costs. We have estimated the quantities and cost of material 

for the construction of this work and have added 15 percent to cover loss, 

waste, breakage, and similar i terns. Under normal circumstances, we believe 

that this figure is high, however, it must be recognized that all materials 

will be handled several more times and will be transported a greater distance 

than is normally the case of work in the United States. In addition to this, 

it may be necessary to over-order in some cases as an insurance against de

lay in the work caused by shortages of specific types of materialo The long

time lag involved in purchase and transportation balanced agaic.st labor cost 

of delay may dictate such over-order of material. 

Transportation Costso The cost of transportation in the estimate in

cludes delivery of material dockside; additional warehousing and storage 

dockside if required and loading aboard the carrier; cost of ocean transpor

tation and insurance; and the cost of longshoring at the Atollo Warehouse 

operations in the embarkation port, except dockside, are included as overhead.. 

Equipment Costso Due to the fact that the construction equipment now at 

the jobsite needs extensive repair, it is anticipated that some equipment 

will be purchased new in United States o 

A majority of the construction equipment needed for this project has an 

average estimated life of eight years under ordinary climatic conditions and 

use; however, it is felt that the average life of the equipment on the site 

will be greatly reduced and that maintenance and repair will be increased. 

In view of the variables affecting the life and efficiency of construction 

equipment on this project, estimated equipment costs have been determined 

from an analysis of each type of construction and the equipment needed to 

efficiently expedite the overall projecto In each case, equipment cost in

cludes the U-. s. standard equipment rental rate for the construction involved, 
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plus normal operatir:g, maintenance and repair cost, plus an arbitrary factor 

of 50 percent to cover the variables of climatic and job site conditions, and 

transportation to job siteo Nonnally, this arbitrary factor would be low but 

it is realized that some percentage of the equipment will be available without 

cost on memorandum receipt from the military. 

Detail Estirnateso On the following pages are cost estimates for Phases 

I, II, III, rv, and V of the construction and operation program, both in 

detail and sumrnarizedo 
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DETAIL ESTIMATES: PHASES I, II AND III: 

Summa.r;ro The summary of the detailed estimates· including the cost of the 

development of Bogallua as a fourth shot island but not including the AECM 

fee, is as follows: 

Direct Costs, (see detail estimate) 

Material 
Labor 
Equipment 
Transportation 

Sub-total, direct costs 

Field overhead indirect manual and non-manual 
labor costs including recuriting, trans
portation of personnel, sick time insur
ance, etc. (see detail estimate) 

Extra construction costs for camp and office, 
wear and tear on equipment. 

Operating costs of camp utilities; motor ve
hicles, boats, aircraft an:i equipment 
not charged directly to uni.ts of work; 
office an:i miscellaneous supplies; travel. 

Home Office cost of design, purchasing, expedit
ing, accounting, liaison, travel, job con
trol. 

Stateside warehousing and material handling. 

Sub-total, overhead costs 

GRAND 'IDT.AL, PHASES I, II AND III 

$5,549,400 
3,846,950 
1,819,200 
1,424,1300 

$2,532,050 

188,500 

664,000 

600,000 

70,000 

$12,639,850 

$ 4,oS4,55o 

$1.6,694,400 

Bogallua. Deduction for cost of work on Bogallua, assuming overhead will 

be substantially the same, is: 

Material $ 281,100 
Labor 227,300 
Equi pmerrt . 70,900 
Transportation .67,400 

TOTAL $ 6461700 $ 646,700 
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Estimate of Direct Coste The detail estimate of direct costs, without over-

head, including Bogallua as a fourth shot islani, is as follows: 

Item Material 

Shape arrl Stabilize areas 38,100 

Asphalt paving 404,200 

Dust pallative on roads 26~100 

Causeway Biijiri to Rojoa 70,400 

Shot an::l photo towers 121, 300 

Buildings, aluminum and tents 11 863J700 

Refrigeration plant & accessories 190,300 

Water facilities 739,800 

Sewers 188,300 

Fuel facilities 218,700 

Electric facilities 611,000 

Telephone system 681,500 

Control & Signal system 62,400 

Radio back-up system 261 200 

Public address system 41 100 

Furniture;dining,housekeeping,etc. 96 1 600 

Equipment; fire, kitchen, etc. 99,400 

Pier construction 60,300 

Special shot island buildings 29,000 

Phase I field work, except towers 16,000 

Cost in Dollars 
Transp. 

Labor .Equipment Material 

205,300 340,200 

267,200 

4,400 

57,800 

43,900 

396,800 

20,800 

447,200 

204,700 

176, 700 

18,400 

80,400 

1.67 ,400 

2,aoo 

900 

8,400 

9,600 

137,800 

15,200 

139,700 

509,000 

4,.500 

38,700 

18,500 

173,200 

3,800 

58,ooo 

19,800 

65,400 

65,800 

227,800 

54,000 

1, 300 

200 

2,200 

2,200 

197,300 

6,300 

. 31,000 

477 ,100 

45,400 

12,700 

17,600 

517,200 

11,000 

67,000 

16,ooo 

41,600 

62,500 

5? ,600 

18,400 

900 

300 

2,400 

. 2,400 

22,600 

42,000 

9,600 

TOTALS 5,549,400 2,40~.rioo i,819,200 i,424,300 
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Additions to Labor Costo The estimated cost of labor as of Eniwetok is 

as follows: 

Total direct manual labor as on estimate, Page IX - 7 $2,405,400 

Personnel recruiting, transportation, standby 
time, etco $6231 720 

Sick leave at 4% of direct laboro 96 ,210 

Compensation insurance.at 5% of direct labor. 1201 270 

Climate factor at 25% of direct labor represent-
ing lost time due to rain, gales, non-
delivery of material, reduced efficiency 
from incomplete crews or working out of 
classification, and other factors not gen-
erally encountered in the U.So 601,350 

Total additions 114411550 

'IDTAL COST of labor as of Eniwetok, used in 
Sununary $31 8461 950 
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Detail Estimate of Field Overhead Labor Costs. 

Maintenance and Operation, Eniwetok Utilities 

Maintenance and Operation, Parry Utilities 

Transportation Repair Shop 

Transportation Services 

Warehousing 

Guards and Fire Department 

Dining Service 

Camp Housekeeping 

Recreation and Miscellaneous Services 

Medical 

Main Office 

Field Engineering 

Top Supervision 

Total Labor, Salaries, Wages 

Sicktime and Insurance at 4-1/2% 

Recruiting, Transportation and Staniby 

TOTAL Field Overhead Labor Costs 

l t 

$ 108,000 

76,200 

134,900 

194,800 

102,000 

8.5,100 

171,000 

96,900 

.53,400 

71,800 

29.5,600 

270,300 

2,2~,aSoo 

$1,913,SOO 

86,100 

,2321420 

$2,532,050 
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Estimate - Phase V-A. The following estimate for Phase V-A includes 

cost for replacement of the maximum amount of facilities that may be damaged 

during the experimerrts on four shot islands. 

The deduction shown following the estimate for Phase V-A has been esti

mated on the basis that the degree of damage to certain of the facilities 

will not require this maximum replacement. The actual cost will undoubtedly 

be between these two figures. 

It is assumed that activity in the center (J inch) paved area around the 

towers will be such that all of this pavement must be removed and that all 

paving around towers (both J inch and 1-1/2 inch) will be relaid. The deduc

tion shown following the estimate for Phase V-A omits all paving reconstruc

tion. AJ..so included in the maximum estimate is the cost of rebuilding com

pletely all building superstructures for the outlying camps. If it is pos

sible to salvage this material for re-erection, the material cost can be 

reduced considerably. Replacement for the water system includes new material 

and installation labor for all shot island water tanks, one-half of the pumps 

and all water system buildingso The deduction contemplates the re-installa

tion of pumps and stills only. On the maxi.mum estimate, it is assumed that 

replacement of electrical work will include, on the shot islands, twenty 

percent replacement of underground buildings, loss of all above grourrl power 

plants and all overhead distribution lineso The deduction estimate is on the 

basis that only one-third of this los.s will be sustained. Special buildings 

are included in the maximum estimate on the assumption that the secorrl experi

ment might require several new buildings of types different from those origi

nally constructed. The deduction assumes that there will be no such build

ings required. All other items are considered nominal, so no credit is 

reflected in the deductiono 
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ESTIMATES - PHASES IV AND V 

Su:mma.ry0 The summary of the detail estimates for all AECM costs, exclu-

sive of fee is as follows: 

Phase IV-A Experiment. 
Phase V-A Roll-up 
Phase IV-B Experiment 
Phase V-B Roll-up 

TOTAL COST - PHASE IV AND V 

$1,511,000 
1,856,800 
11 5ll,OOO 

240,$00 

$5,ll9,300 

Estimate Phase IV. Phase IV-A and Phase IV-B are identical and the fol-

lowing is the detail estimate for Phase IV-A: 

MATERIAL 
ITEM MAT 1L. IABOR EQUIP. TRANSP. 

Utility Operation 46, 900 91,500 2,800 40,000 
Dining Service 72,900 15,ooo 
Housekeeping 10,000 94,ooo 2,000 
Recreation 21,300 
Medical Service 20,000 18,800 500 
Local transportation and repairs 85,ooo 83,900 13,000 
Warehousing 15,900 
Fire protection 6,600 
Field Engineering 1,000 22,900 
Experiment support personnel 169,700 
General Office 10,000 44,ooo 500 
Field management 24:,200 

Sub-totals 172,900 665,700 4,800 69,000 

Total direct cost 912,400 
Insurance and sick time, average 7% of labor 46,600 
Personnel recruiting, standby, travel 520,000 
Home office procurement, accounting, liaison, travel & job control ~2 2 000 

TOTAL COST - PHASE IV SINGLE OPERATION $1,511,000 
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ESTIMATE - PHASE V-Ao The detail estimate of costs for Phase V-A is as follows: 

ITEM MATERIAL 

Remove Center Paving 1,500 
Asphalt Paving 143,400 
Dust Pallative 13,100 
Towers 79,200 
Buildings and Tents 60,100 
Water Sys tern 6o,ooo 
Sewer System 800 
Fuel System 2,100 
Electrical System 91,600 
Telephone System 2,100 
Control and Signal System 1,400 
Radio Back-up System 1,400 
Public lid.dress System 700 
Equipment, etc. 2,100 
Special Buildi~ s 29,000 

Sub-total, reconstruction 489,100 
Cleanup shot islands 19,800 
Supervision and operation 20,900 

Sub-totals .529,800 

Total direct cost 
Insurance and sick time, average 7% of labor 
Personnel recruiting, standby, travel 

TRANSP. 
LABOR EQUIP. MATERIALS 

6,8oo 29,100 
114,200 213,800 l.67' 900 

2,300 2,400 22,700 
39,000 16,200 1.5,600 
24,000 .5, Boo 6,.500 
26,400 .5,600 JJ.i.,4oo 
1,200 400 100 
l, 700 700 400 

36,Soo 18,900 .5,Soo 
1,200 400 100 
1,200 400 100 
1,200 400 100 

600 400 100 
700 400 200 

1.5,100 6,300 42,000 

272,400 301,200 216,000 
2.5,000 27,700 2,600 

2271700 2,600 

.525,100 328,900 281,200 

Home office, procurement, accounting, liaison, travel & job control 

1,66.5,ooo 
36,Boo 
75,ooo 
80,000 

'IDTAL COST - PHASE V-A 

Deduction estimate for less than maximum replacement 

$1, 8 56, Boo 

$1,009,700 

ESTIMATE - PHASE V-B. Final roll-up period. Salvage is not credited because 

the amount is doubtfulo 

ITEM MATERIAL LABOR EQUIP. 

Cleanup shot islands 19,800 25,000 27,700 
Prepare equipment for salvage 10,400 42,000 9,000 
Supervision and operation 5,200 62~700 92000 

Sub-totals 35,400 129, 700 45,700 

Total Direct Cost 
Insurance and sick time, average 7% of labor 
Home office procurement, accounting, liaison, travel & job control 

TOTAL COST - PHASE V-B 

TRANSP. 
MATERIALS 

2,600 
1,300 

700 

4,600 

21.5 ,400 
9,100 

161000 

$240,500 
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SECTION X 

PHOTOGRAPHS 
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